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Today's Greatest Repair Aid
PACKED

Over

90

Makes

Aerodyne,
Argosy,
Baird

Ajax, Alba,
Beethoven,

Ace,

Berec,

B.R.C.,

Capitol,
Collaro,

B.S.R.,

Champion,

Bush,

Channel,
Dansette,

Cossor,

Decca, Defiant, Doric,

Dynatron, E.A.R., Ekco,
Elizabethan,
Emerson,

Ever

Elpico,
Emisonic,

E.M.I.,

Eurnig,

Ferguson,

Ready,

Ferranti, Fidelity, Ford Motor
Co., Garrard,
G.B.C., G.E.C.,
Gramdeck, Grundig,
H.M.V.,

Hitachi,

TIME-SAVING,

WITH

MONEY -MAKING

to buy

Masteradio,

K -B.,
Marconiphone,

Television

McMichael,

Motorola, Murphy, National,
Newmatic,
Pageant,
Pam,
Perdio,
Peto Scott,
Philco,

Pilot,

Radio

Playcraft,

Playmate,

Portadyne, Porto Pye,
Radiomobile,
Recording Devices, Rediffusion,
Regentone, Retra, Revelation,
R.G.D., Roberts' Radio, Sharp,

Radiograms

gram,

Sinclair,

!

Invicta,

Magnavox,

Philips,

INFORMATION

Take a look at the big list of OVER 90 makes on left. ALL THESE
are covered in the latest edition of Newnes RADIO & TV SERVICING.
In six volumes it gives you the CIRCUITS, DIAGRAMS and REPAIR
INSTRUCTIONS you need for nearly 2,500 popular models produced
from 1959 to 1965. This complete library is a guaranteed time saver
and profit -maker in every repair
shop.
Examine it, use it
on FREE TRIAL for a
week-no obligation

Tape Recorders

Sonolor,

Sobel!,

Record Reproducers

Sound,
Spencer-West,
Standard, Stella, Stereosound,
Stuzzi, Teletron, Thorn, Trans
Arena, U.K.W., Ultra, Vidor,
Sony,

Car Radios

Volmar, Walter, Waltham Standard, Zenith.
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CircuitsDiagramsRepair Data
FOR NEARLY

2,500 POPULAR

MODELS

developments -Solid State Stereograms. Silicon Diodes and
Semiconductor Code. Miniature Receivers. Transistor Servicing

Plus all these

Transistors.
Tips. Bias Compensating Diodes. Transistor A.G.C. Circuits. Replacing
Potentiometers. Transportable small- screen TV Receivers. New Valves. Developments in E.H.T. systems. Servicing Dual -standard Receivers. Developments in
Printed Circuit Panels. Picture Tubes. Test Cards D and E. U.H.F. Aerials.
Mast -head amplifiers. Transistor U.H.F. Tuner. Colour TV.. etc., etc.
IIIIIII

GIVEN AWAY
A useful companion

to your set
for on- the -spot repairs. 272 pages
of data on installing, fault tracing and repairing, servicing
equipment. etc.
Over 200 illusELLVß \05

SOCKE\

ßO0.

^-

trations.

Value
12/6
but it's Free
to every

purchaser

07.04140.0.40 of Newnes

bOO

Radio &
TV Servicing.
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POST TODAY -EASY NO- INTEREST TERMS IF KEPT AFTER FREE TRIAL

TO EVERY PURCHASER

TV ENGINEERS POCKET BOOK

I I

To: George Newnes, Ltd.,
Long Acre,
London, W.C.2.
Please send Newnes RADIO &
TV SERVICING
and
TV
15 -17

ff under 21 your father must fill
Full Name
(Block: LETTERS)

ENGINEERS POCKET BOOK
without obligation to buy. If Address
you accept this application I
will post 161- deposit 8 days
after receipt of books, then
201- monthly for 16 months,

up coupon

(Mr., Mrs., Miss)

Tick

V

where applicable

The address on left

paying £16. 16s. in all -or
return the books.
Cash in Occupation

My Property

8

Parents' Nome

days £16. 16s.
Free Trial applies G.B. For
Ireland send cash price (refundable if title returned in 8 days).

Signature

(RV)42 /15IO
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Rented unfurnished

Furnished S000m.
Temporary Address

Is-
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49

i'ELEVISI6N (VVIMBLEDON) LTD

D. & B.
131

TELEVISION

KINGSTON ROAD, SOUTH WIMBLEDON,
'Phone: CHErrywood 3955 and

LONDON, S.W.I9.

EKCO,FERRANTI L.O.P.T HOUSINGS, Top had only
Brand new. Bulk purchase oNer. ONLY 4'6 each. P.P.
II -. With instructions.
ALBA

1

1641.1644.'r7:'4691.1744FM
1,155.1909.1717

at
at

BEETHOVEN
111116
B109. 20"
at
.BUSH
TV53, TV50. TV57, TVO58, M59 T14059, TV62, TV63, TV66
TV67. TU068. M69. TU069. These are supplied as Inserts

RI7A, 930, 931. 933, 934 935. 937 938. 938A, 939FA

..

940. 942, 942A, 943, 944, 946

..

..

.,
.,
..

at

at
at

949, 945B. 946 ..
..
..
..
..
..
DECCA
DM1, DM2/C, DM3/DM4, DM4/C, DMS, DM14, DM17, 444. 555 at
DM35. DM45. 1.41155. DM50 ..
at
.,
.
.
DM21C. DMG21
al
..
UM22C. DRI9. 8ROTV777, 4141T146.66
at
..
..
.,
DYNATEON

EXCO
TC208, TC209. T209/1, T221, 12::1, 12315', T249 TC2119
TC20711, 'P283, 1284, T293, T311. T310 TOC316. 1326. T327
1330. T330F, 1331
at
...
..
..
TMB272, T344, T344F, T348 T348? 1356. TC31.2. T313, 13131"
T332
at
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
EMERSON
E700, E701, E704, E708, Port-O -Rama E707
at
E709. E710, E711. These are supplied as an exchange unit. Please
send old transformer ..
..
..
..
..
at
FERGUSON
45T, 4541
at
..
,.
..
..
..
..
103T, 105T. 119T, 1351, 142T. 1431, 1451. 9901, 9911, 992T
993T, 994T, 995T 996T, 997T, 999T, 0891
at
203T, 2041, 205T 206T, 214T, 2331 2361`. 244T 246T ..
Used only when available
at
..
..
..
..
..
303T, 307T, 3161, 3171
,.
at
..
..
..
..
306T 308T
..
..
..
,.
406T, 408T, 416T. 436T, 498T. 4051. 407T
,
at
..
500 Series 6041
at
..
..
..
..
..
.

ER1. ANTI
14'1'3, 14131,, 1.1T4, 14141%1.11'5, 1410, 17X3, 17K3F, 1713.
17131 ", 17K4, 171(4F, 17K5, 178K4, 178K4F, 17K6, 170K3,
178X6. 17T4, 17T4F. 1715, 17T6. These are supplied as inserts

621501-

1.1'1`,

50/-

..

'1T1001.
101.2,

..

..

.,

..

..

..
..

11002, T10
101004, 11005, 11011
11023, 1102424, 11027 ..
.,.

..

at

.,

at

..

at

30/-

48/65/-

H.M.V.

S0/-

C0990ß

3513

REBUILT C.R. TUBES. All makes. All with 12 mths. guarantee.
To the highest possible standards. 12", L2.10, 14 ", 0, 17",
E3.15, 19 ", E4.10. Carr. & Ins. 1216. No C.O.D. C.W.O. only.
This includes 70 °, 90 °, 110" types.

1869
1870. 1571, 1872, 1873, 1874, 1875, 1876
1811.7,

521-

52/6

.,

MARCONI
41`135 VT158

601-

at
at

48/-

at

48/6

at

72/-

50/-

MURPHY

V241 -450

5858/6

..

70/-

V270-280

48/-

410 -4211
470 -5In

at

at

639-759
PETO COTT
1:8A, 9'R10. 178A, TV1416

48 /-

T1418, T1419, T11718, TV1719,

The.e are supplied as inserts only.

65/-

9131-

72f90/-

90/72/-

50/-

PHILCO
1000 1010
1019
1021. 1017

481-

48/-

at
at

,

at

REGENTONE
114 111-6, 10-4 10-17. Insert only -,
ULTRA
1433 VP14-53, V15.60, V1752, V1753, V1760

65/27/8

VP. 1762

..

..

..

..

..

65/.
48/50/85/-

V19-8n, V19.84, V19-85

-,

143-au

..

WE HAVE MANY THOUSANDS MORE L.O.P.T.S. AND

S

V4."-84 ..

COILS

QUOTATION

..

..

..

NEW AND USED.

72/75/-

72/8

at

30/42/8
42/6

.,

at
at
at
at
at

..

at

..

0111762. V1763, 11764, V21-50121-52, V2160 ,
V17.70. 117-71, 117-72, V17-73, V17-74,117-75
V1.780, 117-81. V17-82, 11783
-,
.,

30/-

S.A.E. FOR

at
at
at

V310-720. 350, 350

79/0

60/52/6
42/6
80/65/-

PLEASE SEND

TELEVISIONS -EX- RENTAL. All B.B.C., I.T.V. I4in. from f4.10.0. I7in. from
f7.10.0. 21 in. from f12.10.0. All with written 12 months' GUARANTEE on
Cathode Ray Tubes.
GENUINE BARGAINS, CALL OR WRITE TODAY.
VALVE LISTS- NEW VALVES.
GUARANTEED
5U4/G
5Z3
6BG6/G
6SN7GT
6V6
0CI
0C2
OFI

OPI
OP14

98G6/G
2001

3

ALL CHECKED ON MULLARD HIGH SPEED TESTER, AND
MONTHS. POSTAGE AND PACKING VALVES 6d. EACH.

5,6
5'3

DAF9I
DAF96

61-

ECH21

6'3
3'5'6

8'-

DF91

7r-

ECH42
ECH8I
ECL80
ECL82
ECL83
ECL86

7'6
IOr-

2'6
6'9'6
6'4'4'6

DF96

8r.

DH77
DK91

419
7181-

0K96
0192
DL94
Di 96

5'.
818r_

5'-

EA 3C80

6'6

EE9I

EF85
EF86
EF89
EF9I
EF92

EEC:41

20PI

7'6

EBr80

51-

EF41

20P3
20P4
27SU

61-

EBF89

5'-

10'10'6

ECC8I

4r-

ECC82
ECC83

ECC84

4'4'6
5'-

EL84
FM34
EM81

ECC85

516

ECF80
ECF82

5'-

EY5I
EY86
EZ40-41
EZ80-81

S16

GZ34

7'6
7'6
5'6

30PLI

6r6

30PL

7'6

13

7'-

416

D186

10'-

30P4

S'716
816

6,3

2'5'6

30P12

616

EF4I
EF80

20F2
20L1

30C15

9r7/6

2'6
6,6
716

2'-

3'6
7'6
6,6
7,5151-

PABC80
PCC84
PCC89
PCF80
PCF82
PCF86
PCL82
PCL83
PCL84
PCL85

5r.
6'6
6'6

6'6

PY800
PZ30
U24
U25
U26

616
71716

U191
U301
U801

7'6
776

UABC80
UAF42

5/4,6

616

UBF80
UBF89

616

7'-

616

7r.

PL33
PL36
PL38

10r-

PL81

71-

61-

UCC84
UCC85
UCF80
UCH42

4/6

UCH8I

8'-

PL82

3r-

PL83
PL84
PY31

416

6161-

101101101-

9/6
916

IS'-

71-

7r-

7f616
81-

PY32
PY33
PY80

101-

3'6

UCL83
UL84
UU8

916
61-

5,6
516

PY81

416

UY41

51-

8r6

PY82

6'-

9/6

6'p.m. Friday -Closed all day Wednesday
3/6

UY85

We are open 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday, Tuesday, Thursday& Saturday-9 a.m. to 7
Send S.A.E. for free list of valves.
TERMS: C.W.O. or C.O.D., Postage on all L.O.P.T.S. and S /Coils, 31., C.O.D. 5/
SERVICE SHEETS. TELEVISION ! ! ALL MAKES AND MODELS 41 -, P.P. 3d.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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in.

in.

LI1.10.0

(7.10.0

"SABRINA"

.,

17

months 3 star Guarantee
*Tube *Valves *Components
COLOURED FREE LIST
Channels for all areas

.

STILL WELL IN
FRONT

(N

12

i5:1449'

Demonstrations daily from Large
Selection.

Id

Personal collection or Insured
_Carr. 14in.20/ -; 17ín.301 -.
AERIALS.
BBC °_II

iii'

s-

...

ABSOSTOP FIDDLING WITH KNOBS
LUTELY UNNECESSARY . . . Our Automatic
Regulator ensures constant voltage on TV, even with

-

-

"Have

a

EX- MAINTENANCE TESTED TUBES

COMPLETELY REBUILT C.R. TUBES
ALL TYPES

ONE YEAR GUARANTEED TUBES
100% REGUNNED
in. 199/6 '-

...
... LS. 0.01 For
now ...
17" now ...
.. £5.10.0 Single
21" now ...
...
.,. £8. 0.0J Tubes
ALL C.W.O. -TRADE SUPPLIED

I4in.
Most makes and types available.
Carriage 5.- extra.
Guaranteed good picture.

17in. -351-

21

YES, we know it's wonderful.
heart for your Valves and Tube."
Conditional Free Trial.
S.A.E. details.

Mains of 180;265 v.

aerial,
from 21/ -.
BBC/ITA combined Lott and r
and colour aerial.: -from 29/6. SEND POE FI:EII LIST..

/

17 in. 79/6

',,,,

-15t-

Add IOi- or old tube.
All 110° -9916 plus
on
refundable
301-

,./

1'59/6
2 in.

to

Special Bonus Scheme for Service
Engineers- Reducing to:

21 " -14716
t4 "/ 17"-9716;
FREE Pass. transit & Ins, anywhere in British
Isles or N. Ireland (12 months' guarantee).

12" -8716;
postage

I

301 -.

TELEPHONE

VALVES et per 1011. Asorted TV and Radio.
Surplus ex-rental dismantled reonivors. Poet 4 /6.

HAND-

Send for list.
CONDENSERS 10/- per 100. New Assorted ElectroP.P. 2/6.
S
New. Mostly High Stabs.
per
RESISTORS
RESISTORS
P. 21. Oto..
3/6.
P.P.
SPEAKERS 7l9 Gin., Sin., 7 z 4ím, 8 e Sin. Es-mid.
SPEAKERS
se
41 -.
Balvag, P.P. 2/3. Overw

SETS

15/6
G.P.O,

Pair
pattern

to Workshop.
p.
DUKE & CO. (LONDON) LTD. House
trage,Inter- Ot5ce,
621/3 Romford Road, Manor Park, E.12
Liverpool St. -Manor Pk. -10 mine.
Works on any mail
e

Phone: ILFord 600/1/2/3. Stamp for Free List

battery. P. a P.4'6.

ALSO FULL RANGE OF VALVES
(Guaranteed

12

months)

SABRINA C.R. TUBE CO.
Electron Works, North Bar
BANBURY, OXON
Telephone 2390

TOAMBITIOUSENGINEERS

FRE

THE LATEST EDITION OF ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES

Have you sent for your copy?

PET SUBJECT?

is a highly informative 156 -page guide to
the best paid engineering posts. It tells
you how you can quickly prepare at home
for a recognised engineering qualification
and outlines a wonderful range of modern
Home Study Courses in all branches of
Engineering. This unique book also gives
full details of the Practical Radio & Electronics Courses, administered by our
Specialist Electronics Training Division
the B.I.E. T. School of Electronics, explains
the benefits of our Employment Dept. and
shows you how to qualify for Ave years
promotion in one year.

Mechanical Eng.,
Electrical Eng.,

Chill Engineering,

Radio Engineering,
Automobile Eng.,
Aeronautical Eng.,
Production Eng.,
Building. Plastics,

DraugMamanshls,
Television, etc.

-

GET SOME
LETTERS AFTER
YOUR NAME!
A.C.LMenb -E.
A.M.LC.E.

SATISFACTION OR
REFUND OF FEE.

A.M.LProd.;
A- M.I.M.L

A.LO.B.
2.So.

Whatever your age or ezperlenee, you cannot afford
So miss reading this famous book. If you are earning
Mm than AS0 a week, send for your nosy of

OPPORTUNITIES" today-FREE.

INCLUDING
TOOLS!

WHICH IS YOUR

ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES

"ENGINEERING

12"
14"

A.ILLE.R.B,

City & Guilds
Gen. Cert. of Edueatlon
Eto., ero.

EQUIPMENT
Basto Practical and Theoretic Courses for beginners in
Radio, T.V., Electronic.,

Etc., A.M.I.E.E.E., City

Guilds
Radio Amateurs' Enna
R.T.E.B. Certileate
P.C.O. Certilloata
Practical Radio

The specialist Electronics Division of

B.I.E. T.
NOW offers you a
eat laboratory training at horns with
practical equipment.
Ask for details.

Ratio &Televidonserrtetng

B.I. E.T.

Astometion

SCHOOL OF
ELECTRONICS

Prentice] Electronics
Eleotronios Engineering

POST COUPON NOW
Please send me your FREE 156 -page
"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"

(Write

if you prefer not to

NAME

cut page)

___

ADDRESS

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY

(Dept.

SE /20),

THE B.I.E.T.

29 Wright's Lane, London, W.8
IS

THE

SUBJECT OR EXAM
THAT INTERESTS ME

(SE/20).

LEADING ORGANISATIO.N.OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD

www.americanradiohistory.com

Practical Television
COST OF PROGRESS

NOVEMBER

We had a remarkable and delightful dream the other
night. A committee was discussing Colour Television
Standards and as the talk of NTSC, PAL, colour
bursts and luminance signals rose to an ear -splitting
crescendo, a lone voice, clear and penetrating, cut
through the babble with devastating impact: "But
do we really need colour TV ?" After a short stunned
silence, the delegates rose cheering and chanting
"Abolish Colour TV!"
At this point consciousness returned, but for a
delicious moment or two we basked in this illusory
world without a colour TV problem, a beauteous
idyll somewhat akin to that moment when the dentist
triumphantly displays that vindictive molar in
his forceps.
Yet are we alone in this dream ? Many people are
still dubious about colour TV, including no less than
Mr. Sidney Bernstein, chairman of Granada Television, whose recent letter to The Times argues that
now is not the time to launch out on colour. Another
eminent chief, Lord Thomson, chairman of Scottish
Television, is quoted as having similar views
basically that the country could use the money to
much better advantage on more urgent priorities.
If we have colour TV, it will cost plenty! Receivers
will be expensive; the cost of rental will be high.
But it doesn't end there. The BBC is financed partly
from licence fees, and from Government grants.
Since it has no commercial source of revenue the
additional heavy cost of colour transmissions must be
borne, in some way or another, by viewers.
If the BBC has colour, the commercial companies
must also have colour if they want their share of the
TV audience. Where will their money come from ?
They could cut their profits, get more advertising, or
increase their rates. If not they would also need
Government financial aid.
So -there will inevitably be problems, even if
ultimately the powers- that -be have a rush of blood
to the head and in a moment of reckless abandon
actually decide on colour standards. And the country
-which means the public -will have to pay for it.
In terms of viewing pleasure and in national prestige
it obviously is desirable. And in the cause of progress,
it seems, we shall just have to afford it!

VOL.

-

1965

No.

15

182

THIS MONTH
Teletopics

52

U.H.F. Test Oscillator
by R. B. Archer

54

Encounter with a Transistorised
TV
by L. Lawry Johns

59

Is

Your TV Really

Safe?
by A. G. Priestley

60

Ferrite Wideband Transformers
by K. Royal

65

DX -TV

by Charles Rafarel

68

Spot Wobble

by G. K. Fairfield

70

Does the Aerial Match?
by Gordon J. King

72

Servicing TV Receivers -Alba
T866 and T877- continued
by L. LawryJohns

76

First Time Tests -Part

3

by H. W. Hellyer

79

Underneath the Dipole by Iconos

82

Repetitive Faults by G.

84

R.

Wilding

Letters to the Editor

88

Your Problems Solved

89

Test Case -36

93

OUR NEXT ISSUE DATED DECEMBER
WILL BE PUBLISHED ON NOV. 18th

All correspondence intended for the Editor should be addressed to: The Editor, "Practical Television ", George Newnes Ltd., Tower House
Southampton Street, London, W.C.2. Phone: TEMple Bar 4363. Telegrams: Newnes Rand London. Subscription rates, including postage.
world. O George Newnes Ltd., 1965. Copyright in all drawings, photographs and articles published in
"Practical Television" is specifically reserved throughout the countries signatory co the Berne Convention and the U.S.A. Roproduccions
or imitations of any of these are therefore expressly forbidden.
29s. per year to any part of the
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LETO PICS

BREMA COMMENTS ON
FUTURE OF TELEVISION
THE

British Radio Equipment Manufacturers' Association has
announced its future policy on television. It says that the
industry's views can be summarised briefly as follows:
(a) All programmes, whether on v.h.f. or u.h.f., should be on
625 lines.
(b) A commercial competitive programme should be introduced
on 625 -line standards as early as possible.
(c) Colour television should only be introduced on 625 -line
standards.
(d) A colour television service should be introduced at the
earliest possible date.
(e) A decision on the colour system to be employed should be
taken immediately. In the light of recent developments and in the
interests of European standardisation the industry would not oppose
the adoption of the PAL colour system.

S.T.C. SOUND AND
VISION AT THE

\

ABBEY

\HEN

MODIFIED MASTS
FOR UHF
BRITISH Insulated Callender's
Construction Co. Ltd. is
carrying out modifications to
several BBC television masts so
that BBC-2 u.h.f. coverage can
be extended. The picture shows
one of two 16ft glass fibre aerial
extensions encased in protective
wrapping being hoisted to the
top of the original 750ft mast at
Wenvoe, near Cardiff. In the
background is the newer 625ft
mast used for the BBC's television service to Welsh viewers.

Her Majesty the
Queen unveiled a memorial
plaque to Sir Winston Churchill
after the 25th anniversary service
commemorating the Battle of
Britain on Sunday, September
19th, visitors to Westminster
Abbey not having direct sight
and sound of the ceremony were
able to see and hear the proceedings via television monitors and
a permanent sound reinforcing
system installed by Standard
Telephones and Cables Ltd.
Twenty -seven 23in. and two
19in. K -B receivers manufactured by Consumer Products
Division of S.T.C. were disposed
at places in the Abbey where
direct vision of the audience was
obscured. There were also two
11ín. K -B
Featherlight sets
placed in the belfry for the use of
the bellringers.

www.americanradiohistory.com

BBC -2 EXTENSION

AT TACOLNESTON
THE BBC has awarded

a

contract to R. G. Carter Ltd.,
of Norwich, for the construction
of an extension to the existing
transmitter building at Tacolneston to house the u.h.f. transmitting equipment for BBC -2.
The u.h.f. television service
from Tacolneston is expected to
start in the autumn of 1966. It
will bring BBC-2 to some
500,000 people in Norfolk and
the northern parts of Suffolk.

UHF AERIALS FOR
DURRIS & DOVER
Independent
THE
Authority has

Television
placed
a

contract with E.M.I. Electronics
Ltd. for the supply and installation of u.h.f. aerial and feeder
systems on existing masts at the
ITA transmitting stations at
Durris, near Aberdeen, and
Dover.
Both aerials will have a 30ft
aperture and will be mounted on
a steel column at the top of the
masts. Each will be enclosed in
a 6ft diameter glass fibre cylinder
for weather protection.
Durris aerial will have omnidirectional radiation pattern and
will be capable of handling four
u.h.f. programmes. Dover aerial
will have a directional pattern
designed to avoid power wastag^
over the sea and interference
with Continental stations. The
aerial will occupy only 15ft of
space and will be able to transmit
two programmes. Space will be
left for a second aerial to handle
rwo further programmes.
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OPENING OF TWO UHF
RELAY STATIONS FOR BBC -2
IN THE LONDON AREA

MIDGET CATHODE
RAY TUBE FROM
RAYTHEON

first two of the new BBC-2 u.h.f. television relay stations for
THE
the London area are being brought into service. The Hertford

station started operating on October 11th and the Tunbridge Wells
station will start on October 25th.
The Hertford relay station transmits on u.h.f. channel 64 with
vertical polarisation and serves some 23,000 people in the Hertford
and Ware areas.
As the transmissions from these relay stations are vertically
polarised it is important that u.h.f. receiving aerials designed for
reception on the appropriate channel with vertical elements are used.
Viewers should consult their television dealers, who will be able to
advise on the correct type of aerial to use and reception conditions
for their area.
The Hertford and Tunbridge Wells stations are two of the four
relay stations being built to fill in the gaps in the coverage of the
Crystal Palace BBC-2 transmitter where, due to the screening effect
of intervening high ground, BBC -2 reception from the latter station
is not satisfactory.
A further two stations, to serve the Reigate and Guildford areas,
will be brought into service later. It is planned to build more of
these BBC-2 relay stations in other parts of the country as the main
BBC-2 stations are brought into service.

M.P. Visits
Mullard Transistor
Factory
Y

.....

EXPERIMENTAL
COLOUR

TELEVISION

TRANSMISSIONS
.r.

schedule of BBC experiTHEmental
colour television
transmissions from Crystal Palace
Channel 33 is now as follows:
Afternoon
Transmissions.
Mondays to Fridays inclusive,
1400 to 1700.
These transmissions consist of 15 minutes of
test card in black and white, 10
minutes of colour bars and 35
minutes of colour slides in each
hour. During the latter period
there will be occasional colour
films on one afternoon each
week.
Evening
Transmissions.
Mondays,
and
Wednesdays
Fridays.
These transmissions
consist of live studio scenes and
colour films for 20 to 45 minutes
following the close-down of
BBC-2.
The transmission characteristics
of the PAL colour television
system are as issued in June,

-

MR.

MAURICE ORBACH,
Member of Parliament for
Stockport, recently paid a visit
to the Hazel Grove, Stockport,
factory of Associated Semiconductor Manufacturers Ltd.
(one of the development and
production centres for Mullard
transistors and other semiconductor devices).
The picture shows Mr. Orbach
(right) being shown one of the
stages of transistor production by
Mr. G. Fitton, unit manager of
the
Transistor
Production
1965.
Department.

-
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Raytheon Co., of MassaTHEchusetts,
U.S.A., has intro-

duced a lin. cathode ray tube,
type CK141OP11.
This tube
has a high resolution matrix of
21 by 32 lines of information on
its lin. face and can be used in
airborne photographic survey
systems to present reference data
on the aeroplane's position.
In a typical system the high
brightness tube presents a faceplate configuration that is photographed simultaneously with the
terrain below an aircraft. The
resulting edge mark on the film
can be used to pinpoint the
aircraft's location when the
photograph was taken.
A low -voltage tube for use
with
transistorised
airborne
systems,
the
CK141OP11
employs electrostatic deflection.
The tube is lin. in diameter and
only 3in. long.

33.3E7.17.

Ate`

SYMPOSIUM

ENGLISH Electric

Valve Co.

Ltd. took an active part in
the exhibition associated with the
Third Symposium on Photoelectric Image Devices as Aids to
Scientific Observation held at the
Imperial College in London
recently.
For the benefit of important
scientists who came from many
countries E.E.V. mounted the
demonstration of their ELCON
target Image Orthicons which
was previously shown at Montreux in May. This showed that
even after being focused for
several minutes, directly on to a
spotlight there was no image
retention.
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Transistor Test
Oscillator for U.H.F.

A

BY R.

ARCHER

B.

WHEN the BBC began test transmissions on
Band V a few years ago the writer described
in this journal a signal generator intended to
assist the experimenter to line up and adjust a
receiver for the broadcasts. This instrument used
vacuum tubes, was mains powered and covered
only Band V. While it was useful in its own way
the time soon came for a more up -to -date version
and the design described in this article is an
attempt to meet present -day needs in a modern
manner.
This instrument is fully transistorised and is
thus independent of domestic mains. There is, in
fact, not a great deal of advantage in dry battery
operation except that the " capital " expense of
mains transformer, rectifier and smoothing components is avoided, because unless the matter is
given proper attention loss of calibration as battery
voltage drops in use can be a nuisance. However,
the mains lead is a most effective distributor of
stray radiation, especially at high frequencies, and
to be able to dispense with this simplifies the quite
thorny problem of preventing such leakage. For
the home constructor battery operation at u.h.f.
is particularly useful, since without precision
machining facilities he can usually approach the
high degree of screening needed.
The u.h.f. oscillator consists of a transistor
rail of
oscillator

To B -ve

UHF

tt

Off
Oscillator

-ve
-9V

°Oscillator

B

SiA

Sync

s1B

Sync

Audio

Audio

To B -ve rail of
modulation oscillator

Off

Off

°Oscillator
TO

SiC

To

°Sync
Audio

S1D

0°2yF
I

Fig.

°Oscillator

"r

°sync
Audio

1- Details of function switch.

arranged in a tuned -line Colpitts circuit, the
common-base configuration being employed. This
type of circuit is widely used in u.h.f. work
whether transistors or vacuum tubes are utilised,
since the inductive and capacitive circuit elements
are much more manageable in regard to physical
size than if any attempt were made to use very
small coils and capacitors. Also the mechanical
stability of this arrangement is inherently better,
while losses tend to be lower if proper care is taken.
In fact while a complete u.h.f. television tuner
needs a specially made three or four gang
capacitor-following an appropriate tuning " law "
-this instrument needs only readily obtained
components.
The transistor specified is the GM0290 by
Texas Instruments, Manton Lane, Bedford. It is
available at an early delivery date at a very reasonable price. This device is capable of oscillation
at 1,000Mc /s or even at a higher frequency, so no
difficulty will be experienced in getting the circuit
going.
The modulator is arranged to supply line signal
pulses only, although in fact irregularities in the
switching waveform do actually provide something
more than a blank raster when the signal is picked
up by a television receiver. The provision of a
complete interlaced pattern, with both live and
field signal pulses, would require much more
comprehensive circuitry and it would cost much
more to build the generator. While this might be
desirable for the service engineer, the home
experimenter will perhaps find the modulation
afforded sufficient for his needs.
The modulator can be switched so as to give an
audio signal instead of sync pulses and the
frequency of this signal is a reasonable compromise
between audibility and complexity of switching.
While a little on the high-pitched side -about
is at least distinctive! Care has been
2.5kc /s
taken in design that the audio modulation causes
the least possible frequency modulation of the
carrier. This may seem a little surprising at first;
having in mind that the receiver circuitry is
intended to receive frequency modulated transmissions it may seem odd to ensure that little or
nothing is actually heard when the signal is
received! However, it will be remembered that
when an f.m. signal is detected the discriminator
has to be adjusted so that amplitude modulation
disappears. Tuning the detector consists in rotating the discriminator inductor core to get a sharp
null point when an amplitude modulated signal is
being received. Thus a signal generator is most

-it
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would be suitable. At one end an insulated metal
disc is connected to the source of energy, while
separated from it is another insulated disc which
receives energy, acting as a receiving aerial.
A TMO, 1 wave is propagated down the tube
from the launching disc and because the tube is
too narrow to sustain such a wave the attenuation
is severe. The amount of energy picked up by the
receiving disc is thus very small. However, the
amount of attenuation in decibels is exactly
dependent on the spacing of the two discs and if
the receiving disc is movable its position will be
on a linear decibel scale of attenuation. The
relationship is so precise that anybody who has
access to a good machine shop can make for
himself a primary standard attenuator working on
this principle. The method used in this instrument
is much less precise than this but nevertheless gives
excellent results. Fig. 2 shows the circuit diagram
and also indicates the way in which the attenuator
is supplied with " input". The signal at the
launching disc is maintained by means of a u.h.f.
diode and a microammeter with a series resistance
enables it to read 200mV (full-scale deflection).
This meter is in a way optional, since the
instrument will work without it. It does enable
the attenuator input to be brought to a definite
value, however, and hence for the instrument
output to be more meaningful. The adjustment
(4000- R)ohms for meter to read 200mV ts.d.

useful for alignment if it is capable of providing an
a.m. carrier with little or no frequency modulation
superimposed.
The attenuator is of the cut -off -waveguide type.
The greatest difficulty exists in constructing an
attenuator of the resistive type which will be useful
at the ultra-high frequencies. Stray capacitances
are a source of great trouble, since they offer
reactances comparable with the value of the
resistance itself. Also the physical size of resistors
is not a negligible fraction of a wavelength; hence
the voltage-current relationship along a resistor is
not the same everywhere and its real value is very
different from its d.c. or low- frequency value. In
addition, and for the same reason, radiation is
emitted and can be picked up elsewhere in the
attenuator. While the exercise can be carried out
it is not one for the man without a well- equipped
laboratory!

The cut -off -waveguide attenuator neatly sidesteps these difficulties by not using resistors at all
and by employing radiation as the means of
transferring energy. In Fig. 7 the elements of this
device, usually called a " piston ", are shown. It
consists simply of a hollow tube of a good
conductor (usually copper or brass) whose diameter
is small compared with a half- wavelength of energy
to be transmitted. At 100kc /s the half -wavelength
is 15cm and a tube some lin. in diameter or less

I
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diagram (less function switch).

of attenuator input is carried out by tuning the
coupling loop, while the movable disc can be set to
give a definite value of attenuation and hence a
known signal in the output socket. It will be
noted, however, that with the simple slide contact
shown, even though the pick-up marker is
terminated in an 8211 resistor, there is always an
unmatched rod of metal in the vicinity actually
connected to the pick-up disc. This will give rise
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to errors in current distribution,
since it has to be several centimetres long to work at all, and
thus the attenuation scale will not
be correct for all frequencies.
The errors are not great provided
the zero of the decibel scale is
begun 5mm or so from the point
where the y discs are actually
touching. (This position gives the
highest output at the coaxial
socket).
It will be realised that good Fig. 4- Details of
v.h.f. techniques need to be developed-and, as it were, pushed
to the limit -when constructing a circuit for u.h.f.;
even a few millimetres of component lead offer
appreciable reactances at such frequencies. If
when working on medium frequencies (say 1Mc /s)
a lead length of 6in. is tolerable, the comparable
lead length at 1,000Mc /s is under 1 /100in.!
Conversely if for practical reasons leads must be
(let us say) ;in. in length at u.h.f., the circuit may
be expected to compare with a medium wave
circuit using component leads over 20ft long. The
constructor who has not yet made himself a
thermal shunt (from a crocodile clip and a couple
of inches of 12 s.w.g. copper wire) should do so as
a preliminary so that, for example, transistor leads
may be reduced to the minimum and still solder up
without damage to the active transistor areas.
Figs. 3..and 4 show how the transistor is mounted
so as to achieve minimum lead lengths. The whole
u.h.f. circuit is contained in a trough of sheet
aluminium measuring 10cm in length, 4cm width
and 3cm_depth (22 s.w.g.). A lid is folded for this
trough out of another piece of sheet aluminium
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C2
1000pF

lead-

through

GM0290

Tri
R3

R2

MEE
mounting transistor GM0290 with shortest possible leads.

and is later secured in place by means of six self tapping screws.
The tuning capacitor is a Jackson Bros. type
C804 50pF. The full 50pF is not required to
achieve the tuning range and so to minimise self capacitance and minimise capacitance some of the
rotor and stator plates are removed with a hacksaw,
leaving five rotor and four stator plates. The
sawing operation must be done carefully and
lightly to avoid distorting the assembled component. In order to make the correct connection
to the timing line a small piece of copper foil is
soldered to the lugs of the stator plates as shown
in Fig. 8. Owing to the relatively large thermal
capacity of the mounting pillars of the capacitor an
instrument -type soldering iron alone will provide
insufficient heat; either a heavier iron must be used
or auxiliary heating given to the small iron, for
example by heating in a gas flame. The tuning
line consists of two tapering straight pieces of
22 s.w.g. tinned copper wire, separated by Ain.
at the tuning capacitor and joined together at the
transistor end. The holes for the
transistor and the tuning capacitor are 3.7cm apart and the wires
should be cut to fit precisely into
place between them.
C
The coupling capacitor which
Vc1
enables feedback to take place
R4
3pr
need only be very small. A commax
ponent of the correct value
npFé
(0.25pF) is not commonly stocked
by shops but can be fabricated
Troug
Trt
Of Meet
simply (as shown in Fig. 6) from
TC1
aluminium
trimmer
short lengths of enamelled copper
Wires 22s.w.g
wire linked tightly together. A
single link would be enough
is not necessary to twist the wires
together.
The coupling loop which
transfers energy from the oscillator circuit to the output socket is
made up as follows: A length of
p.v.c.-covered connecting wire
Bracket
for mounting
(not flex) measuring 15cm in
on front panel
length is folded in half and
twisted together lightly for a
short portion of its length-about
3cm. The remaining portion is
J
fashioned into a rectangular
Lo
loop of sides 3cm and end 1.5cm.
The loop is positioned above the
tuning wires so as to afford
3-Arrangement of oscillator components.
reasonable pick-up of energy; this
.

.
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is best adjusted later when the u.h.f. diode and
meter are connected. Without untwisting the

COMPONENTS LIST

remainder of the wire the ends are separated and
bared and are soldered to stand -off insulators in
appropriate positions. Connections are then made
by strips of copper foil or heavy flex to the attenuator and adjusting capacitor VC2 (Jackson Bros. type
C804, 15pF).
When the above assembly has been completed
and before the lid is placed in position the
oscillator circuit should be adjusted to the correct
tuning range as follows: Set VC1 to its minimum
position and connect power supplies. Check (for
example with a TV receiver) that Channel 68 can
now be tuned by very slight adjustment of VC1.
If not and the assembly is correct a fault in wiring
should be looked for whereby the minimum
capacitance in circuit is too large. If none appears
on inspection the length of the tuning line will
have to be reduced and VC1 repositioned. Next
mesh the plates of VC1 fully and adjust until
Channel 21 is reached. Again adjust VC1 to its
minimum and check that Channel 68 can still be
tuned. Now adjust the position of the coupling
loop until a reasonable reading (say 10µA) can be
obtained on any channel. Note that VC2 will need
alteration to adjust the meter reading-its effect on
frequency is negligible. When the loop has been
put into the. right position a further check of
maximum and minimum frequency should be made
as loop position has a small effect on the tuning.
The u.h.f. diode used will depend on what is
available; an ordinary 0A70 will not do very well
and several advertisers offer microwave diodes at
low cost. These are often of the coaxial type and,
if so, need small clips to hold them into the circuit.
Such clips can be made of short lengths of thin
brass sheet such as can be obtained from a spent
cycle headlamp battery.
The attenuator tube in the prototype was a piece
of brass tubing min. diameter and 2.2cm long. It
was mounted by soldering on to it, centrally, a
4BA bolt. This is better than a clip us it allows
for adjustment of length as needed. This gives
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See text
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1800pF
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I000pF feed -thro'
TCI 0.5 -I.5pF tubular
VCI 33pF Jackson Bros. (50pF) Type
modified. See text
VC2 15pF Jackson Bros. -type C804

C804

Attenuator:

Brass Rod. Perspex. Copper Foil. Paxolin Tube.
Copper or brass tube lin. dia. Copper or
brass discs.

Miscellaneous:
Meter 0 -50µA optional, see text.
DI Diode 0A70, coax socket.
Transistor type GM0290 Texas instruments.
Switch SIA, B, C, Yaxley 4P, 4W, 2B.
Printed circuit board or piece of Veroboard.
Aluminium for front panel and trough.

an attenuation of 30dB /cm movement of

the slide
and, allowing for not starting the decibel scale at
the point where the launching and pick -up discs
are touching, a maximum attenuation of about
50dB.
Two millimetres movement halves the
output ( -6dB) very closely, and marks 2mm apart
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1cm. lengths of 22 s.w.g.

enamelled copper wire
soldered to emitter

and collector
leads to form

C3

Fig.

6-Emitter-collector

coupling -fabrication of coupling capacitor C3 (see Fig. 2).

on the instrument attenuator are not too close for
good visibility.
If a tube of different diameter is used the
attenuation can be worked out by remembering
that it is universally proportional to the diameter.
Thus a cigar tube of the usual aluminium type
}in. diameter will give an alternative of 22.5dB /cm.
Care must be taken to ensure that both discs are
well insulated from the attenuator tube. The
method of making electrical connection to the
sliding disc will be obvious from Fig. 2. The
Hollow metal
tube

Pick -up

disc

Launching disc
Fig.
Elements of the piston attenuator.

7-

perspex block through which the guide hole for
the shaft is drilled should be about lcm thick and
can be made up of several pieces of sheet perspex
cemented together with a drop of chloroform. It
may be secured to the chassis by means of a 4BA
bolt screwed into a hole drilled and tapped in the
block.
If the capacitor VC2 is adjusted so that the meter
reads 5µA the minimum output from the attenuator
is approximately 30µV with the two discs 2cm
apart. If a smaller output still is required it will
suffice to plug into the coaxial socket centre a short
Five
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length of wire and use it as an aerial. This should
be done in the final stages of lining up a u.h.f.
receiver and is also useful when checking the
instrument's tuning range and modulation with a
TV. receiver.
The modulator must comprise an asymmetrical
astable multivibrator arranged to give the correct
line scan and flyback period to a good approximation. If frequency modulation of the carrier is to
be avoided a good square wave at 15,625c/s must
be generated and this is accomplished by using
high-frequency transistors type 0C44 in a suitable
circuit. The suggested printed circuit diagram is
given in Fig. 5 or a small piece of Veroboard could
be used. This multivibrator can be switched to a
lower frequency, with almost symmetrical characteristics, for use as an audio modulator. Details of
the function switch arrangements are given in
Fig. 2.
The whole of the circuitry is attached to a piece
of aluminium sheet which forms the front panel of
a soldered-up tin of suitable size. This tin, crackle
enamelled for a good appearance, also houses the
PP9 battery which powers the unit. The front
panel is secured in place by about a dozen self tapping screws. The attenuator handle projects
from the side of the box and the hole through
which it passes is bushed to afford some support
for this handle. A suitable bush can be made from
an old potentiometer cut down to size and will
naturally improve the appearance of the instrument.
A good slow- motion drive is essential for this
instrument and suitable types are widely advertised. The prototype utilises a Muirhead epicyclic
drive.
Calibration may readily be done by using a TV
receiver with u.h.f. tuner. If this is not available,
measurement of standing waves on parallel transmission lines (lecher lines) gives very good results
so long as the wires are accurately parallel and not
too far apart (an inch or less). This needs
patience, Of course, but results to within 0.5Mc /s
are not too difficult to achieve.
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ENCOUNTER
WITH A TRANSISTORISED TV
a Pye TT1, was brought in with
the complaint of " sound OK -no picture ".
The Pye TT1 is a completely transistorised
portable 14in. TV which can be operated from its
own internal 10V battery, from the mains (a.c.
only), which also trickle charges the internal
battery, or from an external 12V battery.
It took some time to find why the tube grid
(pin 2 of the base socket) did not register the
correct -26V. The tube is grid modulated, the
brilliance control operates on the cathode (pin 11).
Since the video amplifier supply is derived from
the line timebase (suitably rectified) it was first
thought that this source had failed, but the line
whistle, which starts up immediately the set is
switched on, was quite normal if a little loud, so
no red herrings were chased up this avenue.
The video amplifier showed the correct voltage
as did the end of the grid lead (green)!
Since
the other end at pin 2 did not register this voltage
it didn't take long to yield to the temptation to
replace the lead. The fracture was about lin.

THE receiver,

BY L. LAWRY-JOHNS
from the c.r.t. base end. During the examination
of the vision strip, which is on top of the box -type
chassis, it was noticed that some rather clumsy
soldering had been done around the detector and
final i.f. stage of the printed panel. This was
probed for dry joints but the picture remained
firmly on the screen and so the chassis was
replaced and the rear cover screwed on. As the
internal battery was low the rear selector switch
was set to charge. The red charge light came on
and the set was left for a few hours to bring the
battery up to scratch. The selector was then
returned to mains and after the tube heater had
warmed up a good picture appeared. The set was
returned to the owner, who then volunteered the
information that it had " been doing this off and
on over a considerable period ". This hardly
added up to a fractured lead but it could have
been, so the set was left. Two days later it was
back in the workshop. The picture had failed to
come on " just as it had before ". The new grid
lead was in order, so out came the chassis again
and a signal generator was applied to the i.f. stages.
A good response was obtained all along the line,
which was a little disconcerting. The aerial was
plugged back in and the picture was perfect. The
only comment which can be recorded was: " Oh,
it's one of them is it? "
A disturbance test around the detector stage
caused the picture to go off and a close examination

under the panel showed that the final i.f.
transformer and crystal diode wiring had been
subjected to some rough treatment. The soldering
had been made close to the diode and it was
thought that this could have been internally
damaged by heat. A replacement was fitted after
a struggle and a picture was displayed as soon as
this was done. The removed diode showed a good
reading on a meter, being high one way and low
the other. However, repeated trials and disturbance testing failed to shake the picture, so the set
was left on that for two days. It performed
beautifully the whole time, so it was again hopefully returned to the owner. It went perfectly
for a week and back it came. No picture as before.
No effort was made to use the signal generator as
this only seemed to restore the signal before the
fault could be located. A voltmeter showed
correct readings at all stages except the final i.f.,
which showed no emitter voltage. Then the
emitter voltage appeared and along with it the
picture. This was a little enlightening if the meter
prod had made contact with the emitter end
properly. However, it still left doubt as to
whether the emitter resistor was at fault and any
joint or other faulty contact or the transistor itself.
As an 0C171 was not to hand a little more testing
was made and, as luck would have it, the picture
went off and stayed off quite nicely.
The 1V emitter reading which was present when
the picture was on was again absent but an ohms
test showed a lkfl reading across the emitter
resistor. Here it was then. If the resistor was
intact and the connections were properly made the
transistor had to be at fault as the collector read
10V instead of 9.5V and the base held steady at
about 1.2V. An OC171 was fitted and back came
the correct reading and the picture. This only
serves to show that it is always prudent to take
voltage readings before taking any other steps to
locate a fault. Anyway the set was well and truly
tested and then returned with a confident reassurance to the owner who, fortunately, was of a
humorous disposition.
A week passed. Back it came, this time with
the enquiry: " Why doesn't it work from an
external 12V battery? "
Now I distinctly remembered checking this
previously, when it worked well. Viewing the
owner's American car with suspicion I enquired
whether the set had been used in the car. " No, it
hadn't; it had been used on a boat with two leads
taken from the battery ". The supply leads were
produced with the plug and, sure enough, the leads
were clear plastic with no indication of polarity.
This was the trouble. It is essential to connect an
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IS YOUR TV

a

REALLY SAFE

Look After Yourself

Overheating
When we talk about overheating, what we are
chiefly concerned about is, of course, the risk of
fire. This risk can vary between wide limits. An
ill- designed receiver will catch fire quite easily
whilst, on the other hand, it may be almost
impossible to set fire to one that incorporates the
best design techniques.
The author once took part in a most interesting
series of tests as part of an investigation into the
problems of preventing fires in television receivers.
As a starting point a special test receiver that
incorporated quite an ordinary amount of
inflammable insulating material was deliberately
set on fire by means of a flame applied internally.
In a very short while the whole receiver was burnt
out and completely destroyed. All that remained
was a heap of ashes, a tangle of wires, some
blackened metalwork and blobs of molten glass. It
was a most salutary experience.
At a later stage in the programme another test
was carried out but this time on a receiver that had
been carefully designed to minimise the fire risk.
With a great deal of effort it finally proved possible
to damage a fair amount of the insulation but not
to set fire to the receiver as a whole. It would
have been perfectly safe in anybody's home.
Needless to say these fire precautions have been
built into all new designs ever since.
Another aspect of overheating of lesser direct
importance is that parts of the case or cabinet may
get sufficiently hot to burn anyone who touches it.
The problem of the deterioration of insulating
materials exposed to moderately high temperatures
will be considered later.

Perhaps a word about servicing techniques
would not be entirely out of place here. Before
you start work check that there is no earthed
metalwork within reach of your work area. Then
make sure that you are wearing dry shoes and are
standing on an insulated floor. A rubber mat is
ideal. The worst combination in common use is
damp shoes on a damp concrete floor.
There is one quite common fault condition that
.catches many people napping. If a receiver fitted
with a semiconductor h.t. rectifier has a heater
fault and is switched on, nothing appears to happen
because no heaters glow. But be careful! The
h.t. line will be live and well above its normal
working voltage.
When working on a receiver which is switched
on do you keep one hand behind your back or in
your pocket whenever possible? You ought to. Ir
is one of the best and simplest safety precautions
of all.

How Fires Start
When so- called inflammable materials are heated
they give off a vapour and if the temperature is
high enough this will ignite and burn as a flame.
Electrical apparatus is particularly prone to fire risk
because if a fault occurs such as a short -circuit a
large amount of energy can be dissipated in a small
space. The resultant localised high temperature
provides the ideal conditions for starting a fire.
Fires can start due to a variety of causes and so
we will now take a look at some of the more
common ones. Bear in mind, however, that these
seldom extend beyond the point of damaging a
few components and it is very rarely that any
serious incident occurs. Having considered the
causes we can then go on to consider the general
principles and test requirements that should be
complied with and some of the practical means of

By A. G. Priestley

-

PART II
TO refer back to Fig. 8 in last month's
article, supposing the fuse blows -possibly
through sheer old age and not necessarily
due to a fault. The electrolytics Cl and C2 on
the branch h.t. lines will discharge through the
bleed resistor Rl, or the normal h.t. load, and you
may think that all is well. But not so. How about
C3? This is charged up not to the normal loaded
h.t. voltage but to a higher one near to the peak
value of the a.c. mains sinewave and it can only
discharge through its own internal resistance,
which may be quite high. So clearly we need a
bleed across C3 also, shown dotted on the diagram.
Another simple precaution concerns the mains
switch and fuses.
It is all too easy to touch these accidentally and
many readers will think it worth while to cover
these items with a hardpaper flap or some other
means.
If you look at a typical receiver it is surprising
how many sharp corners can be found on the
metalwork. In fact you need not bother to look.
The telltale evidence will be found on the backs
of your hands as soon as you do any servicing!
Just take a file and round off those corners.
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overcoming the various problems that arise.
One of the main culprits is the live transformer.
This handles a considerable amount of power,
commonly about 20 -30W, at various high voltages.
If an insulating air space is too small an arc may
develop. Material will vapourise at each end of it
and this starts a flame which in turn provides a
larger volume of ionised conducting gas. This
allows a larger fault current to flow and so more
heat is generated. The effect is cumulative and the
fire soon spreads.
The same thing can happen when a high
potential gradient exists across a piece of insulating
material. Tracking may take place across the
surface, a fault current flows along the carbonised
path and an arc is struck.
Another cause of trouble in a line transformer, or
indeed in any other power output transformer, is
when two adjacent turns in one of the windings
touch each other and the insulation breaks down.
You then have a few volts applied across the almost
negligible resistance of a shorted turn and a large
current flows. Overheating is the inevitable result.
Inter -electrode short -circuits in valves are not
uncommon and this usually leads to a large flow
of current in anode or screen resistors which have
not always been designed or chosen to take this
into account. Often they overheat badly and some
types burst into flames which may spread to the
printed panel on which they are mounted or to
adjacent insulated leads.
Inadequate clearances between points at high
and low potentials on printed panels will cause
tracking as in live transformers and many charred
panels have been the inevitable result.
Badly dressed leads have caused innumerable
short -circuits with overheating of all sorts of
components. Often, too, leads are draped over hot
components such as wire -wound resistors and
either the insulation gets charred or a direct short circuit is caused.

Principles of Fire Precautions
As we have already seen it is not enough to
design a receiver so that in normal use no

components get quite hot enough to catch fire. It
is still not an adequate criterion even if we extend
it to include fault conditions such as interelectrode short -circuits. If insulating material is
overheated for appreciable periods, although not
to an apparently serious extent, its physical
properties will deteriorate and it may become
prone to catch fire at lower temperatures.
This is particularly true of certain inflammable
plastic materials which have been formulated to
have flame -retardent properties. After prolonged
periods at high temperatures the material may
gradually lose its flame retardence.
In any case if a material is charred by excessive
heat a conducting path will be established and a
fault current may flow, witl} unhappy results. Also
a quite moderate amount of overheating may cause
an inflammable vapour to be given off and there is
always the possibility that it will be ignited by a
spark or some other circumstances.
There are two other factors to be borne in mind.
In the first place the receiver may be operated on a
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mains tap lOwer than the current one and so the
power consumptión, and hence the internal
temperature, will be increased. In carrying out
safety tests it is usual to increase the nominal input
voltage by 10%. This is roughly equivalent to
using, for example, a 220V tap on a 240V mains
input.
The other point concerns the ambient (or room)
air temperature. This is usually taken as being
20 °C (68 °F) but, of course, we cannot guarantee
that this will be the maximum. BS415 stipulates
that an ambient temperature of 35 °C (95 °F) must
be allowed for.
The considerations that we have just discussed
show that a receiver must be designed so that the
temperature of the various inflammable materials
do not exceed a value that has been realistically
chosen for each particular material.
The fault conditions specified in BS415 are very
detailed and comprehensive. Broadly speaking
they involve a 10% mains over-voltage; the most
adverse setting of all controls the connection and
disconnection of any auxiliary apparatus; an
ambient temperature of 35 °C; correct and reversed
mains connections and the direct short-circuiting
of the following items:
insulation having creepage or air
1. All
clearances less than those specified in the standard.
2. All clearances distances which may become
dosed during normal use or maintenance.
3. All insulation not capable of withstanding a
d.c. test voltage of at least 1,500V or (1,000V +2V)
whichever is the greater where V =0.9 times the
peak voltage across the insulation.
4. All electrodes in valves and c.r.t.'s.
5. All electrolytic, variable or air dielectric
capacitors.
6. All rectifiers.
7. All capacitors which have more than 34V
across them during the period when the receiver is
switched off.
Readers may well ask how they can hope to
comply with this list of requirements, bearing in
mind their lack of time, test facilities, equipment
and material-not to mention the cost. After all,
even the greatest enthusiast can hardly be expected
to short -circuit every pair of electrodes in every
valve (including the c.r.t.) and then sit back with
equanimity and watch everything glow red hot!
Even setmakers might feel tempted to skimp some
of the tests, although to their credit they seldom do.
It has to be accepted, of course, that the average
reader cannot hope to carry out all these tests
himself and then take the necessary precautions.
They have been listed here in some detail because
they serve to highlight some of the weak links in
the safety chain and thus help to build up the
background to the whole question of safety in all
its aspects.
However, any reader can check a fart proportion
of these tests by rule -of-thumb techniques and a
few simple experiments. For instance, the power
dissipation in anode, screen or cathode resistors
when an inter -electrode short-circuit occurs can be
calculated from power =V' /R where R is the
resistor in question and V is the actual h.t voltage
under that particular fault condition.
In many cases the h.t. voltage under semi-short-
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circuit conditions can safely be measured by
connecting the appropriate value of resistor
between h.t. and chassis for less than a second
whilst the reading is taken on the meter. The
power dissipated will not tell you the temperature
but is an indication of the size of the problem and
will come in useful later.
If in addition to carrying out some of these tests
and " guestimating " others readers build in some
of the safety precautions described in this article
they will almost certainly finish up with a receiver
that is safer than it would otherwise have been.
Not only will it be safer but it will be more
reliable.

November, 1965

Surface temperatures can really only be
measured by means of a thermocouple instrument,
because an ordinary thermometer draws too much
heat from the surface being measured, and in any
case will tend to measure the temperature of the
surrounding air rather than that of the material in
question. A thermocouple junction is so small that
this problem does not arise, and it can also be fitted
easily into confined spaces with the help of a piece
of thin sticky tape.
Although not many readers are likely to own
such an instrument, it will be quite a simple matter
to make one if a source of cheap galvanometers is
available. The circuit is shown in Fig. 9. When two
dissimilar metals, such as copper and constantan
are joined together at each end, a current will flow
if one junction is at a different temperature from
the other. A sensitive current measuring device,
such as a galvanometer, can be calibrated in terms
of the temperature difference between the two junctions. The calibration can easily be carried out by
keeping one junction at room temperature and
dipping the other into a saucepan of hot water
stirred by a thermometer. The galvanometer can
then be calibrated over most of the useful range in
degrees temperature difference.
Earlier on we mentioned rule of thumb techniques. If we are completely at a loss to assess the
temperature of a particular item we can get some
rough idea by comparing it against something

How to Measure Temperatures
Measuring temperatures can be a rather
difficult process for the average home constructor.
Air temperatures present no problem, because
all you have to do is to place a long stemmed
thermometer in the appropriate airstream after
the receiver has been switched on for about half
an hour. Winding temperatures in iron cored transformers are difficult to measure accurately, but a
simple technique can be used to get an approximate
answer. The only equipment needed is some means
of measuring resistance, and a good quality multi range meter will serve the purpose quite well,
although a d.c. bridge is, of course, much more
accurate.
First of all make sure that
the transformer is completely
cold.
Then
measure
the
resistance of the winding in
Material
question as accurately as possible,
and the temperature of the
External metal parts:
surrounding air-i.e. room tem(a) Which may be touched in normal
perature. The receiver should
use
now be switched on for at least
(b) Which are not touched in normal
half an hour: preferably with a
use
10% mains overload if you feel
that this will not do any damage
External
parts
other than metal:
to other components. Finally
(a) Which may be touched in normal
carefully re- measure the winding
use
resistance. This is made easier if
(b) Which are not touched in normal
two leads are brought out
use
through the backplate from the
winding concerned, because it
Inside surface of case ...
...
...
saves having to open up the
cabinet and allow heat to escape.
Windings of wire insulated with enamel,
If R1 =cold resistance of the
lacquer, cotton, silk, artificial silk,
winding
paper and the like:
(a) Non-interleaved, non- impregnaR2 =hot resistance of the
ted
winding
(b) Non -interleaved, impregnated ...
Tl= starting (cold) tempera (c) Completely interleaved with
ture in degrees centigrade.
paper or other insulating material and impregnated
...
R2

T2=

(234.5

R1

+T1) -234.5

and the temperature rise of the
winding in degrees centigrade is

T2-TI.

If you only have a thermometer
calibrated in degrees F, note that
°C= 9'( °F -32)

Normal
Fault
Conditions Conditions
°C rise

°C rise

30

65

40

65

50

65

60

65

80

100

SO

90

60

110

70

135

Parts made of wood, resin banded paper
...
and the like
...
...

60

80

...

80

20

...

30

50

Phenol formaldehyde mouldings

Rubber insulation

by

...

...

Permissible temperature rises for typical materials as recommended
the British Standards Institution in their specification BS4I5.
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whose
temperature
can be measured with
an ordinary thermometer. A very quick,
"Cold" junction
light, touch test with
at normal
the sensitive tip of a
room
temperature
finger can sometimes
give a useful indication, if hardly a scientific one!
How to reduce
Overheating
Cb 'Hot' junction at
(\ point to be
The first thing to
yy
measured
do is to make sure
that the maximum
Fig. 9 -A thermocouple
possible amount of
thermometer.
cool air flows through
the cabinet, and that it passes over the hot components. Either the airstream can be diverted appropriately, or the hot components re-sited in the
coolest positions.
Plenty of ventilation slots must be provided in
the bottom of the cabinet or backplate, and an
equal area at the top. The holes at the bottom need
careful siting, because if they are too near the front
of the cabinet the cool air will flow over the cone of
the c.r.t. instead of passing through or over the
chassis. Common sense is your best guide here.
Although a few
Hot air
large holes tend to
Sensitive

galvanometer

r

provide better ventilation than a large
number of small ones,
remember the standard finger test and
don't over do it. Slots
are much more effective than round holes
Vertical
in this context. A
chassis
good layout is shown
in Fig. 10. A chimney
produced
effect
is
which helps to promote a fast moving
airstream. An obvious
point to watch is that
hot components such
as valves and wire Cabinet
wound resistors are
not placed immediately below temp e r a t u r e sensitive
items such as electroCok! air
lytic capacitors, line
oscillator circuits and
Fig. 10 -The chimney effect
tuners.
Very hot components such as mains droppers
often have to be mounted near the top of the
cabinet, and it may be necessary to fit a heat baffle
over them to spread out and dispense the hot airflow. Failure to do this may result in the top of the
cabinet and backplate becoming unbearably hot.
The temperature of the airstream through the
ventilation slots can be measured with an ordinary
thermometer.

w

Fuses

One of the simplest ways of providing protection
against faulty conditions that cause overheating is
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Spring copper
tly -off device

yj^ /

Soldered

joint

Mains dropper
Fig.

II- Spring fly -off device.

to fit a fuse in the offending circuit. The fuse rating
has to be carefully chosen so that it does not blow
under ordinary operating conditions, but will do so
when a fault such as an h.t. short circuit occurs.
H.T. fuses in television receivers will commonly be
of the order of 100 -250 milliamps, depending upon
whether the fuse carries the whole h.t. current, of
is fitted in a branch h.t. line.
The choice of fuse is not always easy, and its
operation can not be regarded as infallible. However, in many cases it does in fact provide useful
protection.
Another type of fuse is the fly-off device. This is
a springy connection soldered between two tags,
such as those on adjacent parts of a mains dropper.
When a fault occurs that causes the dropper to
overheat, the solder melts, the spring flies off, and
the circuit is left in a fail safe condition, i.e. open
circuit. See Fig. 11.
In most cases ordinary electrical solder can be
used, but occasionally a special low melting point
type will be needed. The physical details will have
to be found by experiment.
Special Problems with Printed Circuits
Printed panels are often made of SRBP material
which is mildly inflammable. They are not always

too easy to set alight, but once they get properly
started they are liable to blaze away quite merrily.
Since we have, so to speak, a lot of eggs in one
basket, it behoves us to take special care of them.
In any case even localised overheating is liable to
damage the insulating properties, and changes of
lines and other operating conditions are likely to
result. Tracking across the surface may well occur
at a later date also.
The use of printed panels is likely to become
more and more popular with readers of this
journal because materials are readily available for
producing one's own panels. Not only does this
lead to a much more soundly constructed piece of
equipment, but the design of the printed layout is
a fascinating problem involving a cross between a
jig -saw and a cross -word puzzle. How can we
provide adequate protection for a panel upon which
we are lavishing so much time and attention? Fortunately a number of simple and effective techniques have been devised by set makers, and here
they are.
Stand-off Resistors
If any resistor is liable to overheat the panel, or
become overheated itself under fault conditions,
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space it away from the panel by at least one -eighth
of an inch, and preferably a quarter of an inch.
This can easily be done by using ceramic beads; by
bending the leads; or by using a plug -in type of
resistor. These methods are illustrated in Fig. 12.
Components that should receive special attention,
indeed should be spaced clear of the panel in any
case, are the half watt low value (commonly
Printed
panel

the panel is bound to get too hot in localised areas.
Apart from the general principle involved the
anode of a field output valve commonly has a
pulse approaching 1,000V on it and this may cause
tracking on a hot panel. The first cure is to leave
plenty of copper on the panel around the valve
bases whilst still maintaining adequate clearances.
Fig. 14 shows a typical example of this technique.
Special Valve Bases

Resistor

Rgee

Ceramic
bead

rraara. cnzUcxes
Fig.

Plug -in

,

12- Spacing

resistors

off the panel.

in valves.
All one watt resistors, or larger, which have been

chosen for their power rating should automatically
be spaced clear of the panel.

Drop-off Resistors
In the case of the low value screen or cathode
resistors in field, sound, or video output stages, as
mentioned above, we should really take our precautions a stage further. If the panel is mounted
vertically, two tags should be soldered to the print
horizontally. The one watt resistor can then be
soldered to the underside of the tags with ordinary
solder, as illustrated in Fig. 13. In the case of
horizontal panels longer tags can be used bent at
right angles to give two horizontal arms.
If, under a fault
Tags
condition, the one
mounted in the
printed panel
watt resistor dissipates
four watts or more (a
common value) the
solder will melt and
Resistor leads
the resistor will fall
shortened and
Watt
Soldered to
underside
of tags

resistor

L

1,000f1) anode decoupling resistors in i.f. stages,
and any screen or cathode resistors in power output stages. This precaution is necessary to cater
for the possibility of inter electrode short circuits

1

resistor

13- Drop -off resistors.

off, leaving the circuit
in a fail safe condition. Note that this

technique can not be
used with ordinary
half watt resistors because they are not heavy
enough to overcome the surface tension of the
molten solder.
Fig.
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Holes

for

valve
base

tags

\_\

In spite of extra areas of
copper output valves are still
liable to overheat the panel. One
very useful additional precaution
is to use a valve base with long
tags ar shown in Fig. 15a. The
tags are exposed to the cooling
airstream and much less heat is
conducted down the panel.
Surplus copper
. for cooling,
the pàttern will
be governed by
the presence

/fe

of other
components
Copper

segments
Fig. 14 -Areas

of cooling copper.

Component side
of printed
panel

(a)

Copper
side of
printed
panel

Long

Panel

Long hairpin tags

w

Component side

(b)
Areas

of Cooling Copper

One of the simplest precautions of all is to leave
comparatively large areas of copper printing around
the connections to all hot, or potentially hot, components. All stand -off or drop -off resistors should
have extra copper around the connections as a
matter of course. Resistors of greater than 1W
can usefully be soldered to eyelets clenched into
the panel and surrounded by about half a square
inch of copper. If no precautions are taken at the
base of typical sound, field or line output valves

Fig.

15- Special

valve bcses.

Another useful type of valve base, which can be
made from the one just mentioned, is shown in
Fig. 15b. Here the source of heat, the valve, is
on the opposite side of the panel to the components
and so the whole cooling problem is reduced.

TO

BE
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Ferrite
Wideband
Transformers
by K. Royal
ORDINARY tuned transformers generally
need to be peaked to one frequency or
narrow band of frequencies. Such trans-

formers are used extensively in television
sets, in aerial amplifiers and in circuit
couplings of all kinds. They are necessary in
many cases so that the amplifier in which
they are employed can discriminate against
unwanted signals differing in frequency from
the wanted signal.

The
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graphical symbol of a tuned transformer is

given in Fig. 1, where LI is the primary winding
and L2 the secondary winding. The selectivity of
the transformer as a signal coupler is influenced
by the coupling coefficient between the primary
and secondary windings.
Fig. 2 shows relative responses due to ,three
coupling coefficients, tight, medium and loose.
These responses are achieved when the primary
and secondary are tuned to the same frequency.
A somewhat wider passband is possible by tuning
one winding to a slightly different frequency than
the other. It is also possible to produce a wide band amplifier by using several such transformers
with each one and probably each winding tuned to
slightly different frequencies over the required
passband, giving a response similar to that shown
in Fig. 3.

There are times, however, when an ordinary
tuned transformer is not highly desirable, especially
where a coupling or amplifier of ultra-wide passband is required. Wideband couplings for specific
applications, serving as " baluns " (balanced to
unbalanced), phase inversion couplings, impedance
transforming couplings and so forth are also often
required nowadays.
The author has been experimenting with such
transformers for wideband amplifier applications
and for aerial baluns and this article reveals the
simplicity of the design of transformers of this
nature. They can be very easily wound on ferrite
toroids and the transformers made by the author
were all wound on ordinary ferrite beads.
These beads are normally used for threading on
to an insulated conductor for increasing its value
of inductance so that the conductor then, in effect,
acts as an r.f. choke. They are of very small
dimension and those used by the author were hin.
in diameter. A somewhat
in length and about
enlarged photograph of a simple balan transformer
is shown in Fig. 4. This gives some idea of the
ease of winding and the simplicity of construction.

á

Transmission Line Characteristics

Transformers of this design provide a transmission line characteristic in that the windings are
arranged so that their capacitance is a component
of the characteristic impedance of the line. This
technique eliminates resonances which can otherwise, with conventional transformers, limit the
high- frequency response. A loss factor Occurs with
conventional transformers of the untuned variety
by virtue of the winding capacitance resonating
with the leakage inductance.
Ferrite toroid transformers can also be designed
to provide a very tight coupling by employing the
" bifilar " winding technique. This means that two
or more windings are wound together (i.e. the wires
wound in parallel) and their ends sorted out afterwards to provide the required phasing and so on.
The low-frequency response of the transformer
is governed by the inductance of the primary
winding and, as this is a function of the permea-

-A

1
conventional
tuned transformer. Here
the primary LI is tuned
by ICI and the secondary
L2 tuned by TC2.

Fig.

-A

number of tuned transformers can be "staggered" over the
required passband to give a response
similar to that illustrated above.
Fig. 3

(a)

(b)
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Fig. 2 -The coupling coefficient between primary and secondary windings
determines the passband of the
coupling. At (a) is shown tight
coupling, at (b) medium coupling and
at (c) loose coupling.
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bility of the core material, fewer rums are required
on a core of high permeability for a given lowfrequency response compared with the number of
turns required on a core of lower permeability.
This then is the advantage of employing a high
permeability ferrite core of closed magnetic field.
While the permeability of some ferrite materials
may be very high at low frequencies, falling off at
high frequencies, the high- frequency response is
nevertheless sustained by the reactance of the
transformer being maintained due to the natural
rise in reactance with increase in frequency.
The ferrite toroid has the property of endowing
a conductor with a high reactance.
This is the reason why ferrite
beads are employed as r.f. stoppers.
They simply " block " the r.f. signal by the increase in reactance of
the conductor on which they are
threaded.
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balun. A television aerial, of course, is essentially
a balanced device and theoretically it should be
connected to a balanced receiver input through
balanced twin feeder.
This is rarely done in practice in Great Britain
since British receivers are designed with an
unbalanced coaxial input circuit and coaxial cable
is thus used between the aerial (dipole) and the set.
This works quite well and many authorities claim
that the influence of the unbalanced feeder on the
aerial performance is insignificant and can be
discounted. Other authorities, however, say that
the connection of the unbalanced feeder to the

751300 -Ohm Balun

Sometimes it is necessary to
change, say, the input impedance
of a piece of equipment from 7512
unbalanced to 30011 balanced. A
very simple transformer for this
purpose is illustrated in Fig. 5.
3000

Fig. 4 -This

Balanced

picture

shows the

simplicity of ferrite transformer construction.

Balanced
(Z),

()O
0

Balanced

®
3000

CZ)

750

Balanced

Unbalanced

n

Oj

®

O O

7511
Unbalanced

(b)

(a)
Fig.

®o

5-Details of a 75/30012 balun.

Unbalanced

(Z)

Unbalanced

Here the 7552 unbalanced winding consists simply
of two turns, while the 30011 secondary winding
consists of a pair of two -turn windings connected
together so as to give a centre tap. The tap is
then connected to the " earthy " side of the 7512
winding.
A large number of transformers of this kind have
been made by the author for transforming 7511
coaxial input and output circuits of television preamplifiers to 30012 balanced for use on overseas
television receivers and aerials. The results have
been very successful and the insertion loss even at
250Mc /s amounts to little more than 1dB.

Z)

Common

Common

(a)
Fig.

6- Details

(b)
of a constant impedance balun, suitable
for aerial applications.

One -to -one Impedance Ratio Balun

Another type of balun transformer is shown in
This has an input impedance equal to the
output impedance and is thus ideal as an aerial

(a)

Fig. 6.

Fig.

7- Details of o
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balanced dipole tends to distort
the polar response characteristics
of the aerial and that the response
is affected by the presence of the
feeder near the aerial. Indeed
some aerial makers go so far as
to incorporate balun transformers
in the dipole insulator.
The balun shown in Fig. 6 can
be connected at the dipole of an
experimental aerial quite easily.
There are effectively three windings as shown at (b). Winding
1 -2 is wound bifilar fashion with
winding 4 -5, while winding 2 -3
is wound by itself and is connected to winding 1 -2 to give a tap at
2. The method of winding is
clearly shown at (a).

(b)

(a)

-A

Fig. 9

dual -outlet transformer. This can be used for operating two sets from
one aerial system.

o
m

v

2

N

Four -to -one Impedance Ratio

ó

YI

4

c

t

o
It is sometimes necessary to
6
transform an impedance up or
m
down and a ratio of four to rne
_
is useful in the design of wide band v.h.f. amplifiers. The design
10
of such a transformer is shown in
0.1
Fig. 7. Here the two windings 1 -2
and 3 -4 are bifilar wound as
shown at (a). The way that the
windings must be phased to pro- Fig. 10- Typical
vide the condition is revealed at
(b).
A wideband amplifier circuit employing a transformer of this kind is given in Fig. 8. The valve
is an r.f. triode of high slope (gm equals 14.5mA /V)
arranged in the earthed grid mode with the input
Now if the
signal applied to the cathode.
impedance at the signal output socket is equal to (or
near) the impedance at the cathode there will be a
power gain of about four times (6dB).

H.

4:1

Impedance

ratio

.

+

output

1000

of 4:1 ratio impedance transformer. Note the small
insertion loss and the wide passband.

response

The upper bandwidth is then a function of the
figure of merit of the valve (gain X bandwidth),
being equal to the figure of merit divided by the
power gain. In practice a bandwidth in the order
of 200Mc /s is feasible with the upper frequency
around 250Mc /s and with a power gain of about
6dB. Such simple stages can be cascaded to
provide a greater overall gain if required.
Transistors in particular lend themselves to
applications of this kind and a future article will
fully describe the design and construction of a
wideband v.h.f. amplifier covering television Band I,
the f.m. band (Band II) and the television Band III.
Two -outlet Transformer

Finally is shown in Fig. 9 a ferrite transformer
suitable for operating two television or v.h.f. /f.m.
sets (or one of each) from a single composite aerial
system. The diagram at (b) shows the symbolic
transformer and its three windings, while that at
(a) shows the actual construction of the transformer.
It will be seen that the three windings are in fact
wound bifilar fashion as in some of the other
examples of the foregoing.

input

Diameter and Turns
Theoretically, as has already been pointed out,
the low- frequency response of ferrite toroid transformers is determined by the permeability of the
core material and hence by the reactance at the low

wideband single -stage valve amplifier circuit
employing o 4:1 ratio impedance transformer.

Fig. 8

100

Signal

Signal

-A

10

Frequency (Mc/s)
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A MONTHLY FEATURE

FOR DX ENTHUSIASTS

IMENIEfin
IMLM

1=Rle2
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by Charles Rafarel

110

00
620

WHAT has happened this month? I was complaining last month about the poor Sporadic
E openings in July /August, but at least
there were some openings on most days, but as
I write these words, September conditions have
changed all right, but for the worse!
To be really depressing about it, I must say that
during many years of DX Sporadic E viewing I
have never found conditions so poor at this time
of the year, and the days on which there were any
openings at all (even very short duration ones)
bave been extremely limited.
As usual I give the list below, as we have been
doing recently, in the hope that it may offer some
"consolation" to beginners who have had nothing
yet, when they realize that the "old hands" have
had nothing either! and this includes reports from
DXers in many parts of Europe as well as here.
Well here is the list!

24/8/65 Rl. Czechoslovakia, USSR and
Poland. R2. Roumania.

25/8/65 Rl. Czechoslovakia and Poland.
26/8/65
27/8/65
2/9/65
4/9/65
5/9/65

R2. Poland.

Rl. Czechoslovakia.

to 1/9/65. Nil.
Rl. Czechoslovakia and USSR.
Rl. Czechoslovakia.
Rl. Czechoslovakia and USSR.
E3. TVE Spain.
5- 11/9/65 Nil.

There would appear to be no logical explanation
for this lack of Sporadic E, it can, I feel, hardly be
blamed on the weather (which has been bad
enough this summer!), as unsettled weather usually
is conducive to good Sporadic E reflections.

PROPAGATION METHODS
This is, of course, a year near Sun -spot mini mum, and therefore there is a reduction in the
degree of ionisation in the upper atmosphere, and
this theoretically should reduce the amount "f
signal reflection, but last year was also a period
of low Sun -spot activity, but this was a much

better year from the point of view of DX /TV
reception.
I suppose that we must just say that the name
Sporadic E in connection with DX reception is
apt. I only wish that it was a little less sporadic!
There is still time for a late September /October
opening, so being an optimist as always, I would
say be patient for a little longer before you change
over to concentrating on Autumn /Winter Tropospheric DX /TV reception.
As we are speaking of Tropospheric reception
just a word on current conditions by this means.
Here the position seems a little better at last, and
in my southern area there has been a significant
improvement in the reception of French TV
stations. There is a long way to go yet but once
the present weather passes I feel sure that
Autumn /Winter reception will be back to normal.

NEWS
I have had a French friend from Strasbourg
staying with us who came up with the following
information about the Strasbourg TV transmitter
on channel F5, 20kW. It seems that it is situated
right in the centre of the town, and this is why it
is a very "difficult" one' here.
There are plans, however, to improve siting and
power to counteract the German TV influence from
just across the border! These frontier areas are
often a little "touchy" like this!
Last month I suggested that following Mr.
George Le Couteur's Sporadic E reception of
Divis Northern Ireland in Guernsey, Channel
Islands, similar reception should be possible in
Southern England from Scotland and vice versa.
Well, I am pleased to report it has been achieved.
Our old friend Mr. Roger Bunney, of Romsey,
Hants., has received Orkney by this method, so it
certainly is worth trying.

READERS' REPORTS
In spite of poor conditions I am pleased to hear
of readers' successes once again:
Mr. I. E. Gibson of Hunstanton, Norfolk, has
had West Germany Grünten E2, and his similar
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" mystery " card sent to us for identification is of
course E2 Jauerling, Austria. This brings his total
13 countries received, our congratulations.
Mr. N. V. Dinsdale of York, has had RAI, Italy,
on IA, and IB, Labistica, Yugoslavia, E4, Bratislava, Czechoslovakia, R2, Utliberg, Switzerland,
E3, Tervola, Finland, E3, and Norway E3, so he
is doing well too.
Mr. Dennis Boniface of Ripon, reports both
Jauerling, Austria, Eta, and Patcherkopfl, Austria,
E4 (a very rase one indeed), following our indentification, Bydgoszcz R1, and Warsaw R2, Poland,
West Germany, Grünten E2, and Kapaonik, Yugoslavia, F3, our congratulations to him too.
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Our old friend Mr. R. Roper of Torpoint, has
gone u.h.f. with success from Brest, France, on
Channel 25.
Mr. F. R. Middleton reports reception of Spain,
Poland, Hungary, USSR, Czechoslovakia, West
Germany and Sweden as already logged, we now
identify Coimbra, Portugal, E3, and Bydgoszcz,
Poland, for him as additional ones.
Well friends that about "winds it up" once
again for this month, may I hope that the DX
news on conditions will be better by next month,
as ever we will be delighted to hear from you about
your experiences, results, and queries.
Good DX /TV to you all.

T.V.E. SPAIN

DATA PANEL-3

grammes,

Spanish TV transmitters operate on
Channels E2, E3, and E4. E2 is Madrid Navacerrada, and is the only TVE transmitter
on this channel. E3 is either Zaragossa-La
Muela, or Alicante, E4 is either Guadalcanal,
Barcelona, Santiago, or Bilbao -Sollube.

Channels.

purely regional propossibility of positive
identification. No precise details of programme or Test Card times, but the Test
Card is usually on about 11.45- 12.00. Afternoon programmes start about mid -afternoon
with a break for Test Card about I7.00.
Evening programmes start about 17.15 and
continue until after 24.00.

Transmissions.

Test Card -as photo.

Aug
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"SPOT- WOBBLE"
by G. K. Fairfield
Thoughts on an Old Idea
URING the last decade the trend in modern

television receiver design has been to
incorporate cathode ray tubes having screen
areas of ever -increasing size.
It is not unusual to find a 21 or 24in. (diagonal)
screen receiver installed in the smallest. of viewing
rooms, with the inevitable result that the individual
scanning lines comprising the picture become very
much apparent to the viewer. It is, in fact, the
" tininess " of the picture in the vertical direction
which sets a limit to the apparent definition of the
picture instead of the real definition measured in
the horizontal direction in terms of the video

bandwidth.
Of course the real solution to this problem is to
increase the number of lines until the vertical
definition matches that of the horizontal definition
so that, when viewed at close quarters, the large
screen television receiver would be as aesthetically
pleasing as the smaller 9 or 12in. pictures we all
viewed in the 1950's.
Some improvement is noticeable with the new
625 -line transmissions on Band IV, but to achieve
a real equality the vertical definition would have
to increase to several thousand lines and this is
hardly likely to occur in the foreseeable future.

produced of a thickness so that this merges exactly
with adjacent bands (see Fig. 1).
In order that these oscillations themselves may
not introduce vertical Tininess into the raster the
frequency is arranged so that one complete cycle
of oscillation of the deflected spot of light occupies
the same distance on the screen as the width of
the unmodulated line (i.e. the spot width).
This is clearly seen in Fig. 2, which compares
the bands of light produced for this optimum
condition (where D =d) to that where the
oscillation frequency is too low (shown as D =2d).
In practical terns a spot -wobble frequency of
10 to 15Mc /s is necessary to achieve this effect.
As a result of applying this technique the line
structure of the picture disappears and the screen
is completely filled with an intensity modulated
light area representing the picture being transmitted. No change has, of course, been made to
the vertical definition but it is generally considered
that the apparent definition, as judged by the
human eye, is considerably enhanced.
We can tolerate the picture at much closer range
than before or (which amounts to the same thing)
we can view comfortably a larger picture at the
same distance as with an unmodified smaller set.
flyback

line 1

line 2

line 3

Fig.

I- Oscillatory line

etc.
scan. The frequency of oscillation is shown very much reduced for clarity.

Principles of "Spot - Wobble"
Fortunately an alternative to this impractical
suggestion is possible. This is the so-called " spot wobble " technique in which the spot of light
scanning the screen is caused to oscillate in the
vertical direction such that instead of tracing out
a single line thickness a broad band of light is

Practical Considerations
Since the scanning sensitivity of different cathode
ray tubes varies quite considerably it will be
necessary in any practical circuit to include a
control over spot oscillation amplitude. It will be
necessary to adjust this so that each broadened
scanning line just merges with its neighbour.
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earthed centre tap of the coil is
replaced by the stray capacitance
to earth of the deflection coils L1
and L2 which comprise the tuned
circuit inductance.
Adjustment of the frequency of
oscillation is made by means of
a preset trimmer capacitor Cl,
whilst the amplitude is varied by
a series potentiometer VR1 controlling the supply potential.
The radio frequency choke in
the anode circuit is not critical
and can have an inductance of 30
to 100µH. Its purpose is to allow
a low d.c. feed to the valve,
anode and at the same time
provide a high impedance to the
tuned circuit shunted across it in
order to maintain a high efficiency
of operation.
Deflection of the cathode ray
tube beam is obtained by the
oscillatory current flowing to the
coils Ll and L2. These are
wound in rectangular form (see
Fig. 4), bent to the shape of the
c.r.t. neck and fitted exactly
beneath the frame deflection coils
of the scanning yoke.

;Cathode-ray tube-

spot width'd'

/%//

(a) where D=d

Period of oscillation

\

Area of broadened beam

Fitting the Coils
It is normally possible to find
sufficient room beneath tale
scanning yoke assembly for this
very thin pair of additional coils.
(b) where D =2d
Where the yoke is already a tight
fit around the neck of the tube it
Fig. 2 -A section of a scanning line broadened by "spot wobble" technique.
will be necessary to remove this
and carefully stretch it to increase
its internal diameter a few millimeters by adopting
Similarly, to accommodate different screen and
the following procedure:
spot sizes some control over the frequency of the
A wooden jig is made of a piece of dowel rod
oscillations is necessary for the reasons given
2 or 3mm greater in diameter than the tube neck
earlier.
Even with the largest of present -day tubes the
-continued on page 73
scanning angle over which we will have to deflect
the spot will be very, very small, so that little
power will be expended by the circuit used to
deflect the beam. This is useful as it allows the
circuit to be easily added to an existing receiver
and use made of the internal power supplies of the
set.
With regard to the waveform of the oscillations
-ideally this should be triangular in shape in order
to deflect the spot uniformly in speed between
scanning line positions. In practice it is difficult to
differentiate between the effects of a triangular and
a sinusoidal deflection waveform for such a small
deflection and, since a sinewave is much easier to
generate, this is used in the practical circuit
described below.
Spot- Wobble Circuit
A suitable circuit for this is given in Fig. 3. The
valve can be a small r.f. pentode such as the
The oscillator
CV138, 6F12, 6BW6 or Z77.
circuit is a Colpitts oscillator in which the normal
A

-A practical

Fig. 3
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DOES

THE

AERIAL
MATCH?
GORDON J . KING

system and the aerial socket of a television set
can produce symptoms which may be mistaken
for trouble in the set itself. Before we investigate
these in detail, however, let us get a reasonable
idea as to what is meant by an aerial mismatch.
Apart from having the job of abstracting signal
energy from radio waves, a television aerial must
also convey that energy to the set with the minimum of loss at all frequencies. This is achieved
by the aerials themselves being matched to the
feeder and the feeder being matched to the set.
When these conditions exist the signal is weakened
only by the normal, inherent losses of the coaxial
cable. In weak signal areas, then, a coaxial cable
with the minimum of loss should be employed; but
there is not a lot of point in going to this additional expense if signal losses are aggravated by
mismatch effects.
Electrical Law
It is a well -known electrical law that maximum
transfer of electrical energy occurs from one
network or circuit to another when the resistances
or impedances of these two circuits are equal. For
instance, down to the basic facts, maximum electrical power is conveyed say, from a battery to a torch
bulb when the internal resistance of the battery is
equal to the resistance of the bulb filament.
The filament of a bulb has a low resistance, as
also has the internal resistance of a battery when
it is new and in good condition. However, as
the battery ages, so its internal resistance rises
and the bulb dims. There is an electrical mismatch. The same would apply, of course, by
connecting a fairly high resistance in series with
a good battery and bulb. Electrical energy would
be lost in the resistance, and in effect there would
be a mismatch between the battery and the bulb,
reducing power at the bulb.
With television aerials there are other factors
that come into play. The coaxial cable possesses
distributed inductance throughout its length and
distributed capacitance between the inner and
outer conductors. When a signal is fed into one
end of such a feeder, these inductances and
capacitances give rise to series and shunt
impedance.
Maximum power is passed when the input and
output impedances equal the impedance of the
coaxial cable. If matching of this nature does not
exist, a signal in the aerial will produce a signal
current in the coaxial cable, but as the cable is
not of the correct impedance, the current in the
cable will not represent all the signal energy in
the aerial. Some of the energy will be reflected
from the mismatched connection back into the
aerial instead of into the feeder to the set.
Standing Waves

Conversely, if the coaxial cable is not matched
at the set end, the signal travelling down the cable
from the aerial will not all be absorbed by the set.
Some part of it will be reflected back up the feeder
towards the aerial. The part reflected back up
the feeder is lost signal and gives rise to what
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are called "standing waves" in the feeder.
As their name implies, standing waves stand still,
unlike the useful signal energy which passes from
the aerial to the set. Standing waves cause a
voltage difference between the inner and outer
conductors of the cable which varies cyclically
along the cable.
By plotting the changing voltage against length
of the cable a sine wave is produced whose length
is proportional to frequency and amplitude proportional to the degree of mismatch. Of course, the
greater the mismatch, the greater the amplitude
of the standing waves. Standing waves do not alter
in position on the cable as long as the cable is not
altered in length. However, if the cable is altered
in length, the standing waves will alter in position
along it. A similar effect is sometimes exhibited
when a mismatched cable system is very sharply
folded back on itself.
Standing waves on a cable are shown in Fig. 1.
The amount of system mismatch is sometimes
translated to "voltage standing wave ratio" or
"v.s.w.r." for short. A ratio of unity represents
a perfect match, while an increasing ratio signifies
an increasing mismatch. The idea is illustrated in
Fig. 2, where the curve shows how the attenuation
rises as the aerial mismatch (in terms of v.s.w.r.)
increases.
Half

1,,_

wavelength;

'

AL'

A

Standing waves

1

coaxial
Unmatched

cabe

Q

Frequency

-When

the terminating loads at either end of a
coaxial feeder fail to equal the characteristic impedance
of the feeder, standing waves are set up on the cable due
to the presence of a signal as this diagram shows. The
standing waves are fixed in position on the feeder as long
as the length of the feeder and position of the mismatch
are unchanged.
Fig.

A television aerial is designed so that its
impedance at the point of connection to the cable
is as close as possible to the impedance of the
cable -called "characteristic impedance" -while
the set designer also sets out to arrange for the
aerial socket of his set to "look" like 75 ohms, or
thereabouts, to match the characteristic impedance
of the cable.

Mismatch Loss
Provided all in the aerial system is in order,
including the set's aerial circuit, there usually exists
a fairly reasonable match between the aerial and
the set. The v.s.w.r. then rarely rises above about
2, so the loss due to inherent mismatch should be
under 1dB (see Fig. 2).
There are times, however, when the matching
at the aerial may be reasonable but the matching
at the set poor. The mismatch curve in Fig. 2
applies only at the aerial end. The combined effect

b
5
4

3

2

2

3
V.S.W. R.

Fig. 2-This curve reveals the amount of loss arising from
mismatches at the aerial end of a coaxial cable, the
mismatch here being in terms of voltage standing wave
ratio, as explained in the text.

of mismatch at both ends of the coaxial cable
can -and does-produce losses well in excess of
1dB.
Apart from trouble in the v.h.f. or u.h.f. tuner
in the set, mismatch often results from damaged
coaxial cable and from the use of an incorrect plug
or poor soldered connection between the cable and
the plug. Joins in coaxial cable are other vulnerable
points of mismatch, which should be investigated
when the symptoms of mismatch are present.
This, then, brings us to the actual symptoms of
mismatch. These can include poor picture definition, ringing effects on the picture, instability in
the sound or vision channels (or in both), weak
sound and strong picture, or strong picture and
weak sound and various other intermediate

symptoms.
At one time it was often written that owing to a
mismatched cable causing signal to be reflected up
and down, this showed up on the picture as a
"ghost" image, after the style of that resulting
from signals reflected from buildings and hills (i.e.,
multipath interference). This is not really the case.
For one thing, the length of an average coaxial
feeder is insufficient to cause a ghost display. A
displacement time of, at least, one microsecond (on
405 lines) would be necessary for the display of a
ghost image, and such a delay would need a cable
in the order of 100 yards in length to cause it.
Even so, assuming that such a long cable is
necessary to convey a signal from, say, a hill mounted aerial to a set in the valley below, then
if the cable has an attenuation of 12dB /100 yards
and the signal is reflected at the set and back
up the cable, it would lose 12dB going back up
and 12dB coming back down again, assuming that
reflection occurs also at the aerial end. This gives
24dB of cable attenuation. There would not be
perfect reflections at the top and bottom of the
feeder, so if the signal loses, say 6dB at the two
reflecting points, then the total loss is 36dB. This
would mean that the reflected signal would be
36dB down (about 62 times) on the main signal,
so it would just not be seen as a secondary or
ghost image! It would be far too weak.
However, if bad mismatch exists on a relativel"
short cable of very low attenuation factor, up and
down reflections may occur more than once ansi
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then the signal amplitude may be still large enough
to cause some effect on the picture. It is unlikely
whether the displacement time would be sufficient
to incite the display of secondary images to the
right of the main one. There is little doubt, however, that the picture definition would suffer. For
instance, a sharp, vertical picture element would
appear fuzzy due to the repeated signal of very
short period, an effect synonymous to vision i.f.
channel misalignment.
Half-wave Definition Changes
Just how much the definition will suffer will
depend upon whether the reflected signals add to
or subtract from the main signal. If the reflected
signal can be made to add to the direct signal, the
symptom can be virtually eliminated. The simplest
way to arrange for this to happen is to alter the
length of the coaxial cable from the aerial to the
set until the best definition is obtained. This is
best done by cutting the cable a little at the time
and then checking the picture after each cut. Until
there appears a substantial change in picture
quality, each cut can remove about an inch from
the cable. However, shorter lengths-about a
quarter of an inch -should eventually be cut off
to provide the fine adjustment to the length. The
changes in picture definition due to this action will
repeat each time the length of the cable is altered
by half a wavelength. The reason for this will be
apparent from Fig. 1.
Another problem with short, mismatched feeders
is that the set or amplifier may be presented with
a reactive load, instead of a resistive one which is
present across a correctly matched feeder system.
Sometimes, the short, mismatched feeder will tend
to become a part of the aerial input circuit and
resonate with components therein.
This can give rise to instability on both sound
and /or vision, and often is responsible for the
"ringing" effect on pictures, which manifests as a
series of light and dark images following the main
image. If mismatching is responsible for this
trouble, the effect on the picture will be removed
or modified when the cable at the rear of the set
is moved about.
Symptoms of this kind are sometimes present
when a simple set-top aerial is connected to the
set through a relatively short length of coaxial
cable. Set -top aerials themselves are not so highly
matched as their more sophisticated attic or roofmounted counterparts. One solution to this problem lies in replacing the existing aerial cable with
a longer length of low or medium loss cable. The
surplus cable, however, should not be coiled up
behind the set as unwanted coupling may then
occur. The best plan is to locate the aerial on
a window -sill or shelf some distance away from
the set and run the coaxial cable underneath the
carpet out of the way.
Balance Upset
On a badly matched system the sound and vision
signals may seriously go out of balance. This is
because the standing waves for the vision will differ
from those of the sound and if the cable length is
adjusted for optimum matching of one signal,
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matching on the other signal will be poor. If the
matching is in favour of the sound signal, sound on- vision intereference can result due to the
stronger sound signal outweighing the efficiency
of the sound suppressors in the set. In this event,
the coaxial cable should be adjusted in length for
the best compromise between sound and vision.
Conversely, of course, too much vision signal
will cause vision -on -sound interference. This
manifests as a buzz on sound, the character of
which changes with change of picture.
In poor signal strength areas where a transistor
amplifier or booster is necessary, mismatch effects
may affect the operation of the amplifier. This,
again, can cause ringing disturbances on the picture, and in isolated cases severe instability may
result, causing oscillation which may wipe out
reception on a neighbour's set. Obviously, the best
plan is to correct the responsible mismatch at the
aerial or at the set.
Unfortunately, the impedance at the set's aerial
socket may not be the same at all channel numbers.
On some sets investigated by the author, it was
discovered that over the v.h.f. channels the aerial
input impedance could alter from a nominal
75 ohms down to 10 oh:ns and up to 100 ohms!
This is a design problem and there is little that
the experimenter can do to rectify it.
Where a transistor amplifier is in use, however,
there is one thing, at least, that can be done to
"buffer" the impedance variations, and that is to
use a substantial length of cable between the
amplifier and the set. This applies both to v.h.f.
and u.h.f. amplifiers. It has been found that
medium loss cable of no less than 10 ft. in length
solves the problem in nine cases out of ten.
The aerial impedance of u.h.f. tuners can also
vary from one end of the tuning scale to the other.
There is as yet insufficient material available to provide definite values, but the author is currently
engaged in delving into these problems and will
report in greater detail on them in a later article.
Stub Matching

The old artifice of cancelling out a reactive
component at the end of a mismatched aerial
feeder by the use of a parallel coaxial stub is still
worth looking into. For readers unfamiliar with
the technique, the idea is shown in Fig. 3.

Coaxial

to aerial
Fig. 3-The idea

of stub matching. The stub length is
adjusted for the best picture and /or sound.

The stub is tuned by cutting off short pieces
until the best picture and /or sound is obtained.
Note that the end of the stub is left open-circuit,
so care should be taken to ensure that the inner
conductor is not shorting to the outer conductor
(braid) after each cut. Moreover, the stub only
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works at one particular frequency. This means
that a stub tuned, say, for the best .results on
Channel 2 may result in a poor picture on the
partnering Band III channel. On the other hand,
it may barely affect that channel, and there is the
possibility that it could improve that also. The
thing to do is to try it and see.
The idea also works on the u.h.f. channels, but
here the length of the stub is considerably shorter.
On the Band I channels, the stub should be started
at about 70 in., on the Band III channels at about
18 in. and on the u.h.f. channels at about 10 in.
Stub tuning is worth trying when experimenting
with the reception of distant television stations;
also when using an aerial which is not specifically
designed for the channel being received.
For long distant (DX) reception, a variable aerial
matching device is useful. Such consists of a small
two-gang capacitor of about 0.00025µF and a
in Fig. 4. The unit can
' tapped coil, as shown
easily be constructed in a small metal box with
input and output coaxial sockets. The number
of turns required for Ll will depend on the frequency, and can be found by experimentation and

Input

Fig.

4-A

simple aerial matching unit. This is explained
in the text.

A self -supporting coil of
by tapping the coil.
18 s.w.g. tinned copper wire with spaced turns

facilitates construction and tapping.
While commercial sets are now designed in such
a way that experimentation within is difficult, there
is still the aerial system and its matching that lend
themselves to adjustment. Here we have a very
interesting field of experimentation, especially now
that there are so many channels on the air on
all bands.

SPOT WOBBLE- Continued from page 71
protective wax coating used.
diameter. This is then sandpapered down at one
The circuit will oscillate at a frequency between
end to slightly less than the neck diameter. The
10 and 15Mc /s and it is important to avoid causing
yoke is placed on this narrow end and gently
forced on to the wider diameter, imparting a rotary interference at the harmonics of this frequency
movement to the yoke. It is advisable to slightly with the television receiver r.f. or i.f. circuits. For
this reason the oscillator should be constructed
warm the yoke first in order to soften any
within a small screened compartment situated as close to the
1.125'
Dotted
outline
of the
cathode-ray
tube

deflector coils as possible to minimise the length of the radiating
connecting leads shown dotted in
Fig. 3.

1

H.T. Supply
It will be found convenient to
use the receiver h.t. supply for this
Circuit since the current consumption will be less than 10mA. The
h.t. potential is not critical and the
oscillator will work at any voltage
The
between 180 and 250V.
modulation of the receiver h.t.

Each coil
consists of
5 turns

26 sw.q.

enamelled
copper wire

Fig.

1

75'

supply at the spot- wobble frethe
by
avoided
is
quency
decoupling action of capacitor

i
4-Scanning coil construction detail.:.

C4.

ENCOUNTER WITH A TRANSISTORISED
external source with positive to chassis, negative to
supply lead. The 3A fuse under the bottom panel
which handles the external 12V supply was blown.
This was replaced and a supply lead with red and
black clearly marked was fitted to the plug. A
label was strung on this lead to remove any future
doubt. Again the set was put back into service.
Two weeks later back it came! Raster OK but
no sound or vision signals. Now there is no
common i.f stage so it was reasonable to suspect
the tuner. Stripping this and taking voltage

TV- Continued from

page 59

readings showed the mixer transistor (V2- AF102)
was not passing current. Interchanging this with
V3 -AF102 local oscillator gave a satisfactory mush
on the screen and a hiss on the sound. Injecting
an unmodulated signal from the signal generator in
place of the oscillator frequency gave a good
picture and sound, thus confirming the point.
A new AF102 was fitted into the holder (no
soldering) and all was well. Reassembled and
tested the set functioned without fault. It has
functioned well since and we are still on friendly
terms with the owner.
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TELEVISION

Receivers

by L. Lawry -Johns

and T877 continued

develop an internal short of course. This symptom
should have been included under the "no picture"
heading as it gives a valuable clue as to whether
the fault is before or after the PL81.

The method of controlling the volume is a little
unusual. The method used involves tapping the
negative drive to the PL81 control grid, filtering
out the 10kc /s content through R68 -C77 and
applying it as bias to V4 via tag 13 sócket 1.
In the event of a loss of line drive, ECL80
failure or leakage through C76 0.01µF, there will
be no bias applied to V4 and the volume will
be maximum with no manual control.
This condition will also obtain should the PL81

No Signals
If the receiver seems to function but with no
sound or vision signals when the aerial is inserted,
the fault is probably in the tuner unit.
In fact the fault could be in the common I.F.
stage V3 EF85 but this is not often the case and
the PCF86 is most likely to be found at fault.
Note that a PCF80 must not be used in this
position.
If the PCF86 is not at fault check the PC97
which can also be responsible for a graining or
noisy reception condition. If the PCF86 is in order
it is prudent to check R11 7kfl which can be

No. 119: The Alba T866

Fig. 4 -The tuner unit of Albo T866 and T877.
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Fig. 5 -Last vision i.f. and video output stages. The unmarked valve is V6 (EF80).

responsible for the symptoms of normal or weak
Band I (BBC) reception but no reception of
Band III.
Distorted Picture
A picture with no or poor sync, heavily shaded

-say

top dark, bottom light, with severely curved
sides (S shaped) points to an open circuited
400µF main smoother C58. If the 100µF section
goes the h.t. voltage will fall drastically to something like 100V or a little more.
Receiver Dead

No heaters glowing. This is where the neon
screwdriver is very handy. With the receiver
switched on a glow should be obtained at the fuse
holder (assuming the mains plug is correctly
wired).
If the fuse is intact some indication will also be
recorded at the mains dropper at least on one or
more tags. It is therefore a matter of moments to
check the 67-67 -11051 sections of the heater

circuit part of the dropper, thence via the
thermistor VA1015 to pin 2 of the PY33 base,
thence pin 7, PL81 pin 5 -pin 4, PY81 pin
pin 5 and so on along the heater chain until the
break is found.
Quite often the PY81 will be found at fault and
this is also the case when switching on brings all
heaters to life but as soon as the timebase warms
up the PY33 and PL81 heaters glow like electric
light bulbs prior to the fuse failing.
The diagnosis here is a breakdown of PY81
heater -cathode insulation as the voltage rises.
The receiver can also be inoperative although
the heaters glow normally. In nearly every case
this is due to a 2252 or 1811 section of the dropper
becoming o /c. which again can be traced with the
neon.
If the sections are in order the glow will be
maintained to pins 3 and 5 of the PY33. The
d.c. or h.t., output of the PY33 will not cause such
a healthy glow on a neon unless the free hand is
touched to chassis.
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C46,i5

To C44,T75

To 10,

R13

WPC

S'1

C29

0.11F

Fig. 6 -Port

of sound and vision

Should h.t. be recorded at the 100µF section of
the main electrolytic (pin 8 of PY33) but not at
the 400µF section, the indication is that L14 is
o /c. Persistent fuse failure and overheated 2211
and /or 1851 sections of the dropper have on more
than one occasion been traced to a short to core in
L14.
H.T. Shorts
Readers often seem uncertain how to tackle an
h.t. short and some weird notions have been
forwarded. One popular notion is to remove all
valves before checking with an ohmeter.
Whilst this may hold for electrical circuits where
lamps are removed, aircraft, cars, boats etc., it
should be realised that these are only the equivalent
of the valve heaters and do not concern the h.t.
supply. So leave the valves alone. The bases are
easily cracked and valve positions can easily get
mixed up.
The correct way is first to have a good look at
all components to see if any resistors have obviously
been burned-charred -overheated, what you will.
For example, and as previously stated, R37 often
changes value, gets cooked, damages R38 and
leaves a nasty mark on the panel.
The remedy here is obvious and one need look
no further. However, if for example R17 is found
badly charred it is little use replacing this and
expecting all to be well.
If R17 is charred, C44 is the primary suspect
with C28 the suspect if R14 overheats and so on.-

i.f

stages, audio output stage.

Now it often happens that no resistors show any
signs of overheating except the sections of the
mains dropper, with perhaps L14 showing signs
of distress.
The procedure is to take an ohms reading
(receiver off of course) from pin 8 of the PY33 or
C59 to chassis which may show a near dead short.
The exact reading may be significant because a
dead short would suggest that C59 itself may be
at fault (disconnect and check).
A reading of some 7551 could suggest C58 being
the culprit which is speedily disconnected. If the
short remains free L14 of all outward connections
and check this.
If free of shorts check each main h.t. feed line
in turn not forgetting the supply to the field output (T9) transformer which does sometimes
develop a primary to secondary short (which is a
thorn in the side of some Ferguson-UltraMarconi -HMV-Philco etc. models -apologies
all round for this one!).
In short therefore if the fault is elusive,
disconnect the h.t. supply lines systematically and
chase the short through to the particular part of
the circuit where it is hiding.
At this point it is prudent to remove the
valve(s) in that part to see if one has developed
an internal short.
Model T877 and others with Remote Control unit
If removing the remote control plug clears an
h.t. short check the condition of R93 and C90,
the former is damaged if the latter shorts.
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By H.

W. Hellyer

PART 3: FRAME FAULTS
FAILURE of the frame or, to be more in
keeping with modern terminology, field circuits can have a number of different symptoms, besides the familiar " thin white line " across
the screen.
In the first place, if a thin white line is observed,
the line circuits can be taken to be operating, even
if incorrectly, and attention can be directed to the
field circuits. Lack of field scan indicates that no
energising current is reaching the deflection coils,
or, reaching there, is either being suppressed at that
point or failing to deflect the beam of the c.r.t.
because of faulty coils. The first step is to prove
where the failure lies.
The field circuits can be divided roughly into
oscillator and amplifier sections. Many of the finer
points overlap, as we shall see when investigating
non -linearity, but for our present test we need to
determine whether oscillator or amplifier is at fault.
There are two ways of making the first test: one
approach is to check whether a frame pulse is
reaching the amplifier grid; the second is to inject
a test pulse and observe whether a raster is
obtained. The author favours the second approach,
as being simpler and needing less equipment. The
method is simply to couple a 50c /s pulse to the
field amplifier grid, and this can be done with a
0.11iF capacitor connected to a point on the heater
line, the free end briefly touched on the grid.
Select a point fairly low on the heater line
fact, the heater of the oscillator itself may be
suitable, and take care that the connection is made
so that it does not slip and short- circuit the heater
pins to chassis or h.t. The screen should now fill
out if the amplifier section is operative, although
the raster obtained may be severely distorted.
The other method is to monitor the pulse at the
amplifier grid by an aural coupling, as a pair of
headphones, suitably isolated by 0.005µF capacitors
in each lead. A buzz should be heard, and
alteration of the hold control should vary the pitch
of the buzz.

-in

Field Output Stage

If there is now no result from the amplifier, we
can concentrate on this circuit. Most obvious culprit is the valve itself, and a few voltage tests

should prove its efficiency, although substitution
is the only foolproof test. A word of warning may
not be out of place here: the author has several
times been called upon to service sets whose valves
are all labelled with little stickers saying : " Good ",
or " Fair " or " Low emission ". Usually the owner
has laboriously hauled his collection of valves to
the nearest dealer and had them vetted by that
magic box, the valve tester. Whereas most valve
testers can indicate the state of emission, and
obvious leaks between electrodes, it can not
simulate the kind of conditions we expect the valve
to work in. The field circuits, for example, have
some very spiky pulses, and valves have to operate
at high current yet with sudden changes of applied
voltage, which the valve tester cannot give. Line
output valves have even more severe restrictions,
and even the i.f. amplifier, which may seem a perfectly normal valve to test, could have unwanted
inter- electrode capacitance, rendering it micro phonic or unstable at the i.f. yet not with the d.c.
tests normally carried out on the tester. Again, the
heater supply of the tester is transformer fed, and
the valve receives its correct operating voltage. In
the set, with valve heater series -fed, if a heater is
faulty, the common current may not allow it to
develop its full voltage, and it is the product of
these two that counts -the power that provides the
necessary heat!
After which digression, let us return to our
muttons: following the valve, there are two very
obvious causes of " no frame " faults. First, the
output transformer, and second the deflection coils.
If the injection test previously described fails to
produce some sort of raster, and the efficiency of
the valve is not in question, it is very likely that
one of these two items is faulty. Likely, but not
certain, for there are particular circuits which
depend on boost voltage for output conditions, and
others which are adjusted to require an exact degree
of feedback, and which simply collapse to a dead
output if this condition is not achieved. Some
knowledge of the type of circuit is necessary before
definite conclusions can be drawn from the results
of the next tests.
The important thing to remember is that whatever its circuitry, the field output stage is a current
amplifier, rather like the sound output stage-and
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this gives us a handy basis for our spot test. If the
frame has collapsed altogether, and application of
a pulse to the grid of the field output valve
produces no expansion of that damaging thin bright
line, we must next prove the output components. A
very rough check of the output transformer is to
couple it as a sound output transformer to a conventional audio circuit. Results may not exactly be
hi-fi, but the production of an audio signal will at
least prove the transformer. It does not prove
whether the transformer is breaking down under a
high voltage pulse, which is a fault that can sometimes occur, especially if the load has been
removed, as when the secondary of the transformer
or the field scan coils open circuit.
There is usually some indication of this latter
condition, by a fierce rattle of the transformer
laminations, or even a spark at the fine lead -out
wires. A quick meter test will soon show an open
circuit. Similarly, a scan coil winding coupled in
parallel with an audio output circuit (first being
disconnected from its feed), will considerably damp
the audio if a short circuit has developed. When
coupled in series, an open -circuit will kill the audio
or reduce it to next to nothing. These are roundabout tests, which are more easily made directly
with a good meter, but as we stipulated at the outset
this series, wherever possible tests will be
described for a minimum of equipment. The
professional servicemen must bear with us -or turn
the page!

November, 1965
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of various types of leakages and short circuits in
the coils are shown in Fig. 7. (a) and (b) show the
effect of shorted turns in one or other of the coils,
(a) being the effect given when line coils are faulty
and the horizontal compression of (b) being caused
by a shorting turn in a field coil. The amount of
the compression depends on the extent of the shortcircuit and its position m the winding. A curvature
of the edges may also be indicative of leakage,
which can occur if the short is a burn spot near the
angle of the yoke where it meets the tube flare.
Although it has been found possible to clear this
fault by careful scraping, separation of the
enamelled wires and re- varnishing, in an emergency, replacement of the coil assembly is the only
safe cure.

or

_

- ---

Wedge-shaped

raster

indicates
shortcircuiting

7--_=

turns

(b)

(a)

d

Keystone
effect
indicates.

s000e iou t
of a Pair,or
equivalent

external

The Scancoils

(c)

The foregoing remarks may have made one point

clear; breakdown of field scan coils can occur due
to the high voltage pulse; leakage between the
line and field coils, or between the field coils and
iron core on which the coils are wound will also
cause frame collapse. This will not necessarily show
up with any of the foregoing tests, and what reads
an open -circuit on the best of meters when tested
" cold" may well be a breakdown source when the
pulse is applied. A simple leakage test, which needs
a meter, is necessary in these cases.
The fault does not always result in a total field
collapse. Depending on the circuit, it can cause
severe cramping, or excessive foldover. It is general
practice to ensure that line and field coils are at the
same d.c. potential, either in shunt, i.e., at chassis
potential, or in series, at h.t. potential. But where
the field coils are in shunt, and d.c. flows through
the line coils, leakage can-and often does -occur.
Fig. 1 shows a typical circuit of this type, where the
line coils are in h.t. circuit, and field coils are
connected across the secondary of the output transformer with an earth return. If leakage is suspected,
it is possible to prove this by disconnecting the
return lead and inserting a milliameter in series,
using a limiting resistor of 100 to 220k12. For more
complete proof, disconnect the lead which couples
the iron core to the earth tag and reconnect the
core to a tag on the line coils. Any reading on the
meter then indicates that there is a leakage between
the field coils and the iron core.
Leakage between coils is less common with
modern construction, but was prevalent with certain types of older deflection coil yoke. The results

-

short- circuit

(d)

=
_--_ --

-

=

Piin- cushion

distortion
faulty.
- coil

caused by

.zz

assembly

(f)
Electron
beam

(g)

Gap between coils and tube flare
causing beam to be cut -oft by edge of tube flare

Fig.

7- Distorted raster shapes due to leakage, etc.

The keystone effect of (c) and (d) is a development of this fault, where one of the pair of coils is
short- circuited. The short edge of the raster is then
half the length of the longer edge. But this fault is
much more likely to be caused by an external shortcircuit, as when Rl or R2 in Fig. 8 should fail. Or,
as is more usual, a short develop in the connecting
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harness. To test for this fault, disconnect the
separate sections and observe the effect on the
raster. No change indicates that the disconnected
section is faulty.
CRT

Field o/p

/Iron core

rti_=

transformer

ii

H.T.
in

Line o/p

trans,

Line o/p

trans.

rat
Field
deflection
coils

Fig.

Line

deflection
coils

8- Leakage tests-deflection coils.

The distorted raster of (e) and (f) may be caused
by various forms of leakage between coils and core,
and usually means the yoke should be changed. But
(f) should not be confused with a similar effect
that is obtained when a c.r.t. fault causes the raster
to " grow " gradually as the receiver warms up. In
extreme cases, the raster may not fill the tube face,
but the edges are usually a well- defined line which
can be seen to be irregular.
Shadowy edge cutting as in (g) is usually the
result of the deflection coils having moved away
from the tube flare so that the
electron beam is deflected too
soon, being cut off at the
extremes of deflection.
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in its worst condition. Loss of emission of the output valve is one obvious cause. Another is a lack of
h.t. to the valve or a reduction in bias causing the
valve to run into grid -current when full drive is

applied. This often happens when the cathode bypass capacitor short-circuits, but can also happen if
it develops a leak and shunts the bias resistor. This
component, C115 in Fig. 9, is usually a 100µF or
greater electrolytic, with a working voltage of 25V.
Shunting it is not a conclusive test, but temporarily
disconnecting will often give a clue as to its condition by the worsening of the symptoms. A discoloration of the cathode bias resistor R122 is a
further clue that indicates over-running, and even
if this component measures correctly " cold " it
may still be a likely suspect.
Fig. 9 is given in full to demonstrate one type of
field oscillator and output circuit widely used in
modern sets. A single valve is used, the oscillator
being a cathode coupled multivibrator from the
triode to the pentode section and the additional
components in the circuit used to achieve linearity.
It must be remembered that the production of the
sawtooth current needed for linear deflection is
gained by the combination of oscillator, output and
feedback conditions and, indeed, by the non -linear
qualities of the output transformer and deflection
coils. Incorrect linearity can be caused by a fault
practically anywhere in the circuit. It is for this
reason that tests made with an oscilloscope are not
always helpful, unless the waveforms that should be
obtained on a known good model can be used as a
comparison. Many service manuals give these, but
we are assuming here that the readçr has neither
access to the manual nor an oscilloscope tucked
away in his toolbox. We must thus discuss the most

-continued

Cramping of the Raster
A much more general type of
field scan distortion is nonlinearity, loss of height, crampingor stretching of the picture.
There are so many different
sorts' of field circuit in use that
it would be futile to attempt a
"

fault- finding
description
of
each, and the examples chosen
have been those found to be
typical of certain types of circuit
fault. The general remarks can
be adapted to the particular
circumstances.
Most common fault is cramping at the bottom of the picture,
which may be associated with
loss of height. As the height
control is advanced, the picture
begins to extend then cramps,
and may perhaps produce a
foldover- at both bottom and top

Fig. 9 -An example of modern field
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sion, it is sometimes the pioneer
who gets the " bird." You can't
seem to win!

BEWARE!

Anything I say
should be taken with caution
this month! No disrespect is
intended either to the Postmaster
General or to Christopher Robin;
nor is any ecclesiastical disrespect
intended in connection with what
I am now about to say. That is,
the Postmaster General is saying
his prayers. He is saying them
to the trade, to the BBC, to the
ITA, to the ITV companies and
-most important of all-to the
Joint Television Advisory Committee. The PMG's impatience
was echoed in the speech of his
Mr. Roy Mason,
colleague,
Minister of State of Shipping,
who launched one of the recent
which
exhibitions
individual
replaced the combined TV and
Radio Show at Earls Court this
year. Mr. Mason gave a "wait
and see" speech, to which was
added a time limit of six months
in which the industry must make
a decision on colour systems and
line standards.

Gimmicks Galore
It the engineering sides o1 BBC
and ITA are whistling worried man tunes, the programme people
are equally confused. Peak time
programme policies " for the
people by the people " are much
more difficult to recite than Lincoln's " Gettysburg " speech.
There must have been formidable
reasons which led the BBC to
drop their twice weekly serial
" 199 Park Lane " after only
three weeks' run. Research and
ratings were discouraging.
There are times when viewers
so accustomed to the interruptions
by commercials on ITV that (like
the intervals between the acts at
the theatre with three -piece

Crazy TV World

This television industry has
been a lively world of progress
leapfrogging over progress ever
since that time thirty years ago
(as nostalgically reprinted in the
August issue of Practical Television) when the Marconi -EMI
combination announced the experimental transmissions of interlaced 405 lines in competition
with Baird's 240 lines sequential
system, with somewhat similar
systems being developed in
France and USA and 120 lines
in Germany. That was a time
when mechanical systems with
scanning discs whizzed around at
a high speed and Scophony gave
impressive large screen television
projection on a cinema screen.
It seems almost to go back to the
days before the motor car, when
travel was anchored to a permanent railway gauge of 4ft. 82in.
(compatible with the distance
between the wheels of hansom
cabs and coal carts) and magnificent men were pioneering in
flying machines and balloons.

THE DIPOLE
oak " (as they say at Oxford) to
solve the problem of colour and
compatible black-and -white television in an international situation
which is interlaced with policy
and politics. I seem to recall that
the BBC's early motto was
" Nation ' shall speak Peace unto
which must now be
Nation "
added " and look at one another,
face to face ". The boffins have less
than six months in which to provide the solution to the problems
of colour systems on 405 and /or
625 lines, to black- and -white compatibility, to achieve adequate

-to

orchestras playing entr'acts) they
welcome the opportunity to take
a cup of tea, wash their hands
or anything (If you understand
what I mean). This takes me
over to the kitchen -sink and
plumbing era of television plays,
particularly on the BBC, which
have long overstayed their off colour perfume and have become
as old- fashioned as jokes about
kippers and mothers -in-law.
Presentation gimmicks are the
craze at the moment, introduced
by the makers of TV commercials
and copied by directors of television plays and cinema films.
Quick cuts, sharp zooms, out -offocus shots, contrived halation
and all the rules of good photo graohy, continuity and cutting are
broken with enthusiasm. This is
unfortunate. They induce headaches and eyestrain if used too
often. Quick half-second cuts of
stills may seem smart to the
vision mixer or cutter, but they
become a mere irritant behind
credits and titles, almost as confusing as the products of modern
art at the Tate Gallery. After all
is said and done, it is the performance of the actor, his personality and his projection of
character, which is the most
important factor in television
plays. Presentation gimmicks are
useful frills, used with discretion.

band width for transmission and
reception; also to accomplish
impeccable line standards conversion between nations. Britain
Burning Midnight Oil
was the first nation to run a public
Alt well! The backroom boys television service in 1936, when "Old Tyme" Gimmicks
of today are suffering from the pigeons roosted on the Alexandra
The new civic theatres of today
unavoidable mistakes of thirty Palace aerial. It's the early bird
years ago and are burning the that catches the wriggling worm! often provide a variety of premidnight oil and "sporting the But to quote a Music Hall expres- sentation facilities for different
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types of entertainment. Pictureframe proscenium with tab curtains in front of the stage;
theatre -in-the- round; back-projection scenic effects; sound
reinforcement; computer - controlled memory devices for lighting effects, all play their part.
Stage revolves and orchestra lifts,
respectively, twist or rise at the
press of a button. Some of these
devices are modern developments
of the mechanical marvels of the
theatre of a hundred years ago,
when actors were propelled up
through " star -traps " in the stage
or disappeared magically down
" grave traps ".
Each act ended conventionally
with the fall of a curtain, just as
dramatic sequences in silent films
ended with a fade out to blackness. Dissolves were laboriously
achieved in the early silent film
days by closing the camera lens
diaphragm to make a fade out,
hand -turn the camera back a few
feet (with the lens covered) and
fading in the next required scene
by overlapping. This sometimes
necessitated the first part of the
dissolve to be wound back into its
feed magazine and stored or
sealed up for weeks until the time
came to add or superimpose the
second scene. Later, this hazardous hand -made effect was done
more accurately on an optical
printer in the film laboratory. In
television, complicated fades, dissolves, wipes, inter -stripes, spirals
etc., are carried out electronically
at the touch of a button or the
sweep of a quadrant fader. The
scope of these electronic effects
panels and the virtuosity of the
operator often add confusion
when handled by a trigger -happy
television director or vision mixer.
Overdoing an " eggwhisking "
operation on the pictures is a
danger to be avoided. The
omelette may become a bad egg.
Straiehtforward fade -outs are useful conventions for time lapses in
the storyline, as were the " old tvme " tab curtains at theatres.
The only drawback is that fadeouts to black at television studios
become fade-outs to grey on most
British TV receivers with a.g.c.
(and no d.c. restoration).
Sound Effects While You Wait?

Music and sound effects for
most television productions -and
film or theatrical productions, for
that matter-have rarely been
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produced immediately, off the
cuff or out of the hat. They have
made their contribution to the
atmosphere of plays since the
earliest of religious plays (performed in market squares) and the
first presentations of Shakespeare's works at Stratford or at
the original Globe Theatre in
London. Half-coconut shells, clap
sticks and sheets of iron have
been the traditional methods of
creating off-stage respectively the
sounds of horses' hooves, gun
shots or thunder. To some extent,
these hand operated audio effects
have been superseded in films,
television and radio by the skilled
use of gramophone discs and
magnetic
tapes, with
each
item carefully selected, timed,
rehearsed and mixed to fit the
scene.
Of course, there are many
scenes in which the background
noise is a natural part of the
visible action, such as the clatter
of tea cups, chitter -chatter or the
slam of a door. Unfortunately,
unless the actors are really professional, they are inclined to
clink glasses and slam doors over
important words in dialogue. In
this day and age, it is the practise to superimpose sound tracks
of chatter, applause, gunfire and
what -have-you under complete
control, both as to sound level
and to synchronisation; hence the
discs, tapes or sprocketed film
tracks. All of this takes time to
assemble. You have to wait.

-

In last month's article
For
under "405 Lines
Keeps?" it was suggested that
Britain should adapt one of
colour systems to the present
405 -line standard on u.h.f.this should have read v.h.f.
Also in the last column
second paragraph, reference is
made to American 525 lines
on u.h.f. This should also
have read v.h.f.

This is one of the most ingenious
contrivances I have seen-or
heard. The BBC have used it
successfully many times, notably
in The Great War and Traveller's
Tales. In the, ITV field, Granada
and Associated Television have
acquired this Mellotron device.
I have myself fought a battle with
machine guns, planes, mortars
and shrieks which have frightened
me. Quickly fading this out, I
tranquilised myself with the
ripple of a river, bird noises and
the moo of a cow.

Not Too Long

-

I don't think it will be long
before many television studios
and film studios too, will bring
into use this computer -type of
sound effects machine. It certainly is a more exact and natural
" noise off " than the mechanical
effects machines that cinemas
Calamity To Calm
used to use in the days of the,
A new approach has been made silent films, when Broncho Billy
with an extraordinary box of galloped beside the stage -coach
tricks, called the Mellotron pursued by red indians or General
Sound /FX console. This is a Lee's Confederates stood up io
device which looks rather like a the overwhelming musketry of
mini- piano, with a keyboard, Grant's Union troops. This new
which produces no less than 1,260 sound device is not an ironclad
sound effects, each at the touch " Monitor " or " Merrimac "
on the keyboard and which can however; it is a British invention
be intermixed as required. Steam which will fight sound battles,
trains can start, run or stop, create storms or chirrup the birds
whistles blow, phones ring, aero- of any nation. Even the ploughplanes fly, voices chatter, applause man can homeward wend his
and laughter can be triggered or weary way electronically, in this
faded in or out as required. It day and age.
is not achieved with mirrors or
trap doors, but with an ingenious
arrangement of 70 triple channel
magnetic tapes, each carrying
three sound tracks, which carry
a further assortment of effects,
selected in computer- fashion, by
the operation of sort -of piano
keys and kind -of organ stops.

AfAeo
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beyond the allowable time. Such an additional
warming -up period can be caused by a partially
shorted heater and this possibility should always
be checked.
Incidentally this is the reason why it is particularly bad practice to fit a cold replacement
reclaim rectifier into an already warmed -up
receiver.
In those earlier receivers which incorporated an
adjustable " line drive " control, excessive feed to
the line pentode, resulting in a thin white vertical
line appearing about one -third of the way across
the raster, is a sure way of over-running the valve.

REPETITIVE
FAULTS
by

Frame Non- Linearity

G. R. Wilding

.I
QUITE frequently one comes across receivers
that seem repeatedly to develop the same
fault or require replacement of one particular
valve. A set may regularly require a PL81, PL36
or PCL83 or constantly develop the same sort of
operation defect. Invariably such a train of defects
is not just coincidental but due to one undiscovered
circuit fault.
Screen Feed Resistor

The most common cause of short life in a line
output pentode, for instance, is a reduced value
screen feed resistor, resulting in excessive anode
and screen currents. However, equally true though
not so well known is that a low-emission line
oscillator, giving insufficient drive to this pentode,

can also greatly reduce its life expectancy.
Line output pentodes, of course, are biased solely
by the application of the incoming feed to the grid
capacitor and, if the drive amplitude is below
normal, insufficient bias is produced. Then again,
if the reclaim rectifier is below par it results in the
anode voltage to the line pentode being below
normal, which is equivalent to the raising of the
screen voltage.
Furthermore, any component defect in the line
output circuit which inhibits the boost voltage will
similarly impose an additional strain on this already
highly stressed valve,
-

Boost Rectifier

The reclaim or boost rectifier normally starts to
conduct (and apply h.t. to the pentode anode) 50
seconds after all the other valves are conducting,
and therefore during this period the line output
valve has applied screen voltage but no anode
voltage.
During this time screen current can be several
times its normal value, imposing a heavy strain on
the valve and even momentarily causing the G2
winding to run visibly hot.
The valve manufacturers allow for this but if
for any reason the reclaim rectifier is extreinely
slow to warm up this waiting period can extend

Cases of recurring poor frame linearity,
apparently curable by a new PCL83 or PCL82
but which soon reappears and is impossible to
rectify by adjustment of the linearity controls, is
invariably due to a changed value cathode bias
resistor or, more rarely, a slightly leaky capacitor
from the anode of the frame generator to the grid
of the frame amplifier.
When the replacement valve is new, even though
wrongly biased, it may be quite possible to achieve
good linearity, but after being over-run for some
little time its working straight -line characteristic
becomes shortened and poor linearity or foldover
appears.
Due to its small physical dimensions and interelectrode spacing the PCL83 tends to develop
internal shorts rather more readily than other
types and, when this occurs, the resulting high
current passing through the cathode bias resistor
invariably lowers its value and would rapidly
deteriorate any valve replacement unless it was
changed for one of the correct value.
Insufficient height which only manages to fill
the screen after replacement of the frame valves
is more likely to be due to a component defect
than any shortcoming in the original valves as any
modern receiver with new frame valves should
give at least sufficient height plus 30%.
Frame Cramp
If there is a

strong tendency towards frame
cramping at the bottom of the picture the odds are
that the high -value cathode bypass electrolytic is
reduced in capacitance, but if linearity is not too
bad the first suspect should be the feed resistor
to the anode of the triode oscillator having gone
high and reduced anode voltage to below
specification.
Shrinking Height
Some Philips receivers introduced about four
years ago quite commonly developed a steadily
shrinking height and in many instances service
engineers went through the usual process of
replacing both frame valves, h.t. rectifiers and
bypass capacitors as the fault progressed to keep
the screen at least filled.
But the real cause of the trouble was most

unusual. In common with many other designs the
triode frame generator is fed from the boost h.t.
rail (the higher voltage facilitating a more linear
raster) and shunted across the boost rail to chassis
is a miniature 1M11 slider potentiometer feeding
the focus electrode of the tube.
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Causes of reduced service from line output pentodes.
Decreased value screen feed resistor. (Resulting in excessive anode and screen currents.)
Insufficient grid drive. (Producing inadequate grid bias.)
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However, after some years of use the miniature
strip pot tended to decrease in value, imposed a

relatively heavy load on the boost supply and
pulled this voltage down to below the figure
necessary to maintain full height. A replacement
potentiometer always cured the trouble and
permitted the use of the original frame valves with
ample height in hand

U801 it is often found that the surge limiter to
one anode is completely o /c, causing the entire
h.t. current load to be carried by the remaindcl.
In fact when investigating the older receiver,
employing the USOl it is not unusual to find three
of the four surge limiters open -circuit and the
fourth naturally running extremely hot.
Noisy Volume Controls

Short -lived PY32s
Cases of short -lived PY33's and PY32's are not
so much due to short-period short-circuits or spark overs as repeated strains caused by intermittently

contacting surge limiters.
For instance, one Ferguson 406T we came across
with a history of being heavy on its PY32 rectifiers
was found to have badly contacting clips on the
surge limiter section of its multiple breakdown
resistor, which invariably caused sparking on first
switching on, imposing a heavy strain on the valve
as the a.c. anode supply was intermittently
contacted on and off.
Similarly, when investigating cases of short
rectifier life in receivers employing a pair of PY82's
as well as the dual -anode PY33 or quadruple -anode

Many instances of noisy volume control
operation soon after the cleaning or replacement of
the component are due to the sound output vals
and not to any real defect in the control. In mans
designs the control grid of the sound pentode is
directly connected to the slider of the volume
control and, should it develop appreciable grid
current, the passage of this unwanted d.c. would
test the most silky of controls.
F/C Failure

When absence of sound and vision is found to
be due to the PCF80 -type frequency changer
failing to oscillate on one or both bands within a
short time of a similar replacement, it is more than
likely that the fault is due to a defective component
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in the triode section rather than any lack of
emission in the frequency changer itself and
attention should be directed to that part of the
tuner unit.
-

-

Lock Shift Cases of line and frame hold locking position
gradually shifting to the end of the hold control's

travel, and apparently cured by a replacement
oscillator valve, by no means indicates that in fact
the valve was the pure cause, for it may well be
that the locking position will still continue to move
away to one end.
The setting point of timebase hold controls
depends not only on the valve or valves concerned
but the capacity of the charging capacitor and its
associated feed resistors and the characteristics of
the blocking transformer when used.
A change in any one will result in a locking shift
and if, as frequently happens, one of the high value, low- wattage feed resistors increases in value,
once started it will continue to do so, even though
a valve change may apparently have cured the
trouble.

FIRST TIME TESTS

-continued from page

81

preval-ent causes of non -linearity, and the best way
of doing this is to describe how the circuit operates.

Baird 600 series

The circuit of Fig. 9 is that used in the Baird 600
series and the component numbers are those used
by the makers. V15 is a PCL85, whose operation
is as follows: the incoming negativegoing sync
pulse from the screen grid of the sync separator
valve is applied to the junction of R116, R117, and
integrated by R117 in conjunction with C112, then
applied to the diode X4 by R119. The combination
of resistors in series with this diode from the h.t.
line allow it to be conducting until this negative,
pulse arrives, when it cuts off and applies a negative
pulse to the grid of the pentode via C113, R120
(R121 being a 1kí1 stopper resistor).
The pentode anode current falls and the anode
voltage thus rises. The pentode anode is coupled
back to the triode grid by C116, R125 and the
positive pulse as a result in the rise of pentode
anode voltage causes the triode to conduct. This
rapidly applies a negative pulse to the pentode grid,
by the feedback action which is the basis of any
multivibrator, cutting off anode current. Circuit
values are arranged so that the positive voltage
from the anode of the pentode now counterbalances
the blocking of X4-this feedback circuit being the
loop C114, R118. The diode conducts and the sync
pulse is shorted out for the duration of frame flyback. At the end of the flyback, the triode ceases to
conduct and C119 charges slowly from the boost
line via R132. The height control network C117,
R126, R127 feeds this rise in voltage to the pentode
grid and the cycle repeats. Linearity is achieved by
first a differentiation of the positive overswing at
the pentode anode when the valve has cut off by
C114, R130, R131, the linearity control, and then
the integration of this pulse by R129, C118 before

Faulty Pots

Finally as an example of how a faulty component
can repeatedly cause a receiver breakdown without
apparently being defective we can cite a modern
Ultra 19ín. which required three brilliance controls
within a short period.
In this model, as in most current designs, the
high -value brilliance potentiometer was connected
from the h.t. rail to chassis, the slider feeding the
c.r.t. grid and being decoupled to chassis via a
0.01µF capacitor.
However, although this capacitor seemed OK,
if ever the brilliance control was advanced to near
maximum, so that it was subjected to almost the
full h.t. voltage, it broke down, burned the track,
but completely healed up again once the slider was
turned away from the near maximum position.
As only very rarely, and then accidentally, would
the brilliance control be advanced so far the
defective capacitor remained undiscovered till the
fitting of the third control instituted some careful
tests.

being applied to the lower end of the height control
network. It can thus be seen that correct feedback
conditions are vital for linearity, and an open circuited capacitor in the feedback loop generally
causes excessive non -linear height, with the height
control itself having little effect on the raster.
This type of circuit has only one obvious feedback loop, whereas others use two or more, controlling top linearity separately from overall
linearity. Where the linearity control has some
effect, but even at the end of its travel the frame is
distorted, a check should be made for a " high "
resistor, usually one in the series chain from h.t.
Shunting components with various values often
gives a clue to fault source quicker than testing
with a meter, as the effect of this " first -time test "
on the distorted picture is noted. An increase in
distortion will indicate the need for more resistance,
or perhaps a leaky capacitor; bettering the conditions may mean one resistor has gone " high ".
Further causes of non -linearity and distortion,
plus locking faults and interlace troubles will be
discussed in the next article, when alternative circuits of popular types will .be given. But one point
should be noted, common to most circuits used in
recent sets. The oscillator is generally fed from the
boost line whereas the output valve is powered
from the normal h.t. line. In the circuit of Fig. 9,
for example, the anode of the triode has about a
hundred volts more than the pentode, measured
with an AVO 7.
From this we can see that a loss of boost voltage
can cause loss of height and poor frame stability.
In fact, in one classic circuit used in several Ultra
receivers, a faulty boost capacitor, while still
allowing the line apparently correct operation,
causes frame collapse. Reason for the line being
apparently in order is that the reduced raster
requires little drain on the line output stage and a
fairly bright horizontal strip is obtained.
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-continued from page 67
The reactance is increased bT
frequencies.
increasing the number of turns on a core of given
permeability, but for the bottom end of Band I
very few turns are required.
Indeed a winding consisting of just a single turn
of wire is adequate for some applications. The
high -frequency (v.h.f.) response is not so much
affected by the number of turns but too great a
winding capacitance should be avoided for really
top v.h.f. applications.
The turns indicated at (a) in all the diagrams are
the best found by the author for wideband
operation over Bands I, II and III with the least'
insertion loss. Some idea of the insertion loss up
to 1,000Mc /s using a top -quality core material is
shown in Fig. 10.
The wire gauge is not unduly important so far
as the author has been able to ascertain and
the transformers illustrated were wound with
enamelled covered copper wire of 26, 30 and
36s.w.g., depending on the nature of the transformer (i.e. the total number of turns to be
accommodated on the ferrite bead) and on the
number of separate windings. The windings are
best identified by employing either different
enamel colour or different diameter wire for each
coil.

Address
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Full constructional details for compact
indoor aerial for set top. Easily rotated
for optimum performance.
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There is no doubt whatever that these transformers have quite a big potential in television
applications and they lend themselves tO. extremely
interesting experiments.
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LETTERS

TO THE

EDITOR
VALVES AND THEIR HABITS

should like to make some comments on
-Iarticle
SIR,the
" Valves and Their Habits " by H.

Peters. Firstly, the PCL84 does not have the same
base connections as the PCL82, and secondly, the
30P4/30P19 is not always interchangeable with the
PL36. The PL36 has pins 1 and 4 internally
connected -so check that pin 1 on the valveholder
is not used as an anchoring point or earthed. (This
was done, for example, on the majority of the Ekco/
Ferranti ranges going back at least eight years, and
a PL36 in these sets would put screen volts to the
a.g.c. line, or earth the screen!) Only on their later
models, T418 onwards, are these valves interchangeable. The best idea, if in doubt, is to cut off
pin 1.
Using the normal straight -sided envelope PY32
there is no need to check that pins 3 and 5 are
joined on the valveholder, as these pins are permanently joined together inside the valve. Only when
using the older type " shaped" bulb PY32 should
one check that pins 3 and 5 are joined together or
have separate equal surge limiters on them. Pin 6
of this older valve is the heater centre -tap, so it is
important to check that pin 6 is blank on the
holder. (On some Ekco models this is not so, and
blows the fuse with this other valve in.) -R. NAGLE
(Eastwood, Essex).
[Mr. Nagle is right regarding the mistake connected with the PCL82 and PCL84 -my apologies.
Re the 30P19, he is perfectly right, but as I have
been using this substitute in the sets he mentions
for a number of years I must be very lucky.
H. Peters.]

-

A PIONEERING ACHIEVEMENT

SIR, -Allow me to extend my congratulations to

you on your work in the field of transistor TV
receivers for amateur construction. The PRACTICAL
TELEVISION Olympic II is a pioneering achieve ment.-A. J. McEvoy (County Antrim, Northern
Ireland).
MAINS DROPPER SECTIONS
-With
reference to Mr. Wildash's letter in
SIR,
the June issue Of PRACTICAL TELEVISION, I
would like to point out that Radiospares power
sections are available in almost any value likely to
be used in a television mains dropper. Furthermore, these units can be obtained in about five
different current ratings.
The cost of these units is Is. 8d. or 2s. (trade
price) according to the value. They can be obtained

TELEVISION
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SPECIAL NOTE: Will readers please note that we

are unable to supply Service Sheets or Circuits of
ex- Government apparatus, or of proprietary makes
of commercial receivers. We regret that we are also
unable to publish letters from readers seeking a
source of supply of such apparatus.
The

Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by
his correspondents

fairly easily from any retailer who stocks Radiospares components.
TV mains droppers cost about 17s. -20s., and a
dropper of eight sections made up using power
sections would cost roughly the same. Also, these
units are electrically of a much more sound construction than the average mains dropper and the
tolerance is only 5%.-J. G. KEUTGEN (Wembley,
Middlesex).
OLYMPIC PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS

first three printed circuit boards PC1,
SIR,-The
PC2 and PC3 for the Olympic II can be

supplied, already etched and roller tinned but not
drilled, for £1 plus postage from Bondlens-Spemco
Ltd., 4 New Road, Rochester, Kent.
In the April, 1965, issue, Olympic II, Fig. 7a,
an omission on the bottom right -hand corner would
cause considerable trouble. Three more datkshaded rings should be shown for the i.f. coil
connection, i.e. both on left and upper on right.
A. H. WAGHORN (Gillingham, Kent).
The price of the PC boards seems very fair (see
also page 512, August 1965 issue).
Regarding the matter of the " rings". 1f
constructors use ready-made coils with stiff wire
pins the rings will be useful. If sleeved flexible
wires are brought out of the i.f. can, rings are not
needed.- Editor.

-

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
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Radio Data and Formule

of
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Building a Miniature Oscilloscope
Bandswitching The "Ten- Five"
Self- Regulating Transistor Circuits
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Your
Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers with their
technical difficulties, we regret that we are unable to supply
diagrams or provide instructions for modifying surplus equipment. We cannot supply alternative details for constructional
articles which appear in these pages. WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES OVER THE TELEPHONE. The
coupon from p. 93 must be attached to all Queries, and a
stamped and addressed envelope must be enclosed.

MURPHY V240

SOBELL T171

I want to remove the chassis from its cabinet. I

need to do this in order to clean the tube face and
glass screen but the fact that the controls are
mounted on the side of the cabinet has presented
some difficulties. -B. A. Austin (Solihull, Warwickshire).
The tube and speaker are integral with the
chassis on your set. Pull off the control knobs,
remove cabinet back and panel, unscrew
plastic escutcheon on side of cabinet, remove
the cover plate under the chassis, unscrew
the four fixing bolts under the chassis and then
withdraw the chassis from the cabinet, feeding the
control panel through the side of the cabinet as
the chassis is withdrawn.
BUSH TV93

When first switched on, the picture contracts
inwards for about an inch each side in about
30 seconds and then fills out again to a frill
picture after about two minutes. I have replaced PL81 and PY81 but this has had no
effect on the fault. -S. Heston (Hayes,

Middlesex).
The ECC82 line oscillator valve could be at fault,
but the fault could be equally due to varying h.t.
output of the LW15 metal rectifier.

When this set is switched on, the sound
comes on as normal, but the picture takes about
15 to 20 minutes to come up to viewing brightness and sometimes it is very poor. If I try to
brighten the picture any more, it just disappears.-G. Williamson (Shetland).
The symptoms you describe indicate a faulty
cathode ray tube. It may be possible to boost its
heater by using a 13V c.r.t. transformer, but we
would say that if the tube is of any great age this is
unlikely to be very beneficial.
EKCO T217

There is a black band lin. wide down each
side of the screen and a black line which
gradually creeps up from the bottom of the
picture after the set has been on for about ten
minutes. Slightly above this black line, there is
a light shadow of a line. -W. Ford (Co.
Durham).

Your fault appears to be due to low h.t. caused by
failure of the U801 h.t. rectifier valve, or a number
of its son surge limiter resistors. Check also the
10P13 frame output valve, approximately in mid chassis, which will affect the picture at the bottom
of the screen.
FERGUSON 3624 (THORN 900 CHASSIS)

SOBELL T176

The picture on this set keeps slipping.
Adjustment of the vertical hold control does
not alter this situation.-R. P. Milner (Chiale hurst, Kent).
There is a small diode in a gate circuit associated

with the field timebase valve (ECL80, V10). This
diode is connected via a 0.003µF capacitor and 47k f2
resistor to pin 1 of the valve mentioned. Replace this
diode. A Mullard OC81 diode is suitable.

This set has recently developed a low frequency buzz or hum on sound -the picture is
not affected, but the hum appears to alter in
loudness with change in the content of the
picture. The hum gets louder as the volume
control is advanced and the volume has to be
kept very low or the noise is unpleasant. The
picture is perfect. Removing the aerial eliminates the hum. K. Gunn (Ross -shire).
The symptom mentioned in your letter is that of
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BRAND NEW

CATHODE RAY TUBES
The rapidly increasing demand for a complete range of new tubes of the very
highest quality is now being met by the new Lawson "CENTURY
99" range of television tubes.
SPECIFICATION:
The new "Century 99" range of C.R.T.s are the products of Britain's premier C.R.T. manufacturers. All types are exact replacements, manufactured to the original specification, but incorporating the very latest
design improvements to give superb performance, coupled with maximum reliability and very long life.

"Century 99" C.R.T.s, available
AW43 -80
AW36 -80
AW36 -21

MW43/69
MW43)64
MW36/24
MW31/74
MW31/16
MW43 /80
MW36/44
MW53 /80
MW53i20
MW43,43
MW41 /I
AW59 -91
AW59 -90
AW53 -89
AW53 -88
AW53 -80
AW47 -91
AW47 -90
AW43 -89
AW43 -88

12"
14"

direct replacements for the following makes and types
BRIMAR

CME1706
CMEI901
CME1902
CMEI903
CMEI906
CME2I01
CME2I04

Cl2FM
CI4FM

C17SM
C19 /7A

C14GM

C19/16A

CR11144

CME2301

CRMI52B
CRM153

CME2302
CME2303
CME2306

C17IA

CI4HM

CRM212
CMEI41
CME1402

CMEI702

C171M

CRM211

I7'
I9"-2I'

C.W.O.
C.O.D.
Carr. and
Ins. 8t6

FIRST -CLASS RADIO

T/V COURSES...

GET

A

CERTIFICATE

!

After brief, intensely interesting study
-undertaken at home in your spare
time -YOU can secure a recognised

qualification or extend your knowledge
of Radio and TV. Let us show you how.

FREE

GUIDE

The New Free Guide contains 120
pages of information of the greatest
importance to both the amateur and
the man employed in the radio
industry. Chambers College provides first rate postal courses for
Radio Amateurs' Exam., R.T.E.B.
Servicing Cert., C. & C. Telecoms.,
A.M.I.E.R.E.
Guide also gives
details of range of diploma courses
in Radio /TV Servicing, Electronics
and other branches of engineering,

together with particulars of our
remarkable terms of

Satisfaction or refund of fee
Write now for your copy of this
invaluable publication. It may well
prove to be the turning point in your
career.

FOUNDED 1885-OVER
150,000

SUCCESSES_

CHAMBERS COLLEGE
(Incorp. National Inst. of Engineering)
(Dept. 462), 148 HOLBORN
LONDON, E.C.I

C21

5/3T

/IA

í72K
173K

I7ARP4
17ASP4

I7AYP4

C2INM

21CJP4
SE14/70

C21SM

C2ITM

SE17 /70

C23 -7A
C23 -TA

C23AG
C23AK

C 17PM

DOUBLE GUARANTEE
All tubes fully guaranteed for 12
months and are supplied with a full
money back guarantee if you are not
delighted with their performance.
Complete fitting instructions supplied

NEW
VALVES!
Guaranteed Set Tested

COSSOR

212K
6901A
7102A
7201A
7203A
7204A
7205A
7401A
7405A
7406A
7501A
7502A
7503A
7504A
7601A
7701 A

14KP4

C21HM
C21KM

CI7LM

CME1703
CME 1705

5/3

C2IAA

CI7AA

CI7AF
CI7BM
CI7FM
CI7GM
CI7HM

C19AK

and
141K
171K

5/2T

C217A

C174A
C175A
C177A

CRM173

Terms:

CI9AH

C14LM
CI4PM

GEC

Also ENGLISH ELECTRIC

4/14
4/15
4/15G
5/2

C19/10AD

C141M

CRMI72

£4.10.0
£5.10.0
£5.19.0
£7.15.0

EMISCOPE a EMITRON

CRMI21
CRMI23
CRM122
CRM124
CRMI41
CRMI42
CRM143

CRM171

...
...
...

AND

as

MAZDA

M U LLARD

LAWSON TUBES

STATION ESTATE, MALVERN,
Offices and Enquiries:

PEACHFIELD CLOSE,
MALVERN WELLS,
MALVERN 2100

2

BBC2

(625 LINE)

TV AERIALS

24-HOUR SERVICE

IRS. 1S5, 1T4, 3S4. 3V4, DAF91, DF9S. DK91,
DL92. DL94. SET OF 4. 14/ -.
DAF96, DF96, DK96, DL96. SET OF' 4, 23/8.
0A2
3/9 EB91
1/9 PL36
8/6
4/6/3 PL81
6Í8
0
185
/3 EBF80 5/9
1T4
1/9 EBF89
5/11
5/9 PL83
/
3S4
4/3 ECC81
3/3
3V4
5/- ECC82
P32
8/6
6K7G
1/3 ECC83
4/8 PY33
8/8
6K80
3/3 ECC85
5/3 PY80
4/9
6Q7G
5/6 ECF82
6V6G
á/- ECH35 5/9 PY82
9/9
20P3
10/6 ECH42 7/9 PY83
5/3
20P4
13/- ECH81
5/6 PY800 5/11
20P5
11/6 ECL80 5/11 U25
8/3OFL1
9/3 ECL82
6/6 026
8/6
30L15

30PL13
35L6GT
85A2
CL33
DAC32
DAF91
DAF96
DF33
DF91
DF96
DK32
DX91
DK92
DK96
DL33
DL35
DL92
DL94
DL96
DY86
DY87
EABC80

9/9
5/8
5/9
8/6
6/9
3/3
5/11
7/6
1/9
5/11

ECL86
8/EF39
3/6
EF41
5/9
EF80
4/3
EF85
4/8
EF86
6/8
EF89
4/3
EF91
2/6
EL41
6/9
EL84
4/6
EY51
5/11
EY86
5/6
EZ40
5/6
EZ80
3/9
EZ81
4/3
PCC84
5/6
PCC89
9/6
PCF80 6/3
PCF82
6/PCF805 8/PCL82 6/3
PCL93
9/PCL84
7/6

U191
U301
Uá01

916

10 /8
14/9
UABC80 5/UAF42 6/11
UBC41
8/UBF80 5/6
UBF89
5/9
UCC84 7/11
UCC85
6/UCF80
8/3
7/UCH42
7/UCH81
4/6/7/UCL82
7/9
UCL83
8/6
6/3
UF41
8/8
8/8
ÚF89
4/9
5/6
UL41
4/3
7/UL84
5/4/9
UY41
5/11
3/11
UY85
6/3
4/9
W77
1/9
7/3
Z77
2/8
5/6
Postage on 1 valve 9d. extra. On 2 valves or
more, postage 6d. per valve extra. Any
parcel insured against damage in transit
6d. extra.
Office address, no callers.
10 /-

GERALD
83

BERNARD

OSBALDESTON ROAD
STOKE NEWINGTON

LONDON, N.16.
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Mast Mounting Arrays, 9 element 45/-:
wide spaced high gain, 11 element 55/ -: 14
element 62/6. WWI Mounting with
Cranked Arm 9 element 60/-: wide spaced,
high gain, 11 element 67/6' 14 element
75/ -. Chimney Arrays Complete, 9 element 72/-: wide spaced high gain, 11 element 80/ -: 14 element 87/6. Loft Arrays,
7 element 32/6: wide spaced high gain, 11
element, with Tilting Arm. 62/6: 14 element 70/ -. All high gain units have
special Multi -rod Reflector. Low loss
co -axial cable 1/8 per yard. VHF transistor pre -amps from 75/-.

BBC

ITV

F.M. AERIALS

B.B.C. (Band 1). Telescopic loft 21/ -. External
5/D 301 -.
I.T.V. (Band 3). 3 Element loft array 25/ -. 5
element 35/, Wall mounting. 3 element 35/ -. 5
element 45/ -.
Combined B.B.C. /I.T.V.
Loft 1 +3. 41/3:1 +5 48/9:
Wall mounting 1 +3 56/3:
1 +5. 63/9: Chimney 1 +3,
/9:1 +5 71/3.
VHF transistor pre -amps
r3om 75/-.
F.M. (Band 2). Loit SID 12/8. "H ". 30/3 element. 52/6. External units available.
Co -ax cable 8d. yd., Co -ax plugs, 1/3.
Outlet boxes 4/6. Dlplexer Crossover
Boxes, 12/6. C.W.O. or C.O.D. P. & P. 3/6.
Send 6d. stamps for illustrated lists.

K.V.A. ELECTRONICS
30

(Dept P.T.)

Godstone Road Kenley, Surrey
CRO 2527

November, 1965

PRACTICAL

vision interference on sound, due to the vision signal
getting into the sound channel. Apart from overloading troubles, resulting from a too strong aerial
signal, the effect can be caused by misalignment of
the sound i.f. channel. If the set has previously been
working all right, the sound i.f. channel alignment
could have drifted due to an i.f. transformer tuning
slug vibrating loose or an associated component
could have altered in value.
SOBELL TPSI73

When first switching on, provided that the
set has previously been switched off for at least
ten minutes, sound and vision are perfect, and
one can bash it and hit it without any effect.
When switched to f.m. however, the sound is
completely absent but will reappear after about
two minutes, starting very faintly and distorted, and gradually building up to its proper
level. This also happens when switching from
f.m. to television in exactly the same way.
In short, whenever the f.m. switching is used,
this fault shows itself. The picture is always
totally unaffected. I have changed all the
valves associated with the sound and two
semiconductor diodes which I have been told
could cause it.-A. L Peters (Hounslow).
It is possible that the f.m. channels are not
properly adjusted at the tuner. As the set warms up,
therefore, there could be an oscillator drift which
gradually pulls the oscillator towards its correct
frequency, the f.m. discriminators then taking over.
Incorrect f.m. tuning also results in bad distortion.
Check the f.m. tuning therefore.
D.E.R. 514
I think this

TELEVISION

91

RGD T600

This set produces a perfect picture but no
sound, not even a slight hum. One can hear a
slight whistle coming from the set (not the
speaker) I have renewed both PCL82's and
ECL80. I have also tried another speaker, and
wired in a standard speaker transformer.
Most of the components around the speaker
transformer and nearby PCL82 and ECL80
have been checked with no result. There is
continuity through both the primary and
secondary of the transformer and there is
voltage at pin 6 of PCL82. I am wondering
whether the trouble is around the tuner, as
this component looks as though it has been
removed, and resoldered back again. G.
Cartwright (Stoke -on- Treat).
Since the picture is O.K., the tuner is probably
all right. Lack of residual mains hum definitely points
to trouble in the sound output stage. We would say
that the fault lies either in this stage or in the coupling from it to the speaker.
REGENTONE 143T

The picture breaks up and appears to have
been accompanied by loss of brilliance and
focus. When the focusing sleeve is fully forward
the picture just begins to come into focus. I
have tried substituting many valves without
improvement.-R. Powis (Birmingham 23).
It is possible that the h.t. voltage is low. Check the
h.t. rectifier and if the d.c. output voltage is less than
the a.c. input voltage, the rectifier is either down or
it is heavily loaded by a fault in the line timebase.
It is likely that the electrolytic capacitors are worn
or low value. This trouble would also aggravate the
ripple effect mentioned.

set has the symptoms of a faulty
e.h.t. rectifier (EY86). That is, the picture is
very dark and when the gain or contrast is
turned up the picture increases in size and
finally disappears. However, the EY86 has been
replaced but no improvement in the set's
performance has been noticed. A spark can be
obtained from the e.h.t. lead to the c.r.t.-T. Davis (Bromley, Kent).
This is the symptom of poor e.h.t. regulation-and
often caused by low emission EY86.
as you say

-is

However, impaired efficiency of the booster diode or
the line output valve can cause similar trouble, as
also can low h.t. voltage (resulting from a worn h.t.
rectifier) and increase in value of the resistor connected to the screen grid of the line output valve.

PETO SCOTT 733

The picture has a lin. wide line in black down
each side. When the brightness is increased
above that normally required, the picture
tends to fill the screen but goes out of focus.
The h.t. voltage at the PY82 cathode is 210V.D. J. Morris (Sutton Goldfield).
The h.t. voltages seem a little low. Check the
emission of the PY82's and replace if low. Also check
the surge limiter resistors, making sure that both
are O.K. Finally check the electrolytic reservoir and
smoothing electrolytics. If the trouble persists, check
the PL81 and PY81 valves.
PHILIPS 1768U

ALBA TS24

When switched on I get no sound or picture,
although all valves light up. I have checked valves,
resistors and capacitors for overheating. I have
got e.h.t. to the c.r. tube. -B. Goalby (Walsall,
Staffordshire).
Since the heaters are alight all round, it is
possible that a feed resistor from the h.t. supply
to the sound and vision stages has failed. This
would cut off both sound and vision, though would
not affect the raster or e.h.t. voltage to the picture
tube. You should check the h.t. feeds to the i.f.
amplifier stages and tuner very carefully.

Lately when we switch on and the picture
appears it is stretched to the left of the screen,
and after about 10 -15 seconds, it jumps over
to the left and is then central. This takes place
every time the TV is switched on. -F. Martin
(Plymouth).

This would appear to be simply the result of a
maladjusted line hold control. Let the set warm up
fully and then carefully adjust the line hold control
finding the point on the control where the picture
breaks up, say, to the right and then likewise to the
left. The centre position between these two points is
the correct position for the control.
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REGENTONE 10/17

PILOT PT651
The 100 pF

Condenser which is connected
to the top of the 30P4 valve burned out. After
it was replaced I found I have a rectangular
picture with a space of about 2in. on either
side. I could fill in the top and bottom by using
the height control but the picture was distorted.
I have a good enough picture but to keep it
perfectly proportioned I must have a space at
the top and bottom also. The horizontal control
is very critical, and often it has to be adjusted.
Michael Leighton (Greenock).
The shorting capacitor may have put a load on the

-

h.t. circuit and reduced the efficiency of the h.t.
rectifier. It is possible now, therefore, that the h.t.
rectifier has suffered, causing its output voltage
to be low. This would affect both height and width
of the picture. Check this rectifier and replace if
it is low.
BAIRD P2117

I have changed the valves PL81, PY81, EY51
but no picture, and not boost h.t. on the top cap.
The PL81 gets red hot, and I have checked
various capacitors. Is the fault in the L.Q.T.?
I have checked various voltages in the line
oscillator stages and all appear to be correct.
B. D. Smith (Southampton).

If the line whistle can be heard with the aerial
removed and when the line hold control is rotated,
then shorting turns in the L.O.T. are probably
responsible for the troubles expressed in your letter.
If there is no sign of whistle, however, snake a special
check of the line oscillator (ECC82), VII and
associated parts, for lack of line drive would overheat
the PL81.

The sound faded out and so I replaced the
output valve PCL82, as the original was very
low emission when tested. The sound was
restored for only few hours when the new
valve was fitted and then the same thing
happened. I have checked C88, R76, R77, C60,
C61, R78, 983, C64, C66, and R82 by substitution, also valves 3 and 9 (EF80) and C63 with
still no sound. The frame output transformer
was replaced about six months ago as it was
O.C. primary and since then there has been a
very loud buzzing from this. Would this affect
the sound output in any way ? I have had the
new PCL82 checked and it reads O.K. on test.
E. J. Foster (Luton).

-

It is possible that a poor soldered connection
exists on the PCL82 valve holder and that this was
temporarily corrected when the valve was replaced.
The saine symptom would thus indicate that the
fault has shawl' up again this time with the new
valve. The buzz from the field output transformer
would not affect sound, but the buzz could be cured
by tightening the transformer laminations.
PHILCO 17ín. 1010

Firstly the picture started breaking up so I
switched the set off. When I switched on again
the picture had disappeared altogether, sound
Berry (Widnes).
and raster are perfect.

J.

Lack of picture with raster and sound normal
would indicate trouble somewhere in the vision i.f.
amplifier stages, including the vision detector and
up to the control grid of the video amplifier valve
In particular, check the video signal coupling from
the vision detector to the grid of the video amplifier
valve. It is possible that a small choke in this circuit
has failed.

ALBA T436

I have no picture but sound is perfect. There

is no line whistle and the EY86 does not light
up, although it is a new one. I have had it
tested and it is O.K. -W. Charlestown (Derby).
Lack of e.h.t. and line whistle signifies trouble in
the line timebase. If the line output valve is running
very hot, lack of line drive could be the cause,
resulting from failure of the line oscillator. Hòwever,
if a very weak whistle can be heard as the line hold
control is rotated (with the aerial removed) the
oscillator is working and the trouble would be in the
line output stage. Shorting turns in the line output
transformer is a possibility, if the associated valves
are in order.
PYE V210

When this set is first switched on, there is a
"snow- storm" effect on the screen. When the
set is switched to ITV, two white lines appear
vertically on the right of the screen. These lines
vary from tin. to 3in. in width and sometimes
there is a rugged line to the extreme left of the
screen.-G. F. Pattenden (London, W.1).
The symptoms you describe indicate brushing in
the e.h.t. circuits. The most common cause of this
is moisture in the plastic EY86 valveholder cup. This
is frequently filled with wax, which can trap the

moisture. With care, however, most of this can be
run out with a soldering iron and the set checked
again.

MURPHY V240
All valves light up, raster seems good, yet weak

sound. Have managed to clean turret tuner, and
get flashes on c.r. tube when turned. -M. W.
Russell (Sheffield 9, Yorkshire).
Your trouble appears to be in the turret tuner,
or its adjacent vision i.f. stage. Check that the
sensitivity controls have been fully advanced and
that the tuner has the coils appropriate for the
channels you require to receive. Suspect particularly failure of the 8.2k0 2w. local oscillator anode
feed resistor for the tuner, which is located at the
end of the t;agstrip beneath the chassis near the
h.t. rectifier.
FERGUSON 306T
About 30 seconds

after switching on a high pitched sound is heard from the speaker which
lasts only a few seconds. Picture and sound are
otherwise normal.-R. C. Lane (Sidcup).

This would appear to be either the line timebase
pulling into correct frequency, or some kind of
instability in the sound channel as the sound i.f.
valves reach correct working temperature. In the
former case, correction to the line hold control should
solve the problem. In the latter case, however, a
faulty EF80 valve may be responsible, and to prove
this it may he necessary to check the sound i.f.
channel valves by substitution.
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DECCA D1735

EMERSON E1188

It is necessary to operate the receiver with
the brilliance control at minimum to obtain

This set has a pull out switch, which was not
very satisfactory. But the set failed to light up
recently, removing the back and taking out the
chassis, I found that the switch was hard and
brittle, and it fell to bits. I have in mind to
replace with a double pole single throw d.p.s.t.
toggle. -S. J. Williams (London, S.W.9).

a viewable picture, otherwise the picture is
too bright. After a period of time the picture
becomes gradually too bright to view. It is
impossible to black out the raster with the

aerial removed, and contrast and sensitivity
controls at minimum. Voltages measured at
the tube sachet are Pin 6 (grid) 50 -150V according to brilliance. Pin 7 (cathode) volts vary also
between 100 -150V according to brilliance
control.-R. Deveau (Guernsey, C.I.).

The trouble mentioned could be caused by (a)
fault in the picture tube, causing slight increase in
grid voltage or decrease in cathode voltage; (b)
fault in video amplifier valve or associated components, and (c) fault in a component associated with
the brightness control. You should check these
possibilities, having in mind that the trouble results
essentially from insufficient tube bias. Also check the
capacitor between the tube grid circuits and the
field timebase, as this may be low insulation.

A d.p.s.t. switch would be suitable for mains
on /off. It should be wired so that the switch simultaneously breaks both the live and neutral leads
from the mains supply. You will have to trace these
leads to avoid crossing them, and of course, you will
have to ascertain the two poles on the switch itself.

QUERIES COUPON
I

(

This coupon is available until NOVEMBER 18th, 1965, and
must accompany all Queries sent in accordance with the
notice on page 89.

PRACTICAL TELEVISION, NOVEMBER, 1965
1..

TEST CASE -36
Each month we provide an interesting case of television servicing
to exercise your ingenuity. These are not trick questions, but are based
on actual practical faults.

An experimenter acquired two sets with the
ro same symptom-the display of closely spaced
horizontal white lines at the top of the picture.
There was also slight top compression and the test
pulses radiated by BBC1 were visible.
In the field timebase section, one set employed
a multivibrator field oscillator and the other
which was a somewhat older model
thyratron
oscillator valve.
The experimenter put the trouble down to a
slow field retrace (flyback), and as a consequence
tested by substitution the components in the
charging circuit, the components associated with
the linearising negative feedback network and the
field output transformer.
Eventually, the trouble in the model with the
multivibrator was cured, this being caused by
increase in value of the resistor connected in the
anode circuit of the first triode of the multivibrator
pair. That is, the anode load resistor. All the
components mentioned above, however, were
proved to be in order in the model with the
thyratron oscillator valve.
What was the. most likely cause of the trouble in
this set? See next month's " Practical Television"
for the solution to this problem and also for a
further Test Case item.

-a

-

SOLUTION TO TEST CASE 35
In many of the more recent sets the field oscillator is supplied with h.t. voltage from the boosted
h.t. line and not direct from the normal h.t. line.
There are several reasons why this is done. One
is to provide a greater charging voltage than is
possible from the h.t. line direct, thereby facilitating a more linear scanning stroke. Another is
to give some degree of field stabilisation relative
to the line timebase.
The boosted supply voltage is generally fed to
the field oscillator through a fairly high value
resistor, the field timebase end of which is
decoupled by a capacitor.
Now it sometimes happens that either this
resistor increases in value or that the capacitor
develops a slight leak when the temperature inside
the set rises. It could be here, then, that the trouble
mentioned in Test Case 35 exists. It is also possible for something to happen in the boosted h.t.
circuit, such as a fall in insulation resistance of
the boost capacitor or a drop in efficiency of the
line output stage, to cause the symptom. In modern
sets, therefore, one may have to look in places
other than the field timebase circuits themselves
to find the cause of a field timebase symptom.

Published o6 the 22nd of each month by GEORGE NEWNES LIMITED, Tower House. Southampton Street, London W.C.2. and printed
in England by WATMOUGHS LIMITED, Idle, Bradford; and London. Sole Agente for Australia and New Zealand: GORDON & GOT:.'{
(Alsia) LTD. Subscription rate including postage for one year: To any part of the World, £1.9.0.
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SERVICE SHEETS
SERVICE SHEETS

SERVICE SHEETS
We have the largest supply of Service Sheets for all makes and types
of Radios, Televisions, Tape Recorservice).
To obtain the Service Sheet you
require, please complete the attached coupon:
Name:
Address:

SERVICE

EBF80
EF9I

DISTRIBUTORS
Old Bond St., London, W.I

Please supply Service Sheets

following:
Make.
Model No
Make:
Model No

for the

Radio /TV

Make
Model No
Radio /TV
New 1965 List now available.
also require list of Service Sheets
1

at 116.
(please delete items not applicable)

of
MAIL ORDERS ONLY
I

enclose remittance

(Nov PT

SERVICE SHEETS
For all makes of Radio and Television
1925 -1965. Prices from I' -.

)

-

Free fault -finding cuide with all Service
Sheets. Please send S.A.E. with enquiries.
Catalogue of 6,000 models, 116.
All types of modern and obsolete valves.
Radio and TV Books. S.A.E. lists enquiries.

HAMILTON RADIO
Western Road, St. Leonards, Sussex.

6F15

6U4gt

51-

EB91

ST-

EBF89

5151-

98W6

I1-

EF80

ECC82

4'-

20P3

515141-

EY86
20P4
PL38
PCF80

5'-

PL81

PY8I

PZ30

4151-

U801

515141716
614151316
716

10F1

1'-

IOLDII

5'-

10P14

20L1

51-

20PI
30P12

6,6

30FL1

5121616

PY32

6'-

6LI8

416

30PLI
PCC84
PCL83
PL83

Radio /TV

416

I0'-

20D1

216

EF85

6F1

5T-

30F5
PL36
PL82
PYB3

I'6
4'6'-

716
4151-

U30t

6'-

IOP13

516
516

20F2
20P5
30P4
PY82

SERVICE SHEETS, Radio, TV, 5,000
models. List 1 / -. S.A.E. enquiries.
TELRAY, 11 Maudland Bk., Preston.
SERVICE SHEETS (75,0001 4/- each.
Callers welcome. ALWAYS OPEN.
5 South Street, O akenshaw, Bradford.

RADIO AND TV SERVICE SHEETS.
All makes and models from 1924.
41- each plus s.a.e. If we haven't got

it

you

RADIO,
Middy.

3"

'or
A

416
716
1016
1316

1200
LONG PLAY
225

450'
900'
1200

7"

1800'

Postage

YOURSELF. THEY are
MORE
COPPERS

FEW

DOUBLE PLAY

3"
4"
5"
54"
7"

4'-

300'

600'

81-

1200'

15'-

1800'
2400

1916
271 -

TRIPLE PLAY
219
516
1016
1311816

900'
4"
13'5"
1800'
2515q°
2400'
3417"
3600'
44'QUADRUPLE PLAY
813"
600'

I,- per reel.

Post free and less

5% on three.
Trade and quantity enquiries welcomed.

TECHNICAL TRADING

CO.

All Mail Orders to Brighton Please.
11,12
North Road, Brighton 67999
350/352 Fratton Road, Portsmouth 22034
72 East Street, Southampton 25851

6'6
716
51-

STOP

5'-

Post 6d. per valve. Three or more
post free. Ex used Equip.
Turret Tuners ex TV as removed,
81 -, post 2/9.

Line output transformers, scan
coils, etc. State make and model
No. with all enquiries.
Fireball Tuners, as removed 1416.
Selected Tuners, 18f- post 219.
Ekco Line output shrouds, 8fincl. post.

Band I,

and 3. E3.17.6, post paid.
Model B45, covering any ten channels in Band 4 or 5, E4.5.0, post paid.
2

State clearly the channel you require.
TRANSISTORS, all tested, marked
and guaranteed AF., RF.. Silicon and
P.N.P. Unobtainable elsewhere at this
low price of 35/ -, plus P. & P. 1 / -.
D. & W LTD 224 West Road, West50

cliff- on-Sea, Essex.
SERVICE SHEETS, also Ourrent and
Obsolete Valves for sale. JOHN
GILBERT TELEVISION lb Shepherd's Bush Road, London, W.6. Tea.
SHE 8441. Nr. Goldhawk Rd. Station,

300'
600
900'

sr
465
216

ECL80

TV Transistor pre-amps,

I

STANDARD PLAY
213
150'

3"
4"

4"
5"

MARKET STREET
BACUP, Lancs.
Telephone:
6K25
6/30L2

To: S.P.

RADIO & TV

One
WORTH

THY

TRULY

5',"
7"

44

6F13

TAPE

PRICES
SLASHED.
APPROX.
HALF PRICE
By enormous purchase we can offer you fully
tensilised Polyester/Mylar and P.V.C. tapes
of Identical Hi -Fi wide range recording

5'

SETS & COMPONENTS

R. & R.

GUARANTEED ideal for any recorder.
World
Famous
make.

way.

STATE MODEL No. Radio 2/ -, TV
2i6. S.A E. Darwin. 19 George Street.
St. Helens, Lanes.

ders, etc. in the country (speedy

SETS & COMPONENTS
(continued)

characteristics as top grade tapes. Quality
c... ro. manuracture. Not substandard in any

(continued)

41- each, plus postage

44
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STOP
FULLY GUARANTEED L.O.P.T.
REWINDS
We can rewind ALL makes except
Oil Filled or Fully Encased types

A few of the types are listed below.
ALL AT 50/PHILIPS 1768 to 17TG100 etc.
STELLA 8617 to 1007 etc.
Above types should be sent complete.
PYE
V4 to 700 etc.
Also Frame Output Transformer Rewinds.
S.A.E. Enquiries
P & P 4/ -, C.O.D. 6/-

won't get it. GRIMSDYKE WITWORTH TRANSFORMERS Ltd.
26 All' Saints Road, North Kensington
77, Mercian Ave., Stanmore,
W.I I
Telephone: BAY 9071

www.americanradiohistory.com

FULLY GUARANTEED
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

NEW FROM STOCK
EKCO 1226 TYPES -state model
EKCO U25 TYPES -state model
FERGUSON 306 -308
GEC 3743 -8426 Etc.
HMV 1865 -1869

551-

451-

1

AUTO TRANSFORMERS
0- 110/120.230,250
14150 Watt
150 Wact

301 -

HEATER TRANSFORMERS
240 Volt Primary 6.3v Sec or 5v
6'- 2 amp
8'I
amp
3 amp
101- 4 amp
161 -

ISOLATING TRANSFORMERS

200 -250 volts Primary 150 Watts

501-

We manufacture all types of Transformers.
Post

&

Packing

41 -.

S.A.E.

all

enquiries.

WITWORTH TRANSFORMERS LTD
26

All Saints Road, North Kensington,
W.I I. Telephone:

BAY 9071

TUBES. AERIALS. VALVES
U.H.F. aerials. Bands I, II & III aerials,
boosters.
I.T.V.
U.H.F. transistorised
boosters, Regunned T.V. tubes, Valves, etc.
New and second-hand T.V. sets, Transistor
Radios and all types of Electrical AppliQuotations without obligation.
ances.
Coaxial cable. fluorescent light fittings,
all at special prices to the trade and Home
Engineers. S.A.E. for list.

G.

A. STRANGE

BROADFIELD, NORTH %VRAYHALL,
tir. Chippenham, Wilts. Tel. Marshfield 236

SETS &c COMPONENTS

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
The

MULLARD BY100!

NEW TUBE

WITH 25 ohm limiting resistor
ONLY 61 -! (Guaranteed) Mail Only

AW36-20,
AW36-80

-

ALSO: NEW EF80,
PC97 5V -! BRAND NEW TUBES:
ECC81,

12" SOl -;

14`

EBF89

BRAND NEW TUBES!
guarantee (not rebuilt)

12

.

months'
SOr-

...
...
...
...
AW43/88, MW43/69...
valves,
tubes!
lists
Free

60r951.

Road,

BEARMAN, 43 Leicester
Tel. BAR
New Barnet, Hera.
P.

1934

TUBES

TELEVISION

Unused and Guaranteed
s. d.
4 17 6
4 17 6
E

MW 36-24
AW 36-21
MW 43-69
AW 43 -80
AW 43 -88
AW 47-90
AW 47 -91
MW 53 -20

21"
21" CME 2101
23" AW 59.91

3 14

FM etc.

CME
CRM
CRM
CME
CME
C

19

MW

...

171

etc....
etc ...

173

etc. ...

1402

1703

s 17 6
5 17 6

etc....

S 17

1901 eta...
AH etc. ...

53.80

6

2 6
2 6
7 12 6
7 12 6
7 17 6
7
7

etc....

CRM 212 eta ...
CME 2301 etc....
CARRIAGE 151 -.

A.E.240, Lichfield Road

Aston, BIRMINGHAM
East 1497

C.R.T.S., 35 Broomwood Road
ST. PAUL'S CRAY
Orpington 21285

ALTON, 105 Manor Lane
LONDON S.E.12
LEE Green 9713

TWO OUTSTANDING
INTRODUCTIONS

*

TO THE FAMOUS'KING' RANGE
THE KING TWIN TELEBOOSTER
operates two TV Receivers simultaneously from one aerial. Separate Bands.
or both on the same channel.
Only 14.7.6. inc. battery and p-ip.
MAINS OPERATED UNITS
On /on controlled by receiver switch.
The Original VHF TELEBOOSTER (dual band)
Still the Be st. 83.19.0 inc). bett. & p./P.
Mains version. í8. 0.0 incl. p./p.
THE KING UHF TELEBOOSTER for BBC2
Unique design. 85. 0.0 incl. bett. & p. /p.
KING VHF/9E RADIO BOOSTER
The
(all Band II)
18.19.0 Incl. butt. & p. /p.

Mains version 88. 0.0 inc. p. /p.
Co -aria) lead, moulded terminations, 5/8 extra.
Send S.A.E. for full details, and when ordering
please elate channel /e to be boosted on BBC
and/or ITA.
All models ebtuiwsb a diesel from the Bole

Manufacturers:

TRANSISTOR DEVICES LTD., Dept.
NEW ROAD, BRIEHAM. DEVON.

L5.12.6
L5. 7.6
L6. 7.6
L6.12.6

21

AW43-88, 43-89
AW47-90, 91

...

CRM 124 MW31/74 etc.
AW36'80, CME 1402

Specialists

AW 43-b0

Mail only.

mostly 60' -.

MIS E. A. JOHNSON, (LISTS)
12
Pank Avenue, New Barnet

14"
14"
17"
17"
17"
19"
19"

95
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P.T.

OLYMPIC II TV. S.A.E, for itemised
price list. AJAX ELECTRONICS, 18a
Rumbold Road, Fulham, S.W.6.

L7.10.0

AVM-80

L7.12.6

AW53-88, 53-89
AW59-90, 59-91
CI 48M, FM
CI7BM, FM, HM
C I7LM, PM, SM

0.17.6
E9.10.0
E5.15.0
E6. 7.6

C21 HM, SM, TM
CME 1402

0.17.6

L6.I2.6
L5. 7.6
E6.12.6

CME1702, 1703
CME 1705
CMEI901, 1903

CRMI52, 153
CRM 171, 2, 3
CRM211, 212

E7. 7.0
L7.10.0
O. 7.6
L5.10.0
E5.10.0
L5. 7.6
E5.17.6
E6. 7.6
L7.17.6

MW6-2
MW22-16

L6.17.6
E4. 2.6

MW31-116,74
MW36-24, 44

E4.17.6
L5. 2.6

MW41-I
MW34-64, 69

L6.I2.6

MW43.80
MW53-20
MW53-80
T90I A

L6. 7.6

CME2101
CRM93

I24
CRMI4I, 2, 3, 4
CRM

E6. 7.6

L7.12.6
L7.12.6
L6.12.6
LS. 2.6
E6. 7.6
L6.12.6
LS. 2.6
L5. 5.0
E6. 7.6
E6.I2.6

14KP4A, 141 K
171 K, 172K, I73K
6901 A
720I A, 7203A
7204A
7401 A
7405A

Manufacturers Reprocessed Tubes
available at El each less than
the above prices.
All tubes tested before despatch
and guaranteed for 12 months.
CARRIAGE 101-, via B.R.S. or
Add 2/6
151- via passenger train.
for Comprehensive Insurance.

down (plus carriage)
balance LI per month.

TERMS

E2

Midland Stockists:

-

Amateur Electronics Co.
240 Lichfield Road, Aston,
Birmingham.

SETS AND COMPONENTS
(continued)

A.I. POST

FREE BARGAINS

Stock clearance of reclaimed valves
B36
EB41

3/- P(:1,82

E1191

EB1,80
EUC82
ECFBn
EC1.80

EF42

1/9 PULa9
9d.,PEN46
2/8 P1.33

3/.

P1.82

9d. PY80
4/8 PY81

EIA2

ET33C
KT36

4/3 PY82
2/3 PZ3O
8/8 T41

2/8 Z63

2/-

1/- 2012
2/9°-'6L1

1/3 6F13

4/86134
1/86195

2/8

2/9120P1

3/-20P3

1/9 61125
1/8 61.1
1/9 61.18

4/8 81.19

A.I. RADIO

8/9
3/9
3/9
1/9
4/3
3/9

3/- 10P14
3/8 Y0U1

L63
2/3 8L1320
2/-U31
N37
8/9 6P258/- U281
N339
12/8 11320
8/8 8P28
PCF80
UB41
2/8/8 8/301.2
EF80 5/-. dos ECL80 12/-. doz.
E1191 5l- doz. PY82 12/-. doz.

14

7/-

1/9 10C1
5/-.10U2
5/6 1OP13

1/9L1.46
21- 7,66

9/8 P1.83
1/e PY31

2/9PY32

EF80
EF85

4/- UF42
8/81UC842

8/-

4/8
3/9
3/9
8/9
7/6

3/6 901'b
319'30FL1
3I-I30P1.1
32/8130212
4/SI185BT
2l9 PL'C84
4/8 KTN'63
2/9 KTZ63
PCF80 18/-.
PL83 18/.

4/-

2/-

3/6
doz.
don.

COMPONENTS

The Borough, Canterbury, Kent

DIRECT TV REPLACEMENTS LTD.,

largest stockists of TV components in
the U.K. Line Output Transformers,
Frame Output Transformers, Deflector Coils for most makes. Official
sale suppliers for many set makers.
Same Day Despatch Service. Terms:
C.O.D. or C.W.O. Send S.A.E. for
quotes Day and Night Telephone:
GIPsy Hill 6166. 126 Hamilton Road,
West Norwood.
TV SPARES, fully guarant'd. Makers'
parts. Telephone orders sent rams
day C.O.D. Line O.P. Trans. Murphy
V240/250. 79/6; V270/280, 80 /8; Elmo
T311, 330, 221, 231, 327 sertes and
Pye VT4, etc., all 62/9. Most types
stocked. Send S.A.E. for quote. Add
4/- p.p. Ecko/Ferr. Plastic Hsgs, 151 -.
KINGS (ORPINGTON) LTD.. 8 Cray
Parade. Main Road, St, Paul's Gray,
Kent. Orpington 30566.
" HEATHKITS " can now be seen in
purchased
Landon
RHPLACEbrochure. DIRECT
MENTS LTD., 126 Hamilton Road.

West Norwood. 8E27. O'IPsy Hill 6166.
VALVES REACTIVATED to as -new
condition. Receiving 3/- each, transmitting 41-, Post 8d. per valve. Restore performance of your equipment
at minimum Cost. Send stamp for
leaflet. G. ELLIOTT. 3 Sandgate Arve.
T!Lehurst, Reading, Berks.

WANTED
. EY51,
PCL82.
30P19, U25, etc.
return. DURHAM

NEW VALVES WANTED
HY88, PL81, P0084, POF80,

POL83, PY81, R19,
Best cash prices by

Durham Road.
175
SUPPLIERS.
Bradford 8, Yorks.
purchased.
SHEETS
SERVICE
HAMILTON RADIO, Western Road.
St. Leonards, Sussex.

URGENTLY WANTED: New, modern
Valves Transistors, Radios, Cameras.
Tape Recorders and Tapes. Watches.
Tools, any quantity. S. N. WILLEITS.
New Street, West Bromwich,
16
Staffs. Tel. 2392.
DAMAGED AVO METERS WANTED,
Models 7 and 8. Any condition. Any

quantity.

Road, West Croydon.
urgently
required. State price, quantity. type
44,
No,
Box
collect.
-will
17in. AND 19in. Televisions

TEIfYISION TUBE SHOP
48

FOR SALE

BATTERSEA BRIDGE ROAD

LONDON S.W.II.

BAT 6859

NEW

JUST SOUTH OF THE

method

OPEN SATURDAY

Stalls.

BRIDGE
UNTIL 4 p.m.

www.americanradiohistory.com

FABULOUS

for

TV

beginners,

Servicing

6/8.

ACE

(Dept. T), 330 Wetmore Rd., Burton,

PRACTICAL
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FOR SALE
(continued)

METAL RECTIFIERS

OLD

RECTIFIERS -FIN TYPES
Equive. for RM4 13/6: EMS 17/8; 14A989 18/6;
14A86 10/6; 14&97 11/6; EK2 15/-; ER6 15/ -;
14A949 19 / -; LWIS 19 / -; LW7 19/ -; 14.4100 19/ -;
e'Wl2V, lA 51 -; 2A 7/ -; 4A 10/6.
SILICON TV 7/6. or with insu. raeütor- ooudenser,

al -.

MULTIMETERS from 32/ -.
Stamped envelope for full latest selection and
bargain offers in cheap meters and transistor radios
tofer 81, P A P. sir., ove: El, Poet Free.
C.O.U.

DURHAM SUPPLIES
175 DURHAM ROAD, BRADFORD 8, YORKSHIRE

ASTONISHING CIGARETTE RADIO

!

!

Yes, a perfectly ordinary
packet of cigarettes!
it fetches in station

-but

after station, loud and
clear)

ettes

-

Holds 10 cigar-

yet cleverly

conceals highly sensitive,
f
transistorised circuit (incl. tiny battery).
Even a young boy ono
assemble it in under 2 hours. No soldering. No
experience necessary.
Only 10 connections.
From our bulging testimonial file Mr. D. B. of
Huddersfield writes:
.7 have fitted the parts
is and it is working wonderfully ..."
ALL PARTS Including Semi -Conductors, ABO
Plans, etc. ONLY 18 /6 plus 2/6 poet, etc.

"..

CONCORD ELECTRONICS LTD (B /P.T.I3)

9 WESTERN ROAD, HOVE
(Para available eeparviy)
500

5 /..

November, 1965

PADGETTS RADIO STORE

RECTIFIERS-CONTACT COOLED
1411AI282 (FC101) type 250 v., 250 mA, 13/6
EC1, 13/ -; FC116, 7/6; 1411A/1203 (FC31) are Silicon

...

TELEVISION

Callers only. 39 Whitehorse
Lane, E.1. Opposite Stepney Green
Station.

*

*

--

manufacturer:

FINNIGAN SPECIALITY PAINTS (PT)
Mickley Square, StockaSeld, Northumberland.
Phone: Stoeksfield 1280

,

,

,

30/-. MW43 /80. 30/ MW43/69. 30/
CRM142, 17/-. 12 Inch tubes,
Cj0M172, 30/
10/ -. 17 inch tubes perfect but without

guarantee, 17/- each. Carriage on any tube
in G.B., 10/ -.
Scope tube removed from units. P07 -S.
2.51o., perfect condition, 30/-. Post 4/6.
New JAI' earpieces complete with teal and
plug, 3 or 5mm. 1/11. Post paid or 20/. per
dozen.

New Transistors, OC72, 2/ -; CV425. 10d.:
CV448, 10d.: CV442. 10d.
New Diodes, top grade. no duds, 3f- dos.,
post paid.
New 12ín. Speakers with built -In tweeter
3 or 15 ohms. 28/6. Post pall.
Perfect Speakers ex. eq upment, loin.
round. 10/ -. Post 3-. 8111. reund, 8 /-: Post
3/-; 7 x 41n.. 5 /-. Post 2/ -. 6 x 4in., 3/-. Post
2/ -. Six tor 20/ -, post paid. 6in. round, 3/-.
Post 2/ -, 20/-. Phillips 5ín. Round, 5/-.
Post 2/ -.
Motors Single Phase 240v. quarter H.P.,
26/ --: 1400 Revs. Fully guaranteed. ex.
washing machines, carriage 8/6.
Small Switch Motor 24v, will run from 12 or
6 volts. 101 -, post paid.
Bush 121n. TV 24 013 channel TV. Complete
and tested with good tube, only wants cleaning, 75/-, carriage 10/ -, G.B.
VALVE LIST

Ex equipment.

EL91
EL80
EL84
ECC81
ECC82
EY51
EY86
EB91
ECC83
EL38

EF91
6F1
6F14
6E15
10C2
10F1

IIAMMERITE
HAMMER PATTERN BRUSH PAINT FOR
PANELS AND BOXES
THE PATTERN IS IN THE TIN
ALL YOU DO IS BRUSH IT ONI
25 or. tine 3)8
3 gallon 35/
} pint
7/8
1 gallon 58/
1 pint
15 /(sent by road)
Carriage: Orders up to 5/-, 9d.; up to 101 1/9;
15/- and over 2/9.
Colours:. Blue, Silver or Metallic Black.
Return of post service, Mon. to Fri.
From your component shop or direct from the

HALL

,

A W53/30,

10P13
10P14
20D1
20L1
20P3

1/6
215/3/3/2/6
5/4/6
9d,
4)5/9d.
1/6/6/5/1/5/5/2/5/.
4/-

3

20P1
20P4
U801

months' guarantee

15281

U282
U329
KT36
6V6GT
6B3
6K25
6P25

4/8/6
8/6
5/5/b/5/4/1/6
5/3/6
b/4/-

PZ30
PCC84
PCL82
PCL85
PL36
12AT7

b/4/5/5/5/3/1/6
3/6
1/6

60H6
518
ARP12
plus 50 for 21
807
5/8154
EF50
í/PY32
Doz. 6/PY33
6/- EF80
1/6
PY80
Doz. 10/3/PY81
3/- 6E7
1/3
PL38
Doz. 10/8'6
PL81
4/- 6V6
1/9
PL82
Doz. 18/.
3/PL83
3/. 6R8
1/9
PY82
3/Doz. 18/PCF80
4/- U25
5/All valves post paid.

A Depth

-

Micrometer

This Depth Micrometer
(wth extra spindle for I"2- conversion), usual price
21/3, is given FREE as

FREE!

ship Conditions booklet V-. Sample
copy of 3.P.R.E. Official Jounnat 2 /.,
post free. Secretary, Dept 0, 32 Kidmore Road, Oa,yersham, Reading,
Berke.

element, 21/6; 5 el., 29/9; 11 el.,
Combined x 5, 35/6; 'H' x 5, 491.; loft
compact with pole, 36/6; F.M. 3 el.,
BBC
8 el., 33/-; 14 el., 3916; 20 el.,
I

11

46/x5
49f..
1

581-.

Price includes clamps and postage.
S.A.E. enquiries.

200- TELEVISION

J. R. R. BAKER

35

SL Mark's Road, Windsor, Berkshire.

SERVICING COURSE.

If you want to clear up a few thoughts on the function of Televsion receiver., you will find this course

book very refreshing. It's a big value too. Was
originally sold as an expensive Home Study Course
for very much more than the modest price now
asked. You get 198 quarto pages of instruction and
It Is compiled by M. N. Reitman. one of the greatest
authoritiex on television and radio repair.
Price Only 37/6, including postage.
22- PIN-POINT COLOUR T.V. TROUBLES IN
15 MINUTES
By Robert G. Middleton.

Charts

12 MINUTES.

By the world famous writer on transistors, Louis E.
Garner, Jnr., 485 pages.
A very practical handbook using the famous Coyne
Cheek Chart Trouble Shooting method. Covers all
kinds of equipment including radios, T.V.s, Audio
Amplifiers. Preamplifiers and just about everything,
Hundreds of photos, illustrations, diagrama, check
charts, etc. Price 49/-, including postage.
39 -RADIO a ELECTRONICS COURSE.
216 pages, quarto size. 36 complete lessons.
You will find this course easy to understand,
practical. Early lessons make fundaníentala clear
even to the beginner while other lessons will give you
the practical knowledge of an expert. Adapted from
an expensive Home Study course. If you are just
starting into radio or T.V. repeairs we believe you will
find this manual Invaluable and use it for constant
reference. Price 41/-, including postage.
PIN POINT T.V. TROUBLES IN 10 MINUTES.
Over 340 croon indexed pages. Quickly and easily
pin-point the trouble in any T.V. set. Cover 70
symptoms, 700 trouble spots, 50 time saving check
charts, 290 diagrams. Bee previous advertisements.
NOW REPRINTING. will accept orders for
delivery in tour weeks' time. This Is one of the beat
manuals we have ever handled, well worth waiting
fort Over 30.000 copies now used In the U.K. alone!
Price 41/-, including postage.

8-

IRONCLAD GUARANTEE

Any book not satisfactory may be returned within 10
days post -paid for full refund of the purchase price.

FREE

BOOK OFFER!

If you Include cash with order we will forward a tree
book of your choice from fist on coupon for each
book ordered These books are authoritative and
loaded with useful information. Would cost at least
4/6 to 5/- each in your regular book store/

29

200

22

39

l' -2' Depth

Micrometer

Ideal Micrometers for Hobbyist, Student and
General Industrial use. Correct to .0009 of an inch.
Put TOOLMAKER precision into your project)
32/6 POST
DEPT. H.

PAID

TO:

book.

d.

Translator book.
Radio Instrumentas
book.

Name
Address

A.G.M. INDUSTRIES LTD.
Holloway, Lase, Welbare Omen, Nr. Hatfield,

B
8

If not delighted I may return any book post -paid
without further obligation on my part. Otherwise
I will pay cash or 5/- weekly (10 /- fortnightly)
commencing not later than 10 days after delivery.
I am over 21 years of age. (If under 21 parent should
place order.)
I would like you to send me a free book as
as indicated below. I enclose each to the sum of

Electronics Gadgets

ONLY

302 Check

Colour Television repair available anywhere. Now
is the time to seriously consider Colour T.V. and
this is the beet book we have seen published to far.
At 49/- including postage, it is big value and we know
you will enjoy using this manual.
9-PIN -POINT
TRANSISTOR
TROUBLES IN

a

NOW

548 pagre.

Just about the biggest and moat useful book on

Oscilloscope book.

SEND

86/6

Please send the following books I have carded

AERIALS

3

Price

thoroughly practical handbook for professional
engineers and also of great interest to radio amateurs,
student and apprentices. Has procedure charts to
help you get repaire done faster. A good companion
volume to the Coyne PiuPoiu T. V. Troubler.
A

ALL TYPES OF TV /FM AERIALS
AVAILABLE
BBC I dipole, 18/6; 'H', 38/6; 'X', 3516;
ITA

by Gordon

i1

King, Secont edition
including postage

Dept. V.3.
West End, Southampton Hants.

2- Micrometer
meal price 16/6
P -2' Depth Micrometer
FREE (save 21/8 !)
TOTAL 30/plus p. & p. 2/6
Poch Micrometer can be

bough separately for the
individual prices shown
(plus 1/6 p. A p-)

352 pages,

To SIM -TECH TECHNICAL BOOKS

renal price 13/6

INCORPORATED
PRACTITHE
TIONERS
RADIO
ELECIN
&
TRONICS (I.P.R.E.) LTD. Member-

Then only 5/- per week for those you keep!
29-- TELEVISION SERVICING HANDBOOK.

FREE TRIAL COUPON

part of the SPECIAL
OFFER of a 3- Instrument
et comprising:

l' Micrometer

EDUCATIONAL

BOOKS
FREE TRIAL!

ON

LIVERSEDGE, YORKS.
Telephone: Cleckheaton 2866
Special Offer. Brand New Boxed TV Tubes.
MW43/69. 65 / -. MW36/24, 37/8 90 Degree
Tubes with slight glass fault 37/- each.
Carriage on any tube in G.B. 10/ Fully
Guaranteed for 12 months.
Reclaimed Tubes. Six months guarantee.

EBF80

TELEVISIONS, not working, from

TOWN

TELEVISION

Herb.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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County
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PRACTICAL

TELEVISION

iii

REBUILT TUBES!
You're safe when you buy from
RE -VIEW!

Each tube is rebuilt with a completely
new gun assembly and the correct voltage
heater.

HERE

WHAT YOU

IS

tube comes to you with a guarantee
card covering it for a year against all but

PAY:

Each

I2in.
I4in.

breakage.
Each tube is delivered free anywhere
in the U.K. and insured on the journey.

tube is rebuilt with experience and
know -how.
We were amongst the very
first to pioneer the technique of rebuilding
television tubes.
Each

E5. 0.0

15in.

E5. 5.0

I7in.

E5. 5.0

19in.

£5.15.0

21

RE -VIEW ELECTRONIC TUBES
237 LONDON ROAD, WEST CROYDON,
SURREY.
Tel. THOrnton Heath 7735

E4.15.0

C.

in.

5.0

Cash or cheque with
order, or cash on delivery

-Discount for Trade

-

Old Tubes Purchased

BBC2, TV, RADIO & TAPE REC. SPARES
UHF /625'BBC2.

Modify your set to BBC2. 1955 to 1963 models
covered. Manufacturers' tuners, IF panels etc. Send for free lists.
SPECIAL OFFER. Complete Pye /Ekco UHF conversion kits:
tuner, transistorised IF and T.B. panel, fittings, circuit, etc. New in
manuf'ers cartons. Normally 18 Gns. Our Price £8.10.0, post 3,6.
Can be used to convert all makes of receivers.
TRANSISTORISED UHF TUNERS Latest MAN. type E8.12.6
TV SIGNAL BOOSTER UNITS. Sensational gain all stations,
trans., plug -in types, LABGEAR (Pye) BBCIITA or BBC2 75'PERDIO BBC2 701 -, LABGEAR (Pye) MASTHEAD 1051- Post free.
CRTs. Rebuilt, new guns, fully guaranteed 12 months, Mullard,
Mazda 14 ", 17" £4.5.0; 110° E5.5.0; 19 ", 21" £6.10.0. Carriage 101 -.
LIME OUTPUT TRANSFS. Popular types available, brand new
exact replacements fully guar. A selection which can be supplied:
PHILIPS 1768 etc., STELLA 8617 etc. ... 98(6
EKCO 221 to 3 3 (U25) types
...
... 42,6 A1.80 L.O.T.s
Available for
FERRANTI 1001 to 1011 (U25 types)
.. 42,6
EKCO / FERRANTI (U26fperspex types)
74'6 Alba
Peto
FERGUSON 406 to 606 etc. 74,6; 306, 308 42'6 Coeeor
Scott
MARCONI VTI57, 158, 160, 161 etc.
.
74,6 Decca Pilot
PHILCO 1000, 87,6; 1010, 1019 etc.
74,6 G.E.C. ROD
KB Royal Star PVP20, QVP20
78,6
R.B.
Dyaatron
HMV 1840 to 1854, 68,-; 1865 to 1869
... 42,6 IIltre Reaeata.

-

1

.

.

etc....
SOBELL TS17, 346, 48,6; other models
1870, 1890, 1910, 1920,

PAM, INVICTA

.
.

74,
72,6 Emerson Efe.

all models ...
...
... 64,6 ¡MUMiohael
PYE all types available V4 to V700 etc.
.. 64,6
Postage and Packing for above L.O.T.s 3/6. C.O.D. 2/6 extra.
SCAN COILS. Frame o/p frame osc. trans(., width /linearity
coils, sound o/p trans(., mains droppers, control knobs, dual vol.,
controls, line osc. trans). resistors, condensers, etc.
TUNER UNITS. Fireball, Pye Miniature, incremental, turrets,
charnel coils, technical replacements service available.
TAPE RECICHANGER. Drive Belts, Heads, Pinch Wheels,
Idlers, Motors for most British (incl. WALTER) and Continental.
SALVAGED COMPONENTS. Large selection for popular
models, clean, serviceable condition, turrets, transformers, etc.,
ENQUIRIES invited, prices by return. C.O.D. despatch available.

MANOR

SUPPLIES

64 GOLDERS MANOR DRIVE, LONDON, N.W.11
(Callers: 589b, HIGH ROAD (nr. Granville Rd), N. Finchley
N.I2). Open all week incl. Sat.. HIL 9118 (Day) SPE 4032 (Eng.).

SAME DAY SERVICE

VALVES
SETS

NEW! TESTED! GUARANTEED!

1115, 145. IT4 :184. 514.
814 ,1i 4 111r 15l-. 11A1'9l;

II4,191.

1)1'91.

III'ul;, 11:91i,

9/6E.

llh!n.

11120i.

1A7t:1

7/8,7147

7/9',1'1.:13

1115t4T

1S5(1T

7C:5
7/3
^/94t'r;

7/9 Y I
12/8
10/9 S i i
5/9'1)Ar132 7/3 F;I'B:í; 8/- l5'95

1115

4/9 7117

I

3/9 ECII4"

4/9'I1AF91

4/97Y4

I84
Is:,

ErF"

:

6/-III..tF:ttì 8/-Et'11n1
8/9Et'Lnu

3/9913W1;
8/8b01m1
1/911111'l
9/9111F:t:t
19/6'101.1112 7/8I31'91
3/9 U11911
13/8I12ATl
5/8 12A E7 4191111701

l'l'4
21'
13.45

3444
:184

51'40

6/-1't'l'v4

8/-.EF:t9

3/9 P1'Fn4

12/6,EEn.i

4/8'',12KnÚT8/8'UK32

1-55.7

8/3 Prusa
8/9 Pt'1'.v0

3/61E1'41
4/=111'WI

419/)1177
5/1312K711T3/8U11v1

8/3

7/9

FA '182
1/9F,1'I.n6

4/912AS7

3V'4

8/-911'14

1/9EF46

8/8PI'l'r'2
6/3 P1F',nB
4/9Pt1.'w41 l

5/-Pt'F41w

4/9,E1'1)9

4/3,1'('I,n2

8/9

2/6
1/9,1'11,n'4
7/6 PrLvS
.l,mi
6/9

813A6
613E6
0B116

8/-ELiI

5/- Er s3

4/9 E1.:53

4/- 25I,6ÚT 4/3 111.94
4/8 30.
8/-I)121íì
4/9 301'5
8/8 USnK

6AT6

5/-':301'I.1
5/6 301.15
^/9'501.17
318:í01'4

06.16
6113W6

61,13
61,14

9/-301'12
1/8301'19

E1507

5/8)ì1,3v

8/9 E1.84
9/6 1)1`í7
8/-11:I U5
10/3 E.46180 8/- E9134
12/- EAFIL 7/8 EMwb
13/61:ß4I
4/-,E9181
7/81E1191
2/-F.a144

6K70
13/8EI0.'33
6K80
4/3 39E1.1
9/8181'41
6K80T 7/8 301'11310/9 E141'v0

8/-E9187
8/13 E131
6/- E1bf

9/8:301'1,14 11/- EI4Fv3
5/9 351.61:1' 8/3, E111,9

7/6 F1Y.4u
5/9.EZ41
8/9 1.4280.
3/9 E21)1

e1.28

6Q70
6Q70T
68L7Ú1'
61'80
ä1'äl1T
6X4

-/935W4

4/6ltcr40

4/9 35Z40T 4/8 El 1'n1
3/1353KC7
8/8 EI-l'42

5/880

3/8 6063
6X5L'T 8/3 A'/.31
7B6
10/13 656

9/3 14r1'n5
4/6 E1Fv0

Cul

5
1

^/-

5/8
9/6
6/6
8/9
7/9
8/3
9/9
9/9

v:t

8/6
8/9
8/8
418

1'54
1'7v
1'101

8/9
3/6
9/9
8/6
128l
1'301
10/9
l'vul
15/l'A1tt 'SO 5/9
I'AFI2 7/9
l'1ir41 8/8
1'R1nI 6/3
It1'v0 8/I-ItFvv 5/9

8/3
9/8/3

1

8/-

4/6 l' F1211017/6
6/- l'l.:il;
8/9
8/8P1,n1
819
5/9 1'182
5/8
7/3
6/5/9 1.1.44
8/3
808,1'1d110 14/8/31'I.vu1 7/6
6/- l'S25
7/9
6/9 1.1'52
8/9
8/81'133
8/91
4/-l'YV0
5/3
4/8 1'1"81
6/3

i

1'47

115y
lt1n5

lciznu

8/9l'E\:utl'15/-

8/3ÚZ37
8/9 I's n00
5/6 E'l'lli
816'l'11'211'
7/311F:140015/-'r69ä3

1ì01v4

l'_r,

8/6
6/81I'ESA4 6/6
11/9 PE N385 9/8

4/9l'P4'5008/3
-/- :233 14/61'l

4/8E1ná

12/13

24/6.

I11r

4/-,'l'1'v1;F10/8
5/8
6/3

8/9Pt'l'vu5 8/-

51':3ÚT 411112Q7t:'P 3/6 GE 91
:5'/.111/(;T8/9R911(%00 6/9'UK07
0.5IL2 8/9 2.1111.
121-M:9m
2/- 2,1D3
6A1,5
1019'111,33
6AM6
2/13 20P
1318 14I.35
6AQ5
11/8 1)192
5/820I:5

8/-EF'91
8/6EF'92

1x122, IH214.

4

1'1'1142

l'4I1R1

8/6/6
8/3
7/6

6/6

E.

7/3

l'F41

8/9
4/8
8/3
5/9
7/3

1rl,n3 8/9

l'1'4'2
1'1'v5
t

1-1.41

I1.44
11.41;

l'LAJ
1'

Y41

5/-

1'1'414

8/6
9/6
6/6

Z.

5/91/176
W77

S79

15/8/8
5/4/9
4/9
11/3/8

2/-

24/8
2/8

READERS RADIO

COLBERG PLACE, and at
STAMFORD HILL
24

LONDON
l'v'tage

ills

1

Auy

N.16. STA 4587

valse

911.

extra. On

tilre,i

www.americanradiohistory.com
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TORQUAY GARDENS
REDBRIDGE, ILFORD
ESSEX. CRE 7441

85

,'.111..- w'

t'ttge

61. Per valve extra.
In111e 1.1. í613,1t 1.1 extra

November, 1965

TELEVISION

PRACTICAL

L
LS

\,.
RESCREENED
RE- ALUMINISED
Regular buyers of Suffolk
and Midland Tubes have
learnt to rely on their out-

SUFFOLK TUBES LTD
1/3 UPPER RICHMOND ROAD

standing quality. Every
Tube
guaranteed
12
months with proved performance and Reliability.
PRICES FROM [4.10.0 EACH
The largest independent rebuilders
in the U.K.

PUTNEY LONDON S.W.15
Tel: Vandyke 4304/5267

MIDLAND TUBES LTD
477/483 OLDHAM ROAD
MANCHESTER 10
Tel: Collyhurst 4412

BENTLEY ACOUSTIC CORPORATION LTD.
THE NEW VALVE SPECIALIS1S

38 CHALCOT RD, LONDON, N.W.I

SPECIAL OFFER
Mazda 19111 H.T. Rectifiers.
Output 5300 volte at 75mA maximum.
8/- each.

1D6

9/6 eF13

3/9
9/3

180
1T4

3/3 0,24
2/3 !,;.17.1

1016

12/11/6
8/6
.1 Ur;
9/8
2 1E0
8/_.111+ 10/9

4/6

"A'l'n

4%8

2:11'n
2A \"d

5/9
5/9
5/3

OA'!
01;2

054t.T
IR5

21121

2X2
3.55

3Q5OT
304
31"4

519,nr'\14
61- d113
4/3 6F1

4/- 6F'23

5/- 0K711
3/- r;1.r,

241916
918

113

3l3
6/9 1;1-,0'l'\I8/8
24I8/9 0625
10/-1
4/9 61.1

5/- nLrinT

713

,P13
01'14
'^-Ar,:

211 Agi

"ItK'i

419

I

307,f1

357,50'l' 5/9
50115
8/6
501.5
8/6
501.6OT 8172
6/6

10/- 90A1:

2K3

16/2 1/1

'3:124OT 4/8

F.

-,7
F'

I:-a1'

I,4'C

el-'I:t'HHI

5/- Er11-,3
9/9 1,:r"II94
I s
6/6
'I.,"
7/6
r

1

I

24/- 1. I.s.r
24/- FI'r,w;

13/8 F:I"°
EIsOF 19/8 1:F3n
1:A.10
1/6 1:F:17A

LAIR 'so 5/9

616 F::114'_'

67/61F:I134

11F'39

7/9 1:P40
1l- 4:l'41

8l- 1:\Is4
8 6 F:\Iss
3/6 1:11s7
71-1EN:tl
5/- F:151

819
618

hi

l'91

EY:1

Output 250v. at

1TN'rï!

5/8 P1,s1

811114

7/8 l'L-,3

6TW63 5/8

P1,8'2

N1110612/6 P1,84
81 12/14 4/8'1'L500
10/6,1'8ri4

7/- Yr,

el-,%9
8/9 NIm

716, l'_1It1'su
10/- l'61
5/611a
7/3 PI'-,

9/31l'l'75
9/8 1r97

1

No larger than a shirt
6/6 each

9090

5/5/9 F:L!+.-,
33/61: 41,911 13/6
918 F: !II :91
11/6
15/8
519 E 1171
8/8 1.11s'0
6/31
819 1:11,1

MULLARD BY100 MIDGET SILICON RECTIFIERS

Primrose

in stock

301'1,13 9/6,111,9'i
354'0
8/3 1,070
3:51l0 :T LI-, 111171
35W4
4/6 /1N il

6/- 3A2

211117

All goods
Nearest tube
are
Chalk Farm 'advertised

E6/-1S4
28/2PY:tI

6/9 PY3'2
2/8 FY33

9/9 1'l's0
9/- P1-41

8/9 P1'42
8/9 PTs3

6/9 l'22

5/- o'!a

6/- 126
6/3

1

15/9l

.3l
3,1

9/31733

9/- 1'37

8/9145

8/91';Ii

5/9 F03
8/6 FFv:
7/6 P29
8/6 1'1.41
1

13/81'L-,4
18/611I4
29/- 5134

15/811I5o
4/6

amp.

button

6l9 /1.g-,I
3/9/- í1A7,210 7/6
25/5/6 ut'IN
23/7/- U122
12/516 OI-!1
17/8
17/8
8/3

u1-;
w'2:

Ill-, inr35

14/- 111':1'f
10/3, 01'41
7/9 Or44
5/- IP'45
11/4/91'301
4/9 11r1;.,
8/- 1-1-'5
5/6 I"9n4
1418111'1;6
151-YP4
-I3F801
8/61P4R 12/- 110 5/9 1"40'!0
-/81"A11C805/8,YIt105 518 0171
9/8FAF42 8/91R150 4/9 In '72

3/91'191
4/9

1"

251

5/- l'2 S

9/61"1

9/- 11

s

8/-

23118/8

111°',1

9/8
21/6

8/-

11`.

4/9
3/6

1213 1.121

22/6
419 E1'4-06
3/9 Iav4
67/8 ER41
7/3 90.AY
8/8 If1.71.T115/6 :,AV.S
25/518 Pr'r'n4
5/81'1'.w
2r6 l'V"s6
2/3 EF50
181-1FIt91
10/- 107'1
4/6 'H.I-,
10/- 201,1
8/8
8/9I1'1'rs5 8/9 P1"Yuu
4/3 1:1s
42/-, 1:10 .33 6I-' l:F'al
11/8 90r1:
8/- 61.1120 6/6 21,1'"
3/6
3/- l't'uss 10/8PY80L
9/9.E171
121-'1Ir''1 42/- 1,:1r41 8/8 EF'tir
11,6, 201.1
419 0P29
8/4/8 7ti740
5/6,P01'-,1r 11/8.1'Z30
12/8 I50112 18I61 F:Rr>`1 5/91 F:1's5
4/3 901'1
523
616 8,170
nr73
16/1'R4L
10/8
101/4 1,,V7112197
Pr1'I-,910/-QQ1'03/lu
I!Fsn
t:741
6l6
6/3
F,ItFsO
5/9
12/11/9
5I3 201':1
7/6 I1711
5240
813bl-IR041 81'31Y7s9 17/8 0074
6/6'
4/3 13'/0
319 12rF's0
7/6 l':RI'sa 713' ri
131- 7!r:3
rLAn
5/9'nNl,7t:'I' 4/9 2. 1.4
Ur7a
X41
8/10/4/3 1'rF'^6/-Q1'0417 '1-l'Rí'VI 8/3
3l- If7s1
2/9 E111's0 5/9 1:r'9I
3/. 166\711T 4/6 2nPy1
11/6 7473
6AC7
818
7/3 111',-,
15/- I'BF'VU 5/6 X66
8/8 It 10
14/8 r'rl'-,4
2/6 1:233
4/9 Ar6PFa4/9 ERII!I 1013 IiFr2
6AU7
5/91n1 41.'t' 8/8 251.0
12/27/_'/1r77
17/61'RFV9
8/3'I79
10'1's,i
8/3
R17
4/9
10/12,6
VFW,
I+Zat
6/6
Ec53
9/6
.AZ3L
5/6 6X611
3/6 2".5241:
eAQ5
8/5/- 11r7v
9/8 1'13L'!1 10/9.Y113
14/6 PrRVII 9/9 Ris
10/- 1/1/7
4/9 F.13,7
6/6 E0'70
3/9,2707u.T 8/- :1/.41
6.4T6
3/8'',C4
's
4/7/3
0.
6/3'2r,6
PI'1's0210/-It19
8/91"1'92
9/3
9/9 111
818 F.Flrs
419 E0'92
KA Tr;
23/3 Ban
519,eS54; T 513`'78F
7/3 1:F1 -:I
1'rFxnS 9/38130 22/81'1`t'84 8/-Transistnrr Ií11's111 4/"/311I,4111U
12/- Err:tl
6A VI;
5/6 '. 301:2 8/9 :u0'17 10/- 1'111.1
11cs'
10/2/V65 8/8-Inddirda
71- P.FI^4
12/6 l'1'1'su612/98P41
6/6
11/6 EC: 40
12/6 301'17 11/9 1.1,32
416,71/6
611A6
2/- 1311,92 8/3.AF'102 27/Bi01'5:1
6l'l'0I.-2 6/681'61
3/6 F:I'-,n4 20/5 I11.4'!1)11
5/9 F:13'-,1
9/31l'131
918.301'1-,
6RE0
4/3 7117
8/12/6 Pr'I.,3 9/8,81`25 27121'/1121 8/- A1,114 11/- 111's4
7/3 DA r96 8/9/6
4/6 F'.11V0
I9H6
9/- :í0I-'.''
5/3 71'5
9/- 11'1142 8/- A FI 15 10/8' 111 -170 8/8
5/9 11N309 25/- PI .1.'14 7/8 T41
10/8 E11'5:1 4/6 E I(:I'!
913 DlU.11
6/13, 391,1.1
011.16
5/6 7r'6
9/819 12r1.5a
8/6 T11232 8/91"r'H8I 8/82F'11n 10/- í1'17I
8I6 111"It2
15/- FarrI 5/6 1i1.33
6111Q7A
5/9 :11,1.13 10/3 1)1'66
7l6 7117
5/8111r1'71 27/8
8/9 T1,01, 11/81'r1.42 7/3,AFiI7
919 Ifn"it2.A 8/9 PCI'6
6/- Errn5 5/9 1:1,:u
1216 :0U.17 11/6 1111011
6807
913 71'7
9/-l'1'I.-,:i 913AF127 9/8 .11ATInu719
7/-1'10
8/0 6T33O 8/- l'EX4:5
8194:1.36
10/5/- ;alt.
12/- 11197
6111tV
8/-175.4
8A'l'1018/8
14
3/7/8FP4I
71-'KT:t6 29/1 PFIX45OD
481/99
31-,1:1.11
9/8 :101'12
7/8 1111101 25/- fç15'91
614110
7/6 911\16
/12711
O.A7:í
151- 1"FV'!
al- ,N2TISn 7l9
12/- 1-I6
7/9 Kl'4l
6/6
Illì11'7
9/9 30I'10 12/- 111110718/Il I:01.15111 1le IiI.J'J
5/- 11r1
3/- 11ÁT1218/8
613'0270
5/- PEN PI 4/- 11`1 _1 8/6¡1'+0
8/3 1'1'44
8f- F:C1su 7/3 I!I.sl
9/7 1161r'
12/- :101'1,1
6C9
10/9 1n1s1
P FIS3-,31013'
±3
1<Te1
6/9
E1
819
ErF-,2
Ir1wi
6/6
6/3
fig
101- :Ar1'1.131p/8
18/- 10E1
20/ All g00cls are new first quality brands only and
3/9 P1
4/81T63
15/- Err's1i 10/- H:1.24
6rH6
6/6 101.1111 9/6301'1.141113 111.72
We
11,7 not handle
subject
full
to
makers'
guarantee.
a3
9/II'II 9/
.
7/8 hí'1 6 12/3
manufacturers. seconis Or relr'ts, which are after]
rlrr I'stag,,
Terms 0 huslmss, I 'ash raith
ri
11:1
8/
and tested" hart which bare a
l'aektng Ii 1. per item. llr On yer U F t m11
,1 IH'
18/8/ described as
8/ 1,1411
2/6 1'0N61 4/9 I a-,
limited and unreliable life. O mplete eatalogle rf
transit
gaI11t damage
Any parcel insured
Only 6,I.11eytra. aAll OrhO+ ,b-1u1t,h,11 um
We require for prompt each settlement all types of over 1000 l'ales aetualty in stork, with r,' +1strs,
m, Irmsers, transi,mm'rs, mlerophllnes, speakers.
clay 0f receipt. ('allers w,4e,aue.
valves. loose or bored, but MUST be new. Offers
metal
ratai reetitiers with terms of business, 6.1. post free,
made by return.
wats. 9 a.m.-1 p.m.
511m.-F'ri. 9 a.rn. 5 1. 111.

5R41:Y
51'40
51'40
51"31.T

-

Il'!

1

'

I

I

1

1

1

1

1

fr
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